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The basic mtivation for this thesis is the great difference between linear 
aodels and non-linear mdels in teI'lls of the interpretability of diagnostic 
aeasures which have been developed for linear models, but have also been used 
frequently for the analysis of non-linear mdels ignoring the non-linear 
structure of the model. 
I have found that either the linear diagnostic measures are applied directly to 
a data aatrix as if it foI'lls part of a linear syste. irrespective of the 
possible non-linearity of the .odel - see the curvature aeasures of Bates and 
Watts (1980) as well as Efron (1975) - or the aodel is transfoI'lled to a aore or 
less linear foI'll and the diagnostics derived are interpreted in teI'lls of the 
parameters which" have occurred after the transforation. This has the effect 
that the interpretation with respect to aspects of the original aodel aay becoae 
vague. 
A technique which is based on the inherent non-linear structure of the aodel to 
deteI'lline the potential presence of outliers and/or influential observations and 
picking thea up froa the data aatrix is proposed. Thia is being achieved 
through the singular value decoaposition of the jacobian of the model which is 
followed by a procedure similar to a principal components analysis. 
Finally it is shown that this technique is not only useful in non-linear 
regression, but also in discriainant analysis where outliers and/or influential 
observations aay cause the classification function to be not as effective as it 
aaybe if the aberrant observations are not reaoved. 
On the one hand I have tried to co.bine and c~ear up a variety of known facts 
loosely available in the literature together with proofs where none were 
supplied in the quoted articles, so that a concise, but understandable, readible 
docoent _y be available to anyone interested in the subj ect of non-linear 
regression and diagnostics. 
On the other hand I have tried to extend the knowledge available in order to 
show and si.plify knew approaches, techniques and applications for existing 
(known) procedures which have not been used often and definitely not at all in 
non-linear regression or discri.inant analysis as far as I a. aware of. 
SOlTVlIE AND BAlQV1iE 
SOlTVAIE: The original analysis of the non-linear aodel in chapter four was 
done by aeans of a set of prograa subroutines developed by latkowsky (1983). 
The code he supplied used routines froa LINPACI which was not available at that 
stage so I adapted the rOITUN- code using routines froa the NUDIIC!L UCIPES 
routines-package - see appendix D for aore inforaation on NUDIICAL IECIPES as 
well as the code. I found this last package very useful especially because of 
the well written books/unuals which were supplied with the routines. These 
routines have the advantage that one can edit any of thea for specific personal 
techniques one would like to investigate. 
The SVD and the coaputations of chapter five were done by aeans of a prograa 
developed specificially for the purpose of this thesis using the above-aentioned 
package for certain routines. 
The discriainant analysis was originally done using the BIDP7I package, but as 
the STATGlAPBICS package is .ore readily available to the average un I did all 
further analysis using version 5.0 of this package. 
BAIDVAU: A 6401 W, 20 ID PC was used. Soae of these prograas were run on an 
IT without a mathematical coprocessor (hoae) and soaetiaes one with a 
aathematical coprocessor (work). 
The codes for all the self-developed prograas are given in appendix D. 
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1. THE 10DEL 
The class of aodels under discussion is a generalization of the aultiple linear 
regression .ode!. The observations l' = (Yl"" 'Yn) are assued to be randoa 
samples froa a specified distribution y = f(~,!) where P' =. ('l' ... ,'p) is a 
vector of parameters and ~i = (x1, ••• ,x.)i the ith row vector of observations of 
• independent variables. The observations may be raw data or functions of raw 
data. Ve assume that the distributions involved, though non-linear are 
continuous in nature. 
The mean of the distribution of Y is p = E(Y), i.e. the expected value is often 
a function of one or lore of the independent variables x1, ••• ,xa ' The 
distribution about the .ean, referred to as the error distribution or randol 
RI[1 of the lodel, .ay involve further parameters representing variances and so 
forth. Generally, the most commonly used distributions are the noraal and ga.aa 
distributions. 
Although it is hoped that observations are independent we often find soae 
correlation among the x variables and therefore collinearity between the coluan 
vectors in the matrix of observations, X = [xij]n •• ' By the tera non-linear we 
.ean the presence of non-linearity in the paraaeters of the regression function. 
Any lodel which is not of the fora or can not be transforaed to the fora 
1.2 
where P' = (PO,P1, .. ·,Pp) is the parameter vector and zi is any function of the 
independent (predictor) variables xi' i = 1, ... ,m, is called a non-linear model. 
Some non-linear models however are intrinsically linear although on the surface 
it may look like a non-linear model. The reason for this is that it is possible 
to linearize the model in teI1ls of its parameters often using a quite sillple 
transformation - see for example the model 
which, when linearized, will have the fora 
A model of the form 
is intrinsically non-linear as it is impossible to linearize this model in terms 
of its parameters. 
It is also worth to note that some authors use the words intrinsically linear 
only in the case where an additive error model can be linearized by lIeans of a 
transformation of parameters. The model 
1.3 
can be linearized by the transforaation P = eO, i.e. 
* y = px + E 
see ego Draper and Smith (1981). 
2 • IEYVOIlDS AND PURPOSE 
According to lotz and Johnson (1983) observations are regarded as influential if 
their omission from the data results in substantial changes to important 
features of an analysis like estimates, confidence regions and test statistics. 
Influential observations may be outHers with large residuals relative to a 
specified model, or observations that are isolated from the rest of the data in 
the design space. 
Note that an outlier is not necessarily influential, because the deletion of an 
outlier does not necessarily result in a change of a fitted model. 
It may further be remarked that "influential subsets are therefore usually those 
subsets which fall outside the patterns set by the majority of the data in the 
context of a specified model. 
The reason for the observations presenting themselves as influential will not be 
our concern, because it will often be possible to deduce the reason of their 
presence as such i.e. as being influential in the context of the data and model 
set-up after they have been observed. quite often however, influential data are 
the result of errors in data, model failure or incorrect likelihood assumptions. 
.~ ;.; 
1.4 
Legitimate extreme observations may however also be influential and it is 
important to identify and report this specific type of data as well. 
Ye shall be interested in the detection of outliers individually or as a subset 
of observations as well as the detection of influential observations 
individually or as a subset of observations. Eventually it may even be possible 
to detect influential variables ~i' where i' consists of one or more of the i in 
x., i = 1, ..• ,m where x. are the columns in the data matrix. 
-1 -1 
Identification of influential observations is often difficult, because jointly 
influential observations are not necessarily individually influential. 
Similarly individual influential observations are not necessarily jointly 
influential. To be more specific: The classical methods for the identification 
of outliers and influential observations do not always work in linear regression 
because of the masking effect due to the fact that the identification methods 
themselves are based on the means and covariance matrix which are also affected 
by these outliers and influential observations present in the data set 
(Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren, 1990). 
During the last two decades a fair deal of effort has gone into the detection of 
influential observations for the general linear model y = ~'D + e, see ego Cook 
and Yeisberg (1982), Belsley, Kuh and Yelsch (1980) as well as quite a number of 
other books and articles. Graphical diagnostic displays for outlying and 
influential observations in multiple regression are reviewed by Atkinson (1981). 
1.5 
3. STlUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 
As we are dealing with the analysis of non-linear regression lIOdels it is 
appropriate to be able to tell whether the data we are dealing with are really 
non-linear in nature. It is obviously a waste of time to apply non-linear 
analysis techniques to linear data as the first are often much .ore nuaber 
crunching prone then the techniques which have been derived for the analysis of 
linear models. 
Efron (1975) showed the similarity between statistical and geometrical curvature 
and Bates and Watts (1980) exploited curvature further as a measure of 
non-linearity. In chapter two a general description of the solution to the 
non-linear regression problem is given using the Lp-nora approach as mentioned 
by (ennedy and Gentle (1980) and described in full by Gonin (1984), Gonin and 
loney (1985(i), 1985(ii» and Gonin and loney (1989). Some suggestions are also 
given in terms of smoothing, penalty functions and robust estiaation using new 
weighting factors. This is followed by a survey of Efron's description of the 
curvature measure with some explanatory extensions and clarifications. 
In chapter three a sUllll&ry is given of sOlle of the more co_on measures of 
influence being applied in the case of the linear model and also with .ore or 
less success in the case of non-linear models. The intuitively most appealing 
aeasures here are the volume ratios measures. The drawback again is the aaount 
of calculations necessary when applied. The one-parameter derivation of 
curvature of chapter two is then extended to a multiple parameter derivation by 
means of a differential geoaetrical approach (loss, 1984). Bates and Watts' 
description (1980) gives further insight into so-called relative curvature 
1.6 
measures by means of which inferences can be aide regarding the appropriateness 
of non-linear versus linear diagnostic techniques. 
This chapter then is completed by a suamary of other diagnostics than the direct 
approach, Le. the application of linear diagnostics on a "linear" IIOdel when 
the chances are good that the model is non-linear in nature. In this section 
the fact that the data aatrix in the linear model is in fact the first 
derivative of the model y = #'~ + E is applied. That means that the jacobian of 
the non-linear model is used in sOlle (or all 1) of the linearly derived 
techniques. 
In chapter four a Dew approach to diagnostics is derived which is more 
appropriate for use in the non-linear situation. The jacobian of the model is 
deteI'llined and an analysis similar to a principal components analysis giving 
ratios of variance contributions is applied based on the jacobian. This 
approach creates the possibility of detel'llining outliers, influential 
observations as well as collinear variables. This chapter is concluded by an 
example in which the application of the above mentioned is demonstrated. 
lention is also being made of the lallows robust technique and its applicability 
in dealing with diagnostics. 
Chapter five reviews some existing techniques with adaptations for diagnostics 
in discriminant analysis and then takes some of the suggestions of the previous 
chapter further by suggesting the application of the above-.entioned technique 
to a discriminant analysis in order to deteraine outliers and influential 
observations which lI&y influence the discriminatory power of the resulting 
classification function(s) badly. 
1.7 
At the end of this chapter two examples are worked extensively. These exaaples 
show the advantages of the new approach, i. e. picking up possible 
outliers/influential observations, irrespective of how .any of the latter there 
l18.y be (within realistic liaits). Ve also compare the results of the linear 
discriminant approach of Fisher to other more recent techniques. 
This chapter is concluded by suggestions for further research into the use(s) of 
the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique as well as a recap of other 
suggestions which have occurred in the thesis. 
CHAPTER 2 
A SURVEY OF NON-LINEAR REGRESSION AND CUiVATVRE 
2.1 THE NON-LINEAR REGRESSION 10DEL AND SOlE SOLUtIONS 
In recent years more interest has been shown in the solution of the non-linear 
regression problem and its associated diagnostics. One of the main reasons 
being the availability as well as nUllber-crunching ability of main-frue 
computers and even the modern personal computers. 
The non-linear regression model can be defined as usual: Let 
y. = f(x., 0) + E. 
1 -1 - 1 
where Yi is the ith observation of !. 
!i is the ith observation vector = (x1i ,.··,xmi) 
Ei is the ith unknown error i = 1, .•. ,n 
~' = (Ol, ... ,Ok)' n > k in general. 
Vhen Ei N n(O,~2) the L2-method of solution is applicable. 
2.1.1 
If, however E· is 
1 
not distributed nomal, L2 is not necessarily applicable.. In such a case the 
Lp-norm, p#2 may be used where p has some relationship with the coefficient of 
kurtosis (Gonin and loney, 1985(i) and (ii)). The Lp-norm is used in the 
following way: Determine ~ in such a way that Sp(~) is being minimized: 
2.1.2 
2.2 
! combination of methods can be applied to determine the minimum of Sp(~)' e.g.: 
If S (0) = Er. p - 1 
i. e . F. = 1 Y. - f (1., 0) 1 p 
1 1 -1-
2.1.3 
then it can be shown that the minimwa may be obtained by the following, see 
Gonin (1984) and Gonin and loney (1989): 
The p- Jacobian matrix is 
i=l, ... n 2.1.4 
j=l, ... ,k 
The "residual vector" is written as 
(I - f(~,~» = (I - f)p 
= [I y. - f ·l i P-1 (y. - f.)] l' i=l, ..• ,n 1 1 1 1 nx 2.1.5 
In the following care must be taken in order to distinguish between 
differentiation of fi on the one hand and Sp(~) on the other. The aim is to 
write the derivatives of Sp(~) in teras of the derivatives of f i . 
If we define 
n 
= Ely. - f·1 p- 2 (f. - y.) V2 f. , 




where V2fi is the Hessian of f i , i.e. 
82f. 82f. 82f. 
V2f. = 1 1 1 -1 802 8°18°2 80180k 1 
.......... . ..... 
82f. 82f. 









8S (0) n 1 Of. 
~ = E -ply· - f·lP- (y. - f i ) ~, i=1 1 1 1 UUi 
l=1, ... ,k 2.1.10 
2.1.11 
The above mentioned can be proved as follows: 
F. = Iy· - f(x., O)I P 
1 1 -1-
2.4 
y. - f (x., 0) 1 M. 
= -p I y ~ - f (!~, !)I 1 y i - f (!i' ~) I P- al; 
2.1.12 
82r. 2 82f. 2 Mi Mi al. a; = -ply· - f. I P- (y. - f.) al a; + ply· - f·1 P- TJr Tr 
1 S 1 1 1 1 t S 1 1 OVt oVs 
4 M. M. 
+ p(p- 2)1y. - f.lP- (y. - f.)2 ~~ 
1 1 1 1 OVt OVs 
p-2 Mi Mi p-2 82fi 
= pep - 1) IYi - fil Jri, -n; - plYi - fil (Yi - f i ) altals 
2.1.13 
Note again that the L2-norm is i.bedded in the Lp-norm. Let p = 2 then 
2.1.14 
2.1.15 
It can further be seen that 
i=l, ••• ,n 
2.5 
2.1.16 
with the result that 
vs (0) = -pJ ,(v - f) p_ pL_p 
2.1.17 
Note that if p = 1 with one of the paraaeters in the role of a constant, e.g. 
°lx f = 00 + 02e then the second order methods are not applicable, because 
V2S1(~) will become singular. In the case of p = 1 the aethod of Osborne and 
Vatson (1971) may be used. ! second order Taylor series expansion of Sp(~) 
about ~, where ~ is the jth estiaate, now yields: 
2.1.18 
! necessary condition for ~ to be a local minimum of Sp(~) is: 
2.1.19 
i.e. 










The nUllerical solution using the Choleski fa.ctorization and singular value 
decomposition for certain conditions does not concern us at the present. 
Suffice it to say that these techniques are used to deteraine ~ = ~1 + ~2 where 
~1 is a vector of values obtained in a straightforward way when there is no 
complications with the eigen roots of JpJp and ~2 the values used corresponding 
to the indefinite or negative eigen values of Jp. 
It is interesting to note that for p = 2 we have again the least squares 
solution, but now with information froll the second order derivative as well. 
2.7 
In this form the task to prograa for a solution can be formidable because of the 
Besides this it can be very difficult to find the required 
second derivatives either analytically or by means of finite diffences. 
Furthermore, the presence of Bp(!) does not always lead to quicker convengence. 
When the residuals are large however, or in the case of fairly ill-conditioned 
problems Bp(!) can not be ignored. (Gill and lurray, 1978 and Nazareth, 1980). 
larquardt used an approximation for B2(!), i.e. AI which leads to a comproaise 
between the methods of steepest descent (where A -+ Ill) and the Gauss- Newton 
approach (A -+ 0). This corresponds to an angle of descent of between 90· 
(A -+ Ill) and O· (A -+ 0) relative to the tangent to a contour created by a 
specific constant S(!) (Iarquardt, 1963). 
If the Lp approach is being used the question may be asked about which p-value 
is most appropriate. Gonin and loney (1985), Gonin (1984(ii», Sposito (1982) 
and loney et a1. (1982) showed that there is a relationship between p and the 
coefficient of kurtosis; i.e. 
and 
9 
P = - + 1 
p~ 
6 p =-p2 
depending on sample size, so that an adaptive scheme may be used. This will be 
so if the asymptotic distribution of p with mean equal to 2 is ignored. The 
asymptotic characteristic is showing up at n ~ 30 already and becomes very 
strong at n ~ 200. 
2.8 
In the case that the derivatives are very difficult to determine the so-called 
quasi-Newton techniques may be applied where the derivatives are determined by 
means of numerical difference techniques. 
Good examples of a practical approach to the solution of this type of problem 
can be found in lennedy and Gentle (1980) as well as Ratkowsky (1983). In the 
first some mention was made of the use of the Lp~model, p # 2, which was taken 
further theoretically by Gonin (1984). Ratkowsky went further in analyzing soae 
practical problems especially with regard to intrinsic and parametric curvature 
and the calculation of these two components in a non-linear model. 
At this point it is of interest to refer to Bastie and Tibshirani (1990). They 
show how the cubic smoothing splines eaerge as the solution to an optimization 
problem. 
Given all functions f(x) with continuous first and second derivatives one must 
find the function which minimizes the penalized residual sum of squares 
2.1.24 
where ~ is a fixed constant and x is ordered such that a ~ Xl ~ x2 ~ .•. ~ xa ~ 
b. This satisfies the scatterplot smoother requirements as mentioned by Bastie 
et al. The second term in 2.1.24 is known as the penalty function. This way of 
representing the problem of optimization introduces us to the subject of linear 
and non-linear equality or inequality constraints which can be given in the fora 
.,\. 
2.9 
d being a constant, or in .ore general teras 
e' n e < d2 • - - -
In the arguaent of Bastie et al.:-
If the kernel smooth at Xo is 
E dto - xi)y. 
. 1 x 1 1= = -n-----x----x-.-, 
E d( 0 1) 
. 1 x 1= 
and ~(x) is written in the vector form &S 
n 
S(x) = E ,.D.(x) 




with Dj the cubic D-spline basis and ~ in a 2-dimensional space, and further if 
! is replaced by ~ then the (n+2)x(n+2) matrix n is 
= J Di'(x) Dj'(x) dx 2.1.28 
so that 2.1.24 becomes 
2.10 
2.1.29 
The boundary derivative constraints are now automatically imposed by the penalty 
term. 
For an optimua solution the derivative with respect to 1 must be equal to zero 
so that 
(B'B + An)i = B'l 
i.e. 
2.1.30 
If N is a non- singular natural- spline basis matrix for the solution of 2.1. 27 
and ~ the transformed version of i which corresponds to a change in basis, we 
find that 
2.1.31 




where f'lf is called a roughness penalty which is a quadratic fOI1l in second 
differences. 
What is interesting here, is the obvious correspondence between the fOI1l of the 
equation 2.1.22 and 2.1.30. Although Rastie et a!. showed this for a single 
independent variable, it should be easy to extend it to a mu1ti- independent 
variable situation. The only problem would be to find an ordering convention as 
indicated with 2.1.24. 
At the moment this aspect of constraints and the penalty function is due for 
further research by the author. 
Ye have besides these methods of solving the non-linear regression problem a 
number of recent, and not so recent developments. One of these is the 
la110ws-Type bounded-inf1uence-regression approach as proposed by De Jongh, De 
Yet and Ye1sh (1988). There approach stems from the regression tri.ed mean 
estimators of loenker and Basset (1978) and la110ws (1973 and 1975). De Jongh 
et a1 however, include a trim on the independent variables as well as an 
extension on the earlier approaches. In chapter four and five more detail is 
given together with some empirical work and comparisons and further remarks. 
Friedman (1991) gives an extended su..ary of (robust) estimation in (non)-linear 
regression. Yeighting plays an important role in some of these techniques. In 
this regard I want to propose some weights which I do not follow up here, but 
which are being investigated: 
Yhen considering weights for the minimization problem of particular interest may 
2.12 
be to use the studentized residuals or DFFITSi instead of least squares 
residuals (i.e. Lp-norm). 
or: 2.1.33 
with s(i) the "leave out" standard deviation. The ith diagonal element of 
X(X'X)-lX' or the matrix J(J'J)-lJ , will be represented by hi or ji 
respectively, depending on whether the .. odel is linear or non-linear. 
Similarly for the studentized residual:-
or ~I e(i) IP  , p probably = 2, 
s (i).J1 - hi 
2.1.34 
with e(i) being the predicted residual, i.e. Yi - !i~(i)" The respective 




where hi aay be replaced by ji in 2.1.34 as well as 2.1.35. 
The weighting however does not necessary have to be applied as an absolute 
weight, but can be applied in the sense of a regularization type of constant 
weighting the suspect observation - see Friedman (1989). A regularized ridge 
based on the second term of the inverted aatrix in the solution of 8 in 2.1.23 
is applied, i. e • 
2.1.36 
where 0 S k S 1. Obviously, when k = 1 the solution is almost similar to the 
Gauss-Newton solution. ¥hen k < 1 the structure of the (non)-linear model is 
retained (in a lesser way) but the heavy load of calculations involved in Bp(~ 
falls away. This fora of the solution and the results are currently being 
investigated. 
¥hen the subject of diagnostics comes up the masking effect plays an important 
role. To counter this lousseeuw and Van ZOlleren (1990) propose the application 
of estimators of Ilultivariate location and covariance values that have high 
2.14 
break down points. Considering the recognition of bad or good high leverage 
points they show that a relative large hi which is the ith diagonal eleaent of 
X(X'X)-lX' does not necessarily indicate high leverage. They propose the plot 
of the robust lahalanobis distance (Le. ignoring the obsenations under the 
breakdown point) against the standardized least median of squares (LIS). 'rom 
this one should be able to distinguish between vertical, good and bad leverage 
obsenations. 
'inding the breakdown point, i.e. the fraction of observations (outliers) which 
may be left out of the analysis before the analysis as such breaks down, is 
discussed in detail in Lopuhai and lousseeuw (1991). 
2.2 CUIVATURE AND NON-LINEAl REGaESSION 
2.2.1 Statistical curvature 
The statistical curvature of a one- parameter family of probability density 
functions' = {f(~,O)}, can be defined in the following way (Efron, 1975): 
The statistical curvature of , at 8 measures how near , is to being exponential 
and is indicated by the symbol '8. If 18 is equal to zero , is exponential. 
Otherwise 18 > 0 for at least some values of 8. It can be shown that 1~ gives 
an indication of the amount of information lost when maximua likelihood 
estimation (m.l.e.) is used in an exponential situation. lefer Cox and linkley 
(1974) on the information number. 
Note that 
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I(e) = E(~ log f(~,e))2 
ID ID 
= J J (~ log f(~,e))2 f(~,e) de 
-m-ID 
ID ID 
= J J f(~!') (~f(~,e))2 de 
-m-ID 
IJ = var(OJ f(~,e)) 2.2.1.1 
Following Fisher (1925) and lao (1963): If F is a one parameter subset of the 
k- category Ilultinomial distributions, indexed by the vector of probabilities 
f(~,e) = Pe (I e category x), x = 1, ••• ,k, then 
2.2.1.2 
is the asymptotic loss of information, where Je is the Fisher information in an 
independent sample of size n froll f(~,e), 
J~ is the Fisher information in the m.l.e., i.e. in ;(~l' ••• '~n)' 
i is the Fisher information in a sample of size one, i.e. Je = ni"~ and 
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{f(~,9)}h {f(~'9)}j Of 92f ~j = E9 f(~,') f(~,,)' where f = JJ and f = 892 
For any other consistent efficient estimator T(x1, ... ,xn) the asymptotic loss of 
information, i.e. 
l ' ( , ,T) > l' ( , , i) Im ~ -!9 - Im ~ - ~9 ' 
n-lal n-lm 
2.2.1.3 
which is called the "second order efficiency property" of the m.l.e .. 
Efron stated further that if F is the set of families which are subsets of 
multi-parameter exponential families then if the subset forms a straight line in 
the natural parameter space of F, F is a one- parameter exponential fuily. A 
curved line subset indicates that F is not exponential and in such a case the 
statistical curvature equals the ordinary geometrical curvature of the line 
exactly, where the latter shows the rate of charge of direction with respect to 
arc- 1 ength. 
2.2.2 Geometrical curvature 
For a definition of curvature in the Euclidian k-space, Ek, define the curved 
line L as follows 
2.2.2.1 
where 8 is an interval of the real line, i.e. 9 is one of an infinite number of 
2.17 
elements in 8. 
For each " J, is a vector in Et, i.e. J, = J(!) foras the coaponents (points) 
of L in space. Further, the derivatives 
2.2.2.2 
exist continuously in a neighbourhood of a value of , where the curvature will 
be defined. 
Consider now the semi positive definite matrix E,:kxk, which is defined 
continuously in', Le. each cOllponent of E, is a continuous function of ,. 
Define the 2x2-matrix " as follows: 
then 
"11 (')l 
"02 ( ') 
is the curvature of L at , with respect to the inner product of E,. 
2.2.2.3 
2.2.2.4 
Thus 7, is the rate of change of direction of J , with respect to arc-length 
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. along L. 
2.2.3 The correspondence between statistical and seometrical curvature 
To find the correspondence between statistical and geoaetrical curvature let us 
have a look at the statistical curvature of one parameter families , which are 
curved subsets of a larger k-paraaeter exponential family by introducing 
2.2.3.1 
which is a family of densities with respect to a aeasure a(.) on the Euclidian 
k-space Ek, ,(y) shortly to be defined, and 
2.2.3.2 
where I is convex and is called the "natural parameter space" of the exponential 
family. Define further 
2.2.3.3 
as can be seen in the following way. Let 
then 
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~ (,(y» = J
Ek 
xig(~)eY'~ - '(Y)d.(~) 
= E(xi ) 
= ~i (y) 
so that ~.(y) = E(x.) = ~ ,(y) , or 
1 1 u~. 
1 
and 
82 ,(y) J 8,(y) 'x -
8 8 = k (x. - -,r--) x· g(x)eY - '(Y)dm(x) 





Let U8 indicate 
A = {~(g): gel} 2.2.3.7 
which is a one-to-one mapping from 1 to A so that A = A(g). 
If E has rank r ~ 2 to prevent any trivialities, let 
L = {g ,: , e 8} 
be a one parameter set in I, with g, a twice differentiable function of , and 
2.2.3.8 
where " = ,(g,), ~, = ~(g,) and E, = E(g,). One can show that 
2.2.3.9 
r will be used for the curved exponential faaily of densities {f,(~): 'e 8}. 
Ve can define now 7, as the statistical curvature of r at , which is just the 
geometrical curvature of L = {g,: , E 8} at , with respect to the covariance 
inner product E,. 
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If L is a straight line through H, say q = a + bT(O) with a and b known, but 
T(O) is a real-valued twice differentiable function of 0, then 70 = 0 VO, 
because the curvature of a straight line is zero. fro. this follows that all 
aembers of 
2.2.3.10 
which is a one- parameter exponential family with natural paraaeter T( 0) and 









where iO is Fisher's information. Now as iO = hlE,Yo' the aatrixcov(lO,lO) can 
be expressed as - keeping in lIind that lO + iO = jO(~ - ~O): 
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= ·0 2.2.3.15 
which equals .0 as seen earlier and thus we arrived at the statistical 
definition of curvature which is directly comparable to the geometrical 
definition of curvature. 
2.2.4 Some DrQperties of the curvature '0 
Some of the properties of 10 can be sumaarized: 
(1) Statistical curvature is an intrinsic property of the family F and has no 
dependence on the parametrization. (See p 1195 Efron) 
(2) The statistical curvature is invariant under any mapping to a sufficient 
statistic, including all one- to- one mappings of the sample space. This 
holds only for the inner product EO as defined in the definition of 
statistical curvature. 
In order to arrive at a general definition of curvature let 
2.24 
be ID fuily of one- parameter densities. The definition of statistical 
curvature applies as before:-
Le. 




so that 7 (J measures how quickly Fisher's score atatistic is chan&in& as (J 
chan&es and what is more; properties (1) and (2) hold for 7(J as defined above. 
If the arc length fro. g(Jo to g(J is written as s(J it can be shown that 
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ds, _ (D L2)1/2 _ 1.1/2 
QJ - I)" -, 2.2.4.3 
It can further be shown that if " is large, then the locally best estiaator of 
, is changing quickly as , changes and r is highly curved in a statistical 
sense. 
These remarks give an indication that the second derivative, curvature as such 
and a co.bined study of these quantities lI&y give indications of influential 
observations as far as curved exponential families are concerned. 
A further important fact at this stage is that any s.ooth one paraaeter faaily r 
can be i.bedded in a suitably large exponential faaily. Suppose that at soae 
point '0 in 8, L, is k times differentiable. 
exponential family 
Consider the k-paraaeter 
2.2.4.4 
,(y) being chosen such that the integral over gy(~) equals 1, where 




so that a on~parameter faaily of densities f, = gy, approxiaates f, as , -+ '0' 
If now the Taylor expansion for L, converges at '0 the approxi.ation is better 
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still as k -. m, i.e. for k ~ 2: 
-
10 = 10 ' iO = iO and 10 = '0 . 2.2.4.5 
o 0 o 0 0 0 
2.5 EXTIAPOLATION 1101 THE EXPONENTIAL lAIILT TO NON-LINEAl lAIILIES IN GENBI!L 
Could one expect that results shown in the context of curved exponential 
families should hold for sufficiently smooth non-exponential faailies and even 
non-linear families in general? 
Efron limited himself to the estimators which are smooth functions of the 
sufficient statistic i and which furthermore are consistent and efficient. The 
estimator of the parameter 0 in a curved exponential faaily based on an 
independent identically distributed sample xi' i=1, ••• ,n is deterained using 
the usual least squares or L2-approach. If 0 is such an estimator independent 
~O 
of n, +(0) = E(~l + 0 ) is the best locally unbiased estimator of 0 near 0 and 
_ 0 0 0 
o 
b 0 = E O( 0)- 0 is the bias of 0, then 
Yaro (0) 
o 
where A~ ~ 0 with equality reserved for the m.l.e. O. 
o 
2.2.5.1 
ro is the curvature at 0 = 0
0 




is the Craaer-Rao lower bound for the variance of the unbiased estiaator. The 
quantity 1~ is the statistical curvature as defined earlier which is invariant 
o 
r~ 
under transformations of'. The quantity ~, which Efron calls the "naaing , 
2 
curvature" is also known as the "paraaetric curvature", because its size is 
directly dependent on how F is paraaeterized. Under a linear reparaaeterization 
however, this value is invariant, i.e. , ~ a + p,. The Fisher information is 
essentially invariant under reparameterizations of F given the acceptance of the 
usual transformation rule for a differentiable monotomic function p=p('), i.e. 
r~ 
J! = J~(~)2 for every statistic T(~). Observe then that ~ is not invariant 
o 
under reparaaeterization because the solution of the least square problea itself 
is not invariant under reparameterizations. 
It can further be stated that the first term in brackets, i.e. 1~ is the 
o 
leading te11l defining the non linearity of a family F, and therefore plays a 
central role in the calculation of H. U, - J~) = i,l1~. In the following 
n~ 
chapter we will look at some measures of influence and the curvature will show 
up again although often in disguised form, i.e. as a factor or tera in an 
expression. 
CHAPTEll 3 
llELATIVE CUllVATUllE IEASUllES OF NON-LINEAllITY AND IEASUllING INFLUENCE IN 
NON-LINEAl llEGllESSION 
3.1 INTllODUCTION 
lie observe some measures of influence in linear and non-linear- regression as 
indicated inter alia by Cook and lieisberg (1982), Belsley et al. (1980) and 
others as referenced and interpreted by loss (1984). For the measures of 
influence in non-linear regression some of these measures may have its 
usefulness, but other measures are also indicated by Cook and lieisberg (1982) 
and Atkinson (1985). 
Although we had a brief look at curvature and non-linearity in chapter 2 it is 
of interest to find the relative measures and then also from a differential 
geometric view point as shown by loss (1984). An appendix (Appendix A) is given 
for background reading to differential geometry. The decomposition of the 
measure of curvature by Bates and liatts (1980) is then used to show some further 
useful characteristics of relative measures of curvature and its components. 
Some references are also made to llatkowsky (1983), Pregibon (1980, 1981) and 
others. 
Observe the model as defined in §2.1. 
If y:nx1 is the vector of responses and y(p):nx1 the vector 
3.2 
or 
!Jo = ~o 
- -
then the error vector is 




Sp(!) = E (et(!»p, where et(~) is the t'th eleaerit of ~(~). 
t=l 
When ! = ! ~ ~ = ~ and !J 0 = ! 0 = y . 
- -
The expectation surface is defined as 
I = {!J(P):P eR}, 





Note that S(P) is the squared distance between the observed Y ~d the point !J(!) 
on I, i.e. ! is the vector of parameters which aaps [f(~t'!)]nx1 to the point 
closest to y on I. Finding! involves firstly deteraining the nearest point in 
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the expectation surface • to y and secondly finding the corresponding p. 
As before assume that ~ N n(9,,2I). Because of this last assuaption it follows 
that the least squares est~tes of !, i.e. p are also the aaxi.u. likeiihood 
estiutors - although this is not necessarily true for the Lp- estiaators when 
p # 2. (The p here not to be confused with p, the number of para.eters in the 
non-linear function. The distinction should be obvious fro. the context). 
If Yg is non-linear in the parameters and I is not a linear subspace of In, then 
none of the properties usually assumed for the linear alternative hold, i.e. 
3.1.5 
; and S2 are independent where S2 
S(!) e'e 
=-=-n - p n - p 
Statistics designed to assess the effect of an individual case or group of cases 
on some aspect(s) of the subsequent analysis are termed influence .easures. A 
widely used technique for generating such statistics is the .ethod of case 
deletion where an individual case or group of cases is removed and the 
regression is repeated on the remaining data. Statistics are then constructed 
which reflect the important differences in the resulting analysis froll that 
obtained by regression on the full data set. 
3.4 
3.2 MEASURES OF INFLUENCE IN THE LINEAR 10DEL 
3.2.1 leasures based on the hat matrix and the elliptical norm 
Let J be a subset of the integers {1, ..• ,n}. Indicate the least squares 
estimate of ! obtained after deleting all cases whose indices are in J by !(J). 
As ! (J) - ! has no natural ordering as a vector in RP, a mapping IlUSt be 
constructed in R1 which will allow the investigator to assess the magnitude of 
! (J) - ! in a meaningful way. Some influence functioilS derived with this in 
mind are based on the elliptical norms in the following way:-
Let (A,c) define an influence Ileasure as follows: 
3.2.1.1 
where I A I ~ 0, A: plCp and symmetric and c > 0 constant, A and c both being 
dependent on the aspect (s) under analysis. For example Cook's statistic is 
defined in general as 
3.2.1.2 
for the linear Ilodel y = Xp + ~. 
In the case of linear regression with normally distributed errors a (1 - a) 1C 1001. 
confidence region is given by the elliptical region 
3.2.1.3 
3.S 
where fp,n-p,a is the upper a-percentage point of the 'p,n-p distribution. Now, 
Cook's distance can be compared with the percentage points of the , p,n-p 
distribution; because although DJ (I'I,ps2) is not distributed 'p,n-p' we find a 
direct analogy which gives a convenient approximate scale with which one can 
assess the effect of removing those cases designated by J. One can take as an 
example J = {i}, then Di = '(p,n - p;O,SO) and the simultaneous deletion of ~i 
moves the estimate of ! to the edge of a so1. confidence ellipsoid relative to !. 
Note that hi/Cl - hi) = ~i(l(i)l(i»-l~i is called the potential Pi(I'I), where 
hi is the leverage of observation i, i.e. the ith diagonal element of the hat 
matrix H = 1(1'1)-11,. 
Cook's distance can be written in several forms, viz 
3.2.1.4 
which measures the stability of the fitted values with respect to the indexed 
cases, or 
3.2.1.S 
where Se!) is a measure of the precision of fit to the data by the model ,(!), 
so that DJ is proportional to the relative change in precision resulting from 
deletion of those cases represented by J and thus reflects the stability of the 
fit to the full data set with respect to the J deleted cases, and 
3.2.1.6 
3.6 
for the single case deletion with J = {i}. Note that 
3.2.1. 7 
is known as the standardized residual according to Cook and Yeisberg (1982). 
If ~ N n(9,,2(I - I» then var(ri ) = 1, ~ = 1 - j = (I - 1)1 and the ris are not 
independent. 
luh and Yelsch (1977) used the form 
3.2.1.8 
n - p - r~ 
where Sli) = S2 n _ p _ 11 when J = {i} so that for J = {i} 
3.2.1.9 
with ti the externally studentized residual 
3.2.1.10 
which follows Student's t-distribution with n - p - 1 degrees of freedom. This 
measure of luh and Yelsch for a single case deletion is called DFFITSi by 
Belsley et al. (1980). 
The difference between Cook's measure and the measure of luh and Yelsch is that 
3.7 
in the fOI1ler case cOllparisons of the lIeasures between cases are possible 
because of the constant (similar) nom (scaling factor) used. In the latter 
case the nom or scaling factor changes for every new combination of case(s) 
deleted, although the fact that tl N 'l,n-p-l has sOlle advantages, e.g. in the 
construction of formal test measures. 
In the hat II&trix the element hi = hii is called the leverage coaponent with 
respect to the i'th case. Boaglin and Velsch (1978) discussed the uses of 
B = [hij ] where B is symmetric and idellpotent with sOlle characteristics such as 
and 
E hL = h. (1 - h.) 
i#j 1J 1 1 
==t 0 < h. < 1 
- 1-
tr(B) = tr(X(X'X)-lx,) 




~ h. = 1 
. 1 1 1= 
i = 1, ... ,n 
If Yi is the i'th fitted value, then 
y. = h.y. + E h .. y. i = 1, .•• ,n 
1 1 1 j#i 1J J 
so that if hi = 1 ==t Yi = Yi fits exactly. 
3.2.1.11 
3.2.1.12 
As hi dillinishes, the influence lIeasure will decrease, i.e. hi --+ 0 leads to 
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Di -+ 0; This means small leverage, small influence, unless however r i or ti is 
large which indicates a value which appears to be discrepant in the saae sense 
as outliers. Cook and Veisberg (1982) showed that cases rellote in the design 
space have large leverage so that var(ei ) = (1 - hi)~2 is sllall .aking outlier 
detection diff icul t. This is the reason why r i and t i have the denollinators 
s(l - hi) and s(i)(l - hi) respectively. 
3.2.2 The volume ratio measures. the lullback-Leibler weasure and the measure 
of Andrews and Pregibon 
Cook and Yeisberg (1982) use the ratio of the volumes of the ellipsoids 
resulting from the perturbed data matrix to that of the original data aatrix as 
another measure of influence, i.e. 
F 
11 ( ) p.logn - p - 12 =-.P. Vii = - ~ og 1 - hi - ~ ~ 
n - p - r i Fp 
1 where Fp = Fp,n-p;l-o and Fp = Fp,n-p-l;l-o. This is the fora of the lIeasure if 
a y-intercept is present. If there is no intercept term then 
1 1 
Vli(no intercept) = Vii + ~log(l - i)· 3.2.2.1 
A negative measure would indicate that the observation deleted resulted in a 
decrease of volume, i.e. in an increase in precision. This will happen if r1 is 
large and the corresponding leverage, hi small. The opposite is true for a 
positive lIeasure which implies a volume increase and hence a decrease in 
precision. This is true for large leverage, i.e. hi. 
3.9 
A further measure is of a Bayesian type, i.e. the lullback-Leibler measure which 
can be seen as a prior influence function{PIl). Cook and Yeisberg give the 
lullback-Leibler measure for u2 known, an approximation for the case when u2 is 
unknown, an analytical form for 11 = 1 as well as a predictive fol'll of the 
measure. IJ will refer to the determination of I with the deletion of the 
subset J of the observation vectors. Note that a = #(J) is the nuaber of 
probable influential vectors. 
For u2 known the lullback-Leibler measure of influence is - see 3.2.1.8 
3.2.2.2 
(i.e. the change in centre - the change in volume + ratio of sum of variances) 
An approximation for dJ when u




h k - n - p - 2 (1 ) were J - n - 11 - P - 2 - il='P 
If m = 1, say J = {i}, 
1 
d - pen - p - 2)0 ki{ hii) 1log{1 + 2hii ) i - 4(n - p) i + r 1 - h
ii 
- 2 1 - h
ii 
+ ;(ki - log ki - 1) 
3.2.2.4 
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-When a predictive (future) matrix X, say Xf is applicable di (~f) must be -calculated for every ~f E Xf and the maximua of the di(~f)'s taken over all the 
~fs is being employed as the influence of Xf , i.e. 
It can be shown that 
1 1 -* 2 h .. -~ h .. -~ n - p - 2 11 n + ~ k 11 n + ~ 
2di = n - p r i 1 - hii + i 1 - hii 
1 
LOg{l + hii - il+T} + k. - Logk
1
. - 1 1 - h.. 1 
11 
3.2.2.6 
If we define 
then a last measure as introduced by Andrews and Pregibon (1978) is inter alia 
based on the change in the residual sum of squares as well as II'XI. The 
measure is unitless and the ratio of ellipsoidal volumes is again present: 
3.2.2.7 
This measure is large for influential cases. Unfortunately it poses some 
formidable computational problems (Cook and Yeisberg, 1982). 
3.11 
3.3 FURTHER ASPECTS OF CURVATURE IN NON-LINEAR REGRESSIONIODELS 
3.3.1 The connection coefficients and coefficients of the second fundamental 
form 
In §2.2 the statistical/geometrical curvature approach of Efron was discussed. 
In the multi-parameter situation however, it is easier to deal with the 
differential geometric approach of Amari (1982) and the lifted line approach of 
Bates and Watts (1980). For more information on differential geometry refer to 
appendix A. 
In order to find measures of curvature in terms of differential geometry we need 
some definitions:-
Let y(P) be the vector function which defines the expectation surface I. The 
partial derivatives with respect to the components of p, i.e. 'i' i = 1, .•• ,p 
are shown as follows 
lJy(P) 




811.811. = Yij 
1 J 
1 ~ i,j ~ p 3.3.1.1 
Given a fixed value of I, say 1 , then the tangent space to I at the point n(1 ) 
- -0 :J 0 
is the subspace of Rn spanned by the vectors Yi with i = 1, ... ,p and evaluated 
at po. The tangent plane to I at the point Y(P
o
) is the tangent space at y(Po) 
translated to y(Po)' see Ross (1984). 
The Einstein Summation convention will be used in order to simplify expressions 
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containing summations in expressions. An index being repeated as sub- and 
superscript indicates a summation over that index. Take for example the vectors 
Yi' i = 1, ••• ,p evaluated at #0 which fora a basis for the tangent space of I at 
Y(#o). If ¥ is an element of that space it may be written as 
3.3.1.2 
If one has a non-linear function q(#) which defines I, then the non-linearity of 
q(!) may be such that the non-linearity corresponds to intrinsically linear 
modelling where the non-linearity is a case of parameterization, i. e. if , = 
!(D) then y(!(D» = ID, where I is a aatrix dependent on the experillental 
settings only. In such a case I is a planar subspace of In spanned by the 
colulUls of I. 
On the other hand the non-linearity q(!) may be the result of the paraaeteriza-
tion as well as the intrinsic non-linearity. 
Beale (1960) and Bates and Vatts (1980) discussed some measures of non-linearity 
in teras of differential geometry. 
In order to decompose the second partial derivatives Yij of the expectation 
T N surface I into their tangent and normal coaponents, Yij and Yij' see §3.3.2 
together with Amari (1982). loss (1984) called the subspace spanned by the 
normal components Y~j evaluated at #0 the acceleration space of I at Y(!o) and 
denoted it by (E1)y(#0). If dimension(E1) = m, construct the orthonoraal basis 
for (E1)y(#0)' the acceleration space, i.e. !i' i = 1, •.• ,a, so that 
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Y1'J' = r~'Yk + b~,! IJ IJ a 1 < i,j < p 3.3.1.3 
with ~j , k = 1, ••• ,p being obtained from the solution of the regression of Yij 
on the first partial derivatives - r~j being the Christoffel 8J11bols of the 
second kind, or the connection coefficients. Similarly b~j' a = 1, ••• ,. can be 
obtained fro. the regression of Yij on the orthonormal basis !a, a = 1, ••• ,. of 
the acceleration space. They are called the coefficients of the second: 
fundamental form of I. 
In order to evaluate non-linearity it is of sOlle importance to observe the 
implications of a parameter transformation. 
If P = P(D) is a parameter transformation, let y(D) = y(P(D», so that 
3.3.1.4 
where the right hand side terms are the tangential and normal coaponents 
respectively. 
loss showed that both r~j and b~j provide information about the non-linearity of 
I. If b~j are all zero for soae paraaeterization, then they .ust be zero for 
every paraaeterization. The resulting argument then is that I is a plane since 
b~j are constructed froll the n01'll&1 components of the second order partial 
derivatives. (see Appendix A) It follows further that if the transformation is 
linear then the connection coefficients r~j will also be zero. If however the 
transformation is non-linear, the connection coefficients will not be zero in 
general. This shows that if the connection coeff icients as well as the 
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coefficients of the second fundamental fora are zero then !lij = 0 and !L is 
linear in the paraaeters - refer also AppendixA.5. loss then aade use of these 
facts "to derive some measures of non-1inearity:-
Define the first derivatives as follows 
= ........................ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3.3.1.5 
then G = V'V = [g .. ] and G- 1 = [gij]. If y = vi!l1. is an e1eaent of the 1J p.p 
tangent space of • at !I(!), then Y'Y = Vi!li ~i!lji = Vi~gij' so that 
!li!lj = gij· 
Now we can define: 
l r .. k = r. ·gll. 1J 1J ('A 
3.3.1.6 
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= r~.rkl + b~'~l ] 1J r 1J-t a 
Given Ba = (b!j) and la = G- 1Ba some measures of curvature are defined: 
The squared length of the second fundaaental fora, i.e. 
v = E(tr(la)2) ~ 0 in general 
a 
= 0 if I is a plane 
- The mean curvature vector: 
3.3.1.7 
P = ~ (tr(la»!a with 3.3.1.8 
IpI2 = 1- E (tr(la»2 = 0 if I is a plane, although the mere fact that 
p2 a 
IpI2 = 0 does not necessarily imply that I is planar. 
- The scalar curvature: 
x = p2 IpI2 - V 
= E (tr(la»2 - E(tr(la)2) 3.3.1.9 
a a 
which is a function of the coefficients of the second fundamental fora. If now 
I is a nonplanar expectation surface, then it is possible to find a 
paraaeterization such that the connection coefficients are all zero, but only if 
X = 0 on I, i.e. only for those models generating an expectation surface having 
zero scalar curvature, which means that it is not true in general and thus very 
restrictive. 
3.16 
3.3.2 The normal and tangential components of curvature 
The lifted line aeasures of Bates and Vatts (1980) can briefly be described as 
follows: 
Given 
P(t) = Po + §t 3.3.2.1 
where §px l is an arbitrary non-zero vector and Po a constant parameter vector, 
the curve ~6(t) = Y(P(t» is called a lifted line. As the straight line P(t) in 
n p~sses through Po in the direction §, ~§(t) will form a curve in In on I and 
the non-linearity of y(P) will be shown by the properties of the curves ~6(t) 
for all directions 6. Each of these curves is known as the "lifted line" of 
Bates and Vatts for different values of the parameter t or parameter vector 0 • 
-0 
Let ~§ = ~§(t)lt=o be the tangent to the curve ~§ at t = 0 and P = Po and ~6 = 
~6(t)lt=0 where derivatives are taken with respect to t, i.e. 
d~6 IJc dO, 
~6 = ar:lt=o = ~(~ ~)t=o 3.3.2.2 
- 1 1 
T N = ~6 + ~6 
- -




where the first two tenas on the right hand side refer to the tangential 
component and the third tera to the normal coaponent. Whereas ~~ refers to the 
change in speed of· the moving point and thus to the unifora aotion - when 
applicable - of the aoving point across the solution locus, the geodesic 
acceleration ~~ determines the chanse in direction of the vector ~6 parallel to 
- -
the tansent plane. The normal acceleration ~~ however, determines the chanse in 
direction of the vector ~6 noml to the tansent plane. Then the aaxiaua 
intrinsic curvature of • at J(!o) is defined from the right hand side by 
3.3.2.4 
which is identical to the first Frenet curvature of • in differential geoaetry 
(Thomas, 1961). Note that the intrinsic curvature of the solution locus is a 
special case of Efron's statistical curvature as discussed in chapter 2. (Bates 
and Watts, 1981 and leid in Bates and Watts, 1980). Further 
3.3.2.5 
is defined as the aaximum parameters effect curvature. latkowsky (1983) 
described the parameters effect curvature as an indication of the lack of 
3.18 
parallelisa and the unequal spacing of the projection of the parameter contours 
on the tangent plane. 
These aeasures can be examined in teras of the coefficients of acceleration or 
second fundamental fora and tangency or connection by coaputing explicitly the 
vectors f6 and ~6 as follows: 
- -
f l' = 6i~!J" - ~ IJ 
i'k ija = 6 ~r"!Jk + 6 6 boo! 3.3.2.6 IJ IJ a 





So again the maxima of k~ and k~ on {§: gi·6i~ = 1} give the parameters effect _ _ J 
curvature and intrinsic curvature. As both functions are continuous, the aaxiaa 
do exist. 
The aeasures up to now are absolute in nature. In order to be able to assess 
whether the maximum curvature, i.e. intrinsic or parameters effect, will affect 
inferences based on linear approximations one must deteraine the relative 
curvature measures. 
Given further the orthogonal vector to the tangent space of • at a given point 
and call this vector !, then following loss (1984): 
3.3.2.9 
which is the normal curvature of ~6 relative to the direction!. Si.ilarly, the 
relative intrinsic curvature of • is then 
3.20 




= 16' B 61/6'G6 - ! - - -
from 3.3.2.6 and 3.3.2.7. 
Then it follows that if 
At = max(G- 1Bt ) 
} absolute } 
eigenvalue 







Separating into intrinsic and parameters effect curvature is important as a 
linear approximation combines a planar assumption together with a unifora 
coordinate assumption (Bates and Watts, 1980). The first involves the 
replacement of the curved solution by a tangent plane which is only acceptable 
if the maximum locus intrinsic curvature is small at y(O). The latter 
assumption implies that the curved parameter lines on this approximating tangent 
plane is replaced by a grid of straight, parallel, equispaced lines which will 
only be acceptable if the maximum parameters effect curvature is small at y(P). 
It is important to note that the planar assumption must be satisfied before one 
may carry on further investigations by means of methods which make use of the 
approximate linearity assumption. 
Bates en Watts (1980) suggest that linear approximations should be adequate if 
the maximum parameter-effects and maximum intrinsic curVatures are both small 
compared to the guide 
3.3.2.15 
but Ratkowsky (1983) proposed a cut-off level of c/2. 
Cook and Goldberg (1986) however, demonstrate in the Fieller-Creasy problem that 
the Bates and Watts procedure can fail for subsets of p where the ratio of the 
means of two normal populations are present. 
Suppose now the planar approximation is not adequate enough, i.e. the non-linear 
function may not be replaced by a linear approximation, how would we deterlline 
an influential observation? According to Donaldson and Schnabel (1986) there 
3.22 
are more than enough cases where the linearization method give poor results 
indeed in spite of claims in many instances where this in not the case. They 
found that the Bates and Watts results are far more reliable in non-linear 
situations than the linear approximation procedures. 
3.4 DASUIES Of INfLUENCE IN TUI:,QN-LINEAI 10DEL 
Cook and Weisberg (1982) suggested that the general diagnostic aethods derived 
for linear models may be applied almost directly to non-linear aodels. A mayor 
change is being implemented in terms of the level of the diagnostic tool used. 
-See also fox et al (1984). In stead of' using the data matrix as such, the 
jacobian of the model lI&y be determined and substituted for the data aatrix. 
Hoaglin and Welsch (1978) stated that the diagonal elements hi of j(j,j)-lj, may 
serve as diagnostics to identify high leverage points. They motivate their 
approach as follows: 
Let 
3.4.1 





where 31 is the i-th row of the nxp Jacobian matrix j as defined in chapter 2.1. 
If we indicate the one-step estimators of !(i) bY!(i) in the miniaization of 
'(.) = E (y. - f(x.,0»2, 
1 .J,. J -J-
Jrl 
i = 1, ..• ,n 3.4.4 
and substitute 3.4.2 in 3.4.4 then the new function obtained is ainiaized at 
3.4.5 
with ~(i) having the usual meaning. This estimator is similar to that obtained 
using a single step of the Gauss-Newton aethod as indicated in chapter two. It 
can now be shown that (Appendix C) 
3.4.6 
with hi as defined in 3.2.1, but in terms of the Jacobian i.e. 
3.4.7 
The difference between !(i) and ! can now be applied in Cook's statistic or any 
other appropriate analysis in order to determine influence - e.g. the measures 
as defined in §3.2 with J as nor. in stead of X and variations thereof as 
indicated by Atkinson (1985). 
The underlying assumption of approximate linearity in the neighbourhood of the 
3.24 
estillator plays a crucial role. Vhen this assumption is true "enough" according 
to the Ileasures of non-linearity, say relative curvature, as discussed in §3.3 
then the diagnostics and residual analysis for linear least squares lI&y be 
expected to apply at leastapproxiutely in non-linear least squares. 
Should f (~,!) have markedly non- elliptical contours as for soae non-linear 
Ilodels the use of elliptical norms for diagnostics and residual analysis lI&y be 
inappropriate whether based on one- step or fully iterated sche.es. Not only 
will the non-ellipsoidicity result in poor estimates of the effect on para.eter 
estiaation using the deletion of the i-th observation through !(i)' but also the 
statistics of Cook or any of its variations may provide poor estimates of the 
effect on the residual sum of squares Iloving froll ! to !(i). 
iccording to itkinson (1985) "since the reason for using the fully iterated 
estimate Pi' rather than the one-step estimate !ti)' is that the contours are 
sufficiently non-ellipsoidal to render the one-step estimate a poor 
approximation, it seems unwise subsequently to base a diagnostic measure on the 
ellipsoidal approximation. " Beale (1960) pointed out that non- ellipsoidal 
contours for confidence regions can lead to badly biased estimators. 
Cook and Veisberg (1982) however, named three alternative norms for! - !ti) or 
! - !(i) that are less dependent on the shape of the contours of F, but these 
aeasures are considerably more computationally intensive. Two of these are 





FD. = - E (f (~J' ,P) - f (~J' ,P(i») 2 
1 pS2 j=l 
" ", 
3.4.9 
These measures are such that 3.2.1.4 and FDl are proportional when f(~j'P) is 
linear in O. This may however be far from true if linearity in P is not 
satisfied. If there is no controversy about parameterization, !(i) may be used 
in stead of P(i)' because FDi is invariant under parameterization. If decisions 
about parameterization must still be taken it may be worth the trouble to use 
FD1, i.e. use first approximations as decision making tool about the parameters. 
Cook and Veisberg also mentioned the use of the log likelihood displacement in 
different forms (Cook and Veisberg, 1982 p. 188», but make also the suggestion 
that they will be useful only if n, the number of observations is small. 
Gonin and loney (1989) make the following suggestion for the Lp-norm solution 
, 
where p, the exponent of the norm 
F = EI(f(~,P) - f(~,P»IP 3.4.10 
is not necessarily equal to 2. Adapt the generalized distance measure of Cook 
and Veisburg by substituting 11; for S2, the p-Jacobian matrix Jp for J and 
variations thereof and denote it by Dp,i in the above-mentioned measures. (See 
also chapter 2.1) Once again "large" values of Dp, i would indicate that the 
i'th observation is influential. Note also that ~ is replaced by (1 - !)p for 
the p- residual vector where applicable and hp, i for hi. The value of ",2 is p 
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unknown, but can be estimated by 
3.4.10 
where p refers to the Lp-norm exponent and 
(Gonin and loney, 1989, p. 14) 
Another way of looking at data is to make use of the parameter plots of Cook 
(1987). Ve shall, however not go into this here, because we want to try and 
find some analytical solution as indicated in chapter 4. 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
One problem in all these approaches is the amount of calculations necessary in 
order to recognise influential observations. Another objection is the effect of 
the assUllption of approximate linearity. In the light of the first reaark, 
together with the findings of Donaldson and Schnabel at the end of §3.3 we find 
it necessary to think of other ways to search for influence, outliers and 
collinearity in the non-linear situation. Although the results of §3.4 are 
quite useful one would like to employ a more direct approach to the problem. In 
chapter 4 such an approach is shown. 
3.27 
It is, however informative to apply the typical Cook and Dffits aeasures in the 
presence of collinearity as we shall see later with the data matrix inter alia 
replaced by the jacobian - hereafter called the adaptive Cook and Dffits 
aeasures. 
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THE SINGULAR VALVE DECOIPOSITION AND THE DETECTION OF INFLUENTIAL OBSERVATIONS 
AS VELL AS VARIABLES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The singular value decomposition has played an increasing role in linear 
regression in recent years (see Be1s1ey et al 1980 and of particular importance, 
Be1s1ey, 1991). The matrix mainly under concern has been the matrix of right 
singular vectors (Le. the eigenvectors of X'X). Some consideration has also 
been given to the matrix of left singular vectors of X. In section 2 a brief 
SWlll8.ry is given of these results and is being followed by a more detailed 
expansion of similar investigations with respect to non-linear regression. 
4.2 THE SINGULAR VALVE DECOMPOSITION IN LINEAR REGRESSION 
Consider the standard linear regression model 
4.2.1 
where! , X, ~ and ~ have the following dimensions respectively: nxl, nxm, mxl 
and nx1. The columns of X are standardized and so the vector Y is assumed to 
have a mean zero and a variance of one. Assume further that cov(~) = u2I. The 
Singular value decomposition of X, (i.e. SVD(X» is as follows 




where P is the nxm matrix of left singular vectors, q is the .x. aatrix of right 
singular vectors and Da is a diagonal aatrix with the singular yalues down the 
diagonal in decreasing order. It is useful to note that p,p = q,q = I.. i point 
of importance to note, is that although qq' = I. the same cannot be said of pp, 
in the sense that pp, # In. I~ is also note worthy that the calculation of the 
SVD is more stable than that of the eigenstructure (Belsley et 4l 1980). 
The hat matrix 
B = X(X'XflX' 
= PD q'(qD P'PD q,)-l qD P' 
a a a a 
= PD q'(qD- 2q')qD p, 
a a a 
= pp' 4.2.3 
is idempotent and so is I - PP'. 
Underhill (1988) showed that the following are valid for the given situation: 
D = (X'Xf lX'J 
= (qD2q,)-lqD P,Y 
a a -




= Y - (PDaq,)(qD~lp'J) 
= (I - PP')J 
4.2.4 
4.2.5 
0-2 = _1_ e'e n-m - -
4.3 
= .-L 1 I (I - PP')' (I - PP') 1 n-m - -
= .-L 1'(1 - PP')1 n-II - -
var(p) = (X'X)-lu2 




The rows of PDa and qDo provide coordinates for plotting each observation (Le. 
row of X) and each variable (Le. colUllll of X) respectively. Plotting the 
observations and variables sillultaneously on the same system of axis is now 
possible. 
A further use of PDa and qDo is the decomposition of the contributions of the 
observations and/or the variables to the total variance. This results in the 
possibility of the detection of influential observations in X as well as possible 
collinearities. The detection of outliers is also being made possible using 
these decollpositions. 
4.3 THE SINGULAR VALVE DECOMPOSITION OF THE JACQBIAN 
Consider the model y = f(!,!) + £ with 
4.3.1 
Let J have the usual meaning, i.e. 
'." .~ 
i =18f i (!'~)I 
O(J. J A (J.=(J. 
- J - J 
4.4 
4.3.2 
where the solution of ~ is to be found iteratively, i.e. if if (J=(J. = Ji then 
- - 1 
using the Taylor series expansion and Pi as the ith iterated estimate of p: 
f(x,(J. 1) = f(x,(J.) + J~((J. 1 - (J.) + ••• 
- - 1+ - - 1 1 - 1+ - 1 
f(x,(J. 1) - f(x,(J.) ; J~((J. 1 - (J.) + ~ 
- - 1+ - -1 • 1 -1+ - 1 
or 
e· = J~((J. 1 - (J.) + E 
-1 1-1+ -1 
so that the least squares estimate of Pi+1 - Pi results in the iteration 
i.e. 
(J. 1 - (J. = (J ~ J . ) - 1 J ~ e· 
-1+ -1 11 1-1 
O. 1 = O. + (J~J.)-1J!(v - f(x,O.)) 
-1+ -1 1 1 l' - - -1 
4.3.3 
or by means of the more complete Lp model using the extended version of Conin and 
loney (1989): 
· 4.5 
where q is not necessarily equal to 2 (see chapter 2.1). 
If an approximate linearized model I = J~ + ! is assumed, then 
l = (J'Jr 1J'I 
= (J'J)-1J'(J~ + !) 
= (J'Jr 1J' ! 4.3.4 
i.e. ! = J~ + ! and ! = I - !(!,l). This means that J plays a similar role in 
determining l that I plays in the determination of ~, i.e. ~ = (1'1)-1 I'!. 
The usual variance estimate will be 
vir(l) = O,jr 162 
A A 1 Eel 
= (J' Jr n-p' 4.3.5 
The form of the previous equations illustrates how the behaviour of the 
non-linear regression parameters and variance estimators is linked to the 
stability of a matrix inverse. In the case of the linear regression paraaeter 
estimation the stability of the inverse of 1'1 plays an important role, but in 
non-linear regression parameter estimation it is the inverse of J'J which may be 
the source of instability in any estimation procedure. 
This correspondence between I and J or 1'1 and J'J carries over to the 
construction of diagnostic measures in the non-linear regression case. Let us 
thus consider the matrix J in more detail. 
4.6 
!ssuaing J(~) has been determined, the columns of J .ay be standardized in order 
to have means zero and variance one (see larquardt, 1970). 
The singular value decomposition ofJ (i.e. SVD(J» therefore is 
J = UD V, o 4.3.6 
where U: nxp is the matrix of left singular vectors, V: pxp is the u.trix of 
right singular vectors and Do is the diagonal matrix with the singular values 
down the diagonal in decreasing order. Once again as in the previous section we 
note that U'U = V'V = I ,VV' = I but UU, # I . p p n 
The quantities most co_only estill&ted in regression can now be expressed in 
terms of U, Do and V. 
The regression paraaeters: 
(~i against ~i+l) 





; = (VD U/UD V,)-1(VD U')(UD V'O + e) - a a a a--
= (VD- 2V')(VD U')(UD V'O + e) a a a - -
4.3.8 
\ 
4.4 A PRINCIPAL CO'PONENTS DECO'POSITION OF J AND THE DETECtION Of OUTLIEiS AND 
INfLUENCE - OBSERYATIONAL AND/OI YAIIABLE 
At this stage we use a principal cOllponent decomposition of the components of J 
together with a graphical display. 
Let J = UDaV' be the SVD of the central (but not necessarily standardized) aatrix 
J with 
F = UD a 4.4.1 
4.4.2 
The rows of f: nxp and of G: pxp provide coordinates for plotting each row of J 
(i.e. for each observation) and each co1uan of J (i.e. for each variable). Note 
that as IG' # J we have no bip10t here. Note further that "observations" and 
"variables" are references to "gradientia1" observations and variables because we 
find in non-linear regression that J consists per definition of non-linearity not 
llere1y of observations or variables, but also some f01'll(s) of the unknown 
r 
parameters. 
Further we form from J = UDaV' 
JV = UD = F a 
so that 
JGD- 1 = JVD D- 1 
a a a 
= JV 
= F 
In a similar way 







These two results are known in linear regression, where X is the input aatrix, as 
the transition formula and provide justification for simultaneously plotting the 
observations and variables on the same set of axes. In the non-linear situation 
we apply it in a similar way. 
In a graphical display of r and G we would like it to have the following 
properties compared to the linear situation: 
1. In linear regression distances between pairs of points in the display i.e. 
4.9 
between observations are Euclidean. Similarly the distances between pairs 
of position vectors ("point" vectors) based on J = UD a" and r = UD a in a 
non-linear situation, i.e. 
4.4.6 
should reflect distances proportional to distances between pairs of points 
in an Euclidean way. Note that f. and 1'. refer to the jth rows of r and J 
-J J 
respectively. If we thus consider J as a matrix of observations where the 
observations are in fact the observed gradients where 0 is given or 
estimated, we can speak of "distances" between observed gradients. This 
incidentally may lead us to the second derivatives of the original equations 
or for that matter the rate of change in the gradiential observations for 
changing D. 
2. In a similar way with respect to the variables we find in linear regression 
systems distances between pairs of column points in an Euclidean way. Now 
we find the distances between pairs of position vectors (or "point" vectors) 
based on J = UDal' and G = 'Da' So in the non-linear system 
4.4.7 
These distances should reflect distances (differences) proportional to 
distances (differences) between pairs of gradiential variables in an 
Euclidean way. In this case !i refers to the ith row of G and 1i to the ith 
column of J. 
4.11 
; being the angle between the vectors &i and &j , i.e. Sij is the covariance 
between the ith and jth gradiential variables and it follows that the 
correlation between these gradiential variables i and j is given by 
S .. 




/I&i IIII&j 11 
= cos; .. 
1J 
, 4.4.11 
Le. the cosine of the angle between the vectors &i and &. J 
is the 
correlation between the gradiential variables i and j. 
It follows further that the norm of J (i.e. of the set of gradiential 
observations) is 
2 n p 
/lJII = E E j~. = tr(JIJ) 
i=1 j=1 1J 




= total variance in J. 4.4.13 
In this expression Sj is the variance of gradiential variable j and ~ is the kth 
singular value of J. 
The following should also be noted: 
and 
FF' = VD D V, a a 
= VD V'VD V, a a 
= JJ' 
GG' = VD D V, a a 
= VD V'VD V, a a 
= l'J 
so that 
tr(FF') = tr(GG') 
= total variance of the observations in l. 






The total variance inherent in J can therefore be decomposed in two ways. 
r enables us to decompose the contributions of the gradiential observations to 
the total variance and G enables us to decompose the contributions of the 
gradiential variables to the total variance. 
The total variance then = tr(FF') 
= E [~ f\] 
i=l k=l 1 
= ~ [E f~k] . 
k=l i=l 1 
4.4.18 
The term ~ f~k is being interpreted as the contribution of gradientiaZ 
k=l 
observation i to the total variance. This can be further decomposed into the 
contribution of each of the p principal axes to the variance contributed by 
gradiential observation i. 
According to the previous paragraph we can interpret 
, k=l, •.. ,p 4.4.19 
as the proportion of the variance due to the gradientiaZ observation i that is 
explained by the kth principal axis. 
4.14 
n 
In a similar way of reasoning E flk can be interpreted as the contribution of 
i=l 
tAe kth principal azis to the total variance. It is also noteworthy to see that 
n 
E f~k = 0k2 • . 1 1 1= 
n 
Now E flk.ay be further decoaposed into the contribution of each gradiential 
i=l 
observation to the variance of the kth principal axis, i.e. 
n 
E f~k .1 1 1= 
, i=l, .•• ,n 4.4.20 
as the proportion of the variance due to the kth principal axis that is explained 
by the ith gradiential observation. 
As we turn our attention to the gradiential variables we can write 
Total variance = tr(GG') 4.4.21 
= ~ [~ g\] 
j=l k=l J 
= ~ r ~ g\] 
k=l ~=1 J 
4.4.22 
with the interpretation of 
2 g'k J 
, k=l, ••• ,p 
4.15 
4.4.23 
as the proportion of the variance due to the gradiential variable j that is 
explained by the kth principal axis. Ye further interpret 
2 g'k J 
, j=l, ... ,p 4.4.24 
as the proportion of the variance due to the kth principal axis that is explained 
by the gradiential variable j. 
Furthermore we can see that 
and 
2 g'k J 
4.4.25 
are the squared cosines of the angles that the kth principal axis aakes with the 









j th variable in p-space 
~~--~~~------------~----------------------------- k th axis 
It is also useful to remember that 
4.4.26 
is the squared cosine of the angle between the plane defined by the kth principal 
axis and gradiential variable j. This result can now be extended to the 
hyperplane defined by any m ~ p principal axes. 
/ 
4.17 
The decomposition of J thus enables us to detect 
(a) influential 'observations' in J 
(b) collinearities in J. 
Outliers in the jacobian data matrix can be detemined by considering large 
values of 
and n 
E f~k . 1 1 1= 
for particular values of k. 
4.4.27 
A large value for the former of these two ratios implies that the ith gradiential 
observation is explained almost entirely by the kth principal axis. Similarly, a 
large value for the latter of the two ratios implies that the kth axis is to a 
large extent determined or dominated by the ith gradiential observation. 
It is now possible to carry these indications of influence 'and outliers over to 
the original observations and variables (in terms of ! = J~ + ~) as applicable. 
Note that these measures are indications in the independent variable matrix only. 
To deterlline whether there are really outliers and influence as indicated in 
terms of potentials should be determined as indicated in section 4.7. 




= ~ a~ = total variance of J , 
k=1 
4.4.28 
we see that collinearities will reveal the.selves by having close to zero values 
of ak. The gradiential variables l involved in the collinearity will be those 
that have large values for 
4.4.29 
because 
fro. JGD~1 = F it follows that JG = FDa = UDaDa 
and as G = VDa F = UDa it follows that 
But as ak ~ 0 it follows that J!k ~ 0 , 
i=1, ... ,n • 4.4.30 
There is thus a linear combination of the columns of J which is near zero, 
implying a collinearity. The col linearity involves those columns for which vkl 
4.19 
, 
and hence gkt is relatively large. ledundant variables may now be eliainated 
where a redundant gradiential variable is being recognized by large 
t=1, •.• ,p. 4.4.31 
This presence of collinearity in the gradiential variables, i.e. in w = J; + e 
can now be drawn through in a careful consideration with respect to the original 
variables. 
It is worth noting that the serious influential observations and outliers are 
revealed by the first few principal axes, and the collinearities by the last few 
principal axes. This result means that the detection of influential data - in 
particular outliers, and collinearities can proceed simultaneously. 
ls a result of this outliers can be removed if applicable and redundant variables 
eliminated by reaoving them or creating a dummy variable and the analysis can 
then be repeated if these actions have revealed any further collinearities. 
It is obvious that when there is a close relationship between variables and 
P P 
parameters, e.g. the model Y = Po + x1
1x2
2 
+ E, it is easy to find the variable 
.ore or less corresponding to a bad behaving gradiential variable. In case there 
is no such correspondence the detection of outliers becomes very difficult indeed 
and one may have to look at the adapted Cook, Dffits measures and other aore 
number crunching prone, i. e. direct lIethods. The ietection of influential 
observations, however, is not affected by a similar non-correspondence. 
4.20 
4.5 DEALING VITH INFLUENTIAL OBSERVATIONS 
In section 4.4 the proportional contributions of each row and colu.n are 
determined by means of the singular value decomposition of the jacobian matrix J, 
such that 
J = UD V, 
a 4.5.1 
and the corresponding principal components regression analysis in terms of 
r = UD a and G = VD a 4.5.'2 
These contributions then may indicate influential observations and in special 
circumstances as described above they can be indicative of outliers. ! further 
result is that collinearity is being spotted and a decision can be aade about the 
principal axes' contributions. In this and the following two sections some 
proposals for future research are made with respect to outliers, influence and 
robust estimation. 
In the case of influential observations identified or collinearities which may be 
present there may be several approaches to the problem. One way of dealing with 
the aforementioned situation(s) is to replace the corresponding row (influential 
observation) by the average contribution of that row in the original data matrix. 
(Ileplacing a large row contribution by the proportional average of the colu.ns 
may reduce the lengths of the corresponding principal axis, but the 
interpretation may not be so clear.) 
then it follows that 
* Call the new (adapted) data matrix, I , 
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4.5.3 
* * * where J is the jacobian based on X Use J to estimate 0, i.e • 
• * *, * -1 *, * o = (J J) J ~ 4.5.4 
* ** * * * * where ~ = J! + ~ and e = 1 - f (~,!) with f (~,!) adapted according to the 
previous paragraph. 
Effectively we have used a TRIllED or IOBUST estimator. 
4.6 DEALING VITH INFLUENTIAL OBSERVATIONS TOGETHEl VITH COLLINEAIITI 
When one or more influential observations are detected and si.ultaneously one 
observes collinearity one can deal with both problems in one step. 
* Construct a matrix X as described in the previous section and bring in a ridge 
value according to the Levenburg-Iarquardt technique. Then 
* * * * UL = U and VL = V 4.6.1 
or use the r columns and rows associated with the r largest roots, i.e. 
* * * *, 
J[r] = U[r] Da[r] V[r] 4.6.2 
.* .* in order to deteraine 0L or O[r]. One can take this even further by co.bining 
the last two robust estimator carriers, i.e. 
.. * to determine 'L[r]' i.e . 
.. * 
'L[r] 
* where wL[r] 
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adapted in accordance with the interpretation of *, L and [r]. 
4.6.3 
4.6.4 
This last robust est imator is a TIIDED, LEVENBU1G- IAlqUAlDT , DIIINISIED lAB 
IOBUST ESTlIAT01. 
4.7 OUTLIEIS 
It was shown in section 3.4 that the (i,i)th element in J(J/J)-l J1 can serve as 
an indication of leverage and that a relatively large value of the (i,i)th 
element is an indication of a possible influential observations and/or an outlier 
in terms of the data matrix. 
Yith respect to the observed values, Yi' of the model one can use the following 
aeasures based on [J(J/J)-lJ/]iito determine whether outliers are in actual fact 
present by testing only for those observations indicated as possibles by the 




h .. = [J(J/Jf1J/] .. = [I] .. 
11 11 11 
* * *, * -1 *, * h .. = [J (J J) J ] .. = [I ] .. 
11 11 11 
4.7.1 




t · 1 •• . = --;==== 1.. ! 
S\,I - h:. 
11 •• 
4.7.2 
and siai1arly, keeping in aind that no leave out aethods are used here as 
customary in the following aeasures which may correspond to alaost siailar 
measures in linear regression: 
h. e: 
DFFIT1: •• = 1.. 1 •• 
1 - h~ 
1 •• 




h: . 11 •• = --...;,-.-





In the measures mentioned here S2 may be replaced by sC!).. which will be the 
estiaated variance based on a matrix where the ith observation is being changed 
* in I and/or the other possible conversions. Comparisons between .easures, 
however may then be inappropriate as the scaling factor will then be dependent on 
the observation which is being changed. 
4.8 AN EIAIPLE VITH SOlE IISULTS 
4.8.1 The data 
In order to illustrate the use of at least some of the measures and indicators of 
the previous sections data was created using the technique as described by Thiart 
et al (1991) based on a simulation study in the unpublished Ph.D. thesis of 
Chalton (1990). Whereas Chalton used 5 paraaeters, we use a five-variable six 
paraaeters .odel which includes a non-zero constant called P6' A saaple size of 
30 was chosen. The variables were simulated as follows: 
For j = 1,2,3 and i = 1, ••• ,30 
4.25 
and j = 4,5 and i = 1, ••• ,30 
where Zij N n(O,l) variates generated by S!S.function 111101. The seeds are not 
available as the BAIlOR-function derives the seeds from the real tiae clock of 
the computer. The degree of collineari ty is detel'Jlined by the values of 
parameters 01 and O2, where o~ is the theoretical correlation between any pair of 
the variables 11, 12 and 13, 0102 is the theoretical correlation between any pair 
of the variables 11,12 or 13 and 14 or 15 and o~ is the theoretical correlation 
between 14 and 15' 
In this empirical investigation the values chosen for the paraaeters where 
o~ = o~ = 0,99 Le. a high collinearity factor was built into the data. The 
values for ~ were detel'Jlined by a suggestion of lewhouse and Oaan (1971), naaely 
the eigenvectors of 1'1 according to the largest eigenvalues. The .odel and 
resulting data set are as follows: 
'1 '2 '3 '4 '5 y, = 1'11'21'31'41'5'6 + e, 1  1 11 i = 1, ••• ,30 
where, after having increased all x-values by 2 
lij N n(2,1); "= (0,4474; 0,4473; 0,4481; 0,4470; 0,4463; 10) 
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n y xl x2 x3 x4 x5 
1 59.37928 1.91510 2.07781 2.33137 2.25610 2.44236 
2 17.03769 1.20009 1.12683 1.11298 1.46529 1.48450 
3 31.43451 1.82134 1.57941 1.84071 1.86991 1.32875 
4 4.21973 .46757 .79256 .53950 .72713 .52242 
5 136.39150 3.33529 3.12541 3.15277 3.05349 3.39790 
6 105.87280 2.84638 2.85153 2.68915 2.94020 2.94423 
7 123.77210 3.08654 2.87469 2.91956 3.36636 3.09060 
8 16.74560 1.05388 1.23509 1.36169 1.40634 1.32092 
9 45.54456 2.12865 2.12626 2.06978 1.77268 1.75008 
10 55.86286 2.23236 2.12059 2.11275 2.04434 2.24608 
11 12.31348 1.25142 .87584 1.16432 1.13806 .82105 
12 63.57678 2.33503 2.25782 2.37770 2.20623 2.25707 
13 8.19416 1.19581 .52267 1.07145 1.24602 .91252 
14 81.52631 2.51869 2.42961 2.45906 2.72280 2.54492 
15 28.93762 1.69534 1.58217 1.45599 1.51818 1. 75220 
16 3.47572 .26741 .37465 .38450 .33489 .43181 
17 103.02420 2.82416 2.80942 2.86994 2.77163 2.96814 
18 16.99822 1.18043 1.08162 1.51366 1.20798 1.37967 
19 37.89568 1.92986 1.91445 1.79639 1.89782 1.50474 
20 286.31040 4.41738 4.51685 4.44304 4.58753 4.43136 
21 130.36960 3.07069 3.28934 3.22908 2.97070 3.18371 
22 25.81647 1.57042 1.39488 1.64897 1.48323 1.54718 
23 85.89640 2.56950 2.62498 2.66179 2.43721 2.82084 
24 15.18494 .96893 1.14209 1.19054 1.18316 1.19166 
25 249.91060 4.14797 4.18853 4.11878 4.34428 4.35794 
26 171.23430 3.67771 3.53004 3.48130 3.49611 3.62604 
27 103.81700 2.73229 2.90525 2.88059 2.84373 2.86646 
28 153.33220 3.50644 3.31758 3.41795 3.50178 3.19613 
29 64.36023 2.21360 2.17496 2.40920 2.38721 2.35472 
30 3.65093 .39235 .62900 .85005 .54118 .39154 
table 4.1 
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4.8.2 Procedures and results 
The solution was determined using a FOITIAN-program code which was adapted fro. 
the code in latkowsky (1983). As the Linpack routines were not available they 
were replaced by ay own routines using code fro. the Nuaericallecipes routine 
package of Vetterling, Teukolsky, Press and Flannery (1985). The results were 
checked against latkowsky's version as well as the SAS-package. See appendix D 
for programaing codes. 
The first results are as given in the following table. 
PAIAIETEI ESTIIATES AT CONVE1GENCE. 
0 ESTIIATE SE T 
1 • 421406E+00 • 476008E- 01 8.85 
2 • 523378E+00 • 642551E- 01 8.15 
3 • 353925E+00 • 665027E- 01 5.32 
4 • 499783E+00 .364521E-01 13.71 
5 • 412923E+00 • 366393E- 01 11.27 
6 .103273E+02 • 114258E+00 90.39 
table 4.2 
PAIAIETEI VAIIANCE-COVAIIANCE IATIIX 
1 .22658E-02 
2 - • 10564E- 02 • 41287E- 02 
3 - . 33792E- 03 - • 28979E- 02 .44226E-02 
4 - • 66540E- 03 • 26375E- 03 - . 71942E- 03 • 13287E- 02 
5 -.10213E-03 - • 71215E- 03 - .177441- 03 - • 30031E- 03 • 13424E-02 




1 1 • .0.0.0.0.0.0 
2 -.34539.0 1 • .0.0.0.0.0.0 
3 -.1.06749 - .678173 1 • .0.0.0.0.0.0 
4 -.383488 .1126.08 -.296774 1 • .0.0.0.0.0.0 
5 - • .058561 -.3.02497 - • .072825 -.224854 1 • .0.0.0.0.0.0 
6 - .239886 .485.087 - .452275 .243178 - .196949 1 • .000.0.0.0 
table 4.4 
UNIT Y FITTED lESIDU!L JB!T(I,I) DFFITS**2 
1 • 593793E+.o2 .5834131+.02 .l.o38.o1E+.ol • 378262E+.o.o .1143611+.01 
2 .17.o377E+.o2 , • 175686E+.o2 - .53.o897E+.o.o .8.012.071- .01 .2894661- .01 
3 • 314345E+.o2 • 322265E+.o2 - .791977E+.o.o .2.o4.o48E+.o.o .2191171+.0.0 
4 • 421973E+.ol • 347983E+.ol • 7399.o4E+.o.o .2435291- .01 .1519181- .01 
5 • 136391E+.o3 • 135395E+.o3 • 996384E+.o.o .4289831+.0.0 .1416731+.01 
6 .1.058731+.03 .l.o5534E+.o3 • 338631E+.o.o .3461531+.0.0 .1.0.07.081+.0.0 
7 • 123772E+.o3 .1232461+.03 • 526276E+.o.o .4.0.07.011+.0.0 .3351621+.0.0 
8 • 167456E+.o2 .17497.01+.02 -.7513561+.0.0 .72543.01- .01 .5164.091- .01 
9 .4554461+.02 .4572541+.02 -.18.07941+.0.0 .2312291+.0.0 .1387111- .01 
1.0 .5586291+.02 .5586121+.02 • 1682281- .02 .89.03951- .01 • 3293631- .06 
11 • 123135E+.o2 .l.o9899E+.o2 .1323551+.01 .4869.021- .01 .1.022291+.0.0 
12 • 635768E+.o2 .6385121+.02 -.274399E+.o.o .8987811- .01 .8861621- .02 
13 .8194161+.01 .8733181+.01 - .539.02.01+.0.0 .1512491+.0.0 .6616591- .01 
14 .8152631+.02 .8.091951+.02 .6.o6773E+.o.o .1521.081+.0.0 .8449241- .01 
15 .2893761+.02 .29.09581+.02 -.1581751+.0.0 .1113351+.0.0. .3825821- .02 
16 .3475721+.01 .1.033911+.01 .2441811+.01 .8243831- .03 .534.0271- .02 
17 .l.o3.o24E+.o3 .1.04.0431+.03 -.l.o1895E+.ol .1.038721+.0.0 .1456661+.0.0 
18 • 169982E+.o2 .1677351+.02 .2247491+.0.0 .1.033931+.0.0 • 7.0465.01- .02 
19 • 378957E+.o2 • 383979E+.o2 -.5.o2232E+.o.o • 254653E+.o.o .1254111+.0.0 
2.0 • 28631.oE+.o3 .2853881+.03 • 92276.oE+.o.o .6155221+.0.0 .3845681+0.1 
21 • 13.o37.oE+.o3 • 13.o.o56E+.o3 • 314.o56E+.o.o .354.0181+.0.0 .9.075961- .01 
22 • 258165E+.o2 • 258789E+.o2 - .6241231-.01 .6261.061- .01 .3.01.0521- .03 
23 .8589641+.02 • 862728E+.o2 - .3763731+.0.0 • 1783.o7E+.o.o .4.0577.01- .01 
24 • 151849E+.o2 • 135884E+.o2 .1596581+.01 .3881591- .01 .1161641+.0.0 
25 • 249911E+.o3 .25136.01+.03 -.1449.021+.01 • 42354.oE+.o.o .29.02681+.01 
4.29 
26 • 171234E+03 • 171172E+03 .6231691- 01 .2891511+00 .2410331- 02 
27 .103817E+03 .104394E+03 - .577438E+00 • 187088E+00 .1023911+00 
28 • 153332E+03 • 153283E+03 .4959111- 01 .3987201+00 .2941811- 02 
29 • 643602E+02 .6510691+02 -.746719E+00 .1704221+00 .1497681+00 
30 • 365093E+Ol • 257621E+Ol .1074721+01 .1032381- 01 .1320511- 01 
ISS = 22.126730 VAIl = 0.92194720 
table 4.5 
Observed residuals: Vith s = JO,9219412 ;; 0,96 no observations are seen as 
having extreme residuals, i.e. more than 3s, except observation no 16 with a 
residual of 2,44 which is 2,54 standard deviations. 
Influence: Keep in Ilind the cut-off values of Bels1ey, Kuh and Velsch (1980), 
i.e. 2~ for DFFITS or ~ for DFFITS2. 
For this example the cut-off will then be ~ = 0,8. This leads to observations 
1, 5, 20 and 25 as being influential observations. 
Leverage: Ilefer again to Bels1ey et al (1980). The ith observation is a 
leverage point when hii , or JBAT(i,i) exceeds~, In this case ~ = ~ = 0,4. 
Leverage points are then observations no. 5, 7, 20 and 25. 
EfL . IJ 




f? E f? . lJ 
i ..:.!.L E f? J 
E f? . lJ EE f? . lJ J .. lJ 
J lJ 
1 .982 .002 .008 .006 .000 .002 6231.972000 .0038 
2 .999 .000 .001 .000 .000 .000 29473.830000 .0180 
3 .996 .003 .001 .000 .000 .000 20766.320000 .0127 
4 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 34232.840000 .0209 
5 .995 .003 .000 .002 .000 .000 29850.990000 .0182 
6 .990 .000 .004 .001 .001 .005 4485.708000 .0027 
7 .989 .006 .004 .001 .000 .000 16508.320000 .0101 
8 .999 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 29469.780000 .0180 
9 .993 .000 .007 .000 .000 .000 12648.320000 .0077 
10 .997 .001 .000 .001 .000 .000 7293.279000 .0045 
11 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 32455.650000 .0198 
12 .996 .000 .003 .000 .000 .001 3966.757000 .0024 
13 .999 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 33166.520000 .0202 
14 .799 .114 .076 .002 .008 .001 199.869600 .0001 
15 .999 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 22661.220000 .0138 
16 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 33638.760000 .0205 
17 .993 .007 .000 .000 .000 .001 3956.326000 .0024 
18 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 29662.660000 .0181 
19 .996 .002 .002 .000 .000 .001 17079.160000 .0104 
20 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 602605.400000 .3678 
21 .994 .004 .002 .001 .000 .000 23422.130000 .0143 
22 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 24488.190000 .0149 
23 .219 .768 .002 .000 .002 .009 111.799900 .0001 
24 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 31405.880000 .0192 
25 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 397075.800000 .2424 
26 .999 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 93356.640000 .0570 
27 .992 .001 .000 .006 .001 .000 4033.730000 .0025 
28 .997 .002 .001 .000 .000 .000 56451.310000 .0345 
29 .992 .000 .002 .002 .000 .004 3535.054000 .0022 





E f~. . IJ 
1 
1 .003738 .017046 .095148 .123814 .019843 .096702 
2 .017992 .001269 .042058 .000914 .003781 .028965 
3 .012637 .085691 .044903 .000344 .002336 .025294 
4 .020910 .000633 .000002 .006563 .048524 .055510 
5 .018146 .113730 .000248 .226983 .008269 .028672 
6 .002713 .000444 .031386 .012788 .093596 .174538 
7 .009974 .149501 .130110 .044156 .060809 .000712 
8 .017996 .000485 .008348 .037398 .001238 .002134 
9 .007672 .001804 .166873 .001002 .009209 .015436 
10 .004444 .015467 .000194 .028312 .005136 .004692 
11 .019822 .013091 .005435 .002802 .036907 .001916 
12 .002414 .002816 .019608 .000622 .009327 .023363 
13 .020248 .017646 .005793 .015933 .081429 .048115 
14 .000098 .034500 .028645 .001113 .065154 .001643 
15 .013832 .006951 .003220 .027892 .000135 .063462 
16 .020550 .000007 .000059 .001258 .104097 .021776 
17 .002399 .038809 .000990 .000468 .013872 .021672 
18 .018117 .002379 .002080 .004143 .030176 .046983 
19 .010390 .043791 .065153 .000193 .032522 .072323 
20 .368156 .027795 .028672 .093502 .082167 .005310 
21 .014219 .129982 .078263 .068148 .034687 .002753 
22 .014960 .000179 .000106 .000929 .007880 .022349 
23 .000015 .129496 .000480 .000053 .008093 .007923 
24 .019184 .000087 .002582 .017036 .008326 .011887 
25 .242579 .000220 .108378 .003587 .036491 .010635 
26 .056997 .021324 .011528 .163297 .002945 .000534 
27 .002446 .007127 .001228 .072323 .085357 .004546 
28 .034392 .136451 .104658 .017380 .014386 .090641 
29 .002144 .001118 .012760 .017300 .017635 .099278 
30 .020818 .000164 .001092 .009748 .075676 .010235 
EfL . IJ 
1 











There is no clear cut way of choosing the observations with large variance 
contributions - what is "large"? Ye can see in table 4.6 however, that 
gradiential observations no. 20 and 25 make up 36.78% plus 24.24% = 61.021 of the 
total variance. This indicates a large potential for influence through the 
jacobian inherent in the data set together with the model. 
Observations 20 and 25 are the two observations which occur every tiae as having 
relatively large leverage, being influential and having relatively large 
residuals. 
When we remove observations 20 and 25 the new estiaates for , are as follows with 
comparative values before deletion: 
simulated 'i 8. 28 observations (20;25 deleted): 
,. 
i 30 observations: ,. 
1 1 
1 0.4474 0.4214 0.333 
2 0.4473 0.5234 0.633 
3 0.4481 0.3539 0.418 
4 0.4470 0.4998 0.586 
5 0.4463 0.4129 0.213 
6 10.0 10.3 10.6 
table 4.8 
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In table 4.8 it is clear how the removal of only these two observations influence 
the estimates. Here too we can see that the influence of these two observations 
is most illportant. The presence of observations 20 and 25 results in IIOre 
accurate estiaates for all the parameters except for '3 where the estiaate .oves 
away from the correct value. It is of interest that the values in table 4.6 and 
further were deterained by using the centralized gradiential data aatrix. If the 
raw gradiential data is used the values 
EfL . 1J 
for ..... J"---_ differ only aarginally in the 
El: f~. 
ij 1J 
sense of correctional rounding off values. Standardization was not deeaed 
necessary as the X-variables were all simulated with similar distributions. ! 
comparison then also showed that the results are similar up to at least the 3rd 
decimal. 
! further point of interest is that in table 4.7 
n 
E f~l .1 1 1= .;;;;....;~- = 0.99 which indicates 
El: f~k 
jk J 
that the first principal axis declares 991. of the total variation, i.e. the .odel 
.ay be appropriate for this data set, including the constant largely because of 
its large significant t-value. Vhen this last model is fitted using 30 
observations the .ean squared error equals 50.09. Plotting the graph we find 
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To further substantiate the removal of variables x2 to x5 we look at the 
following table: 
gjk 
569.4088 -3.5002 8.3697 -14.3582 -0.3783 -0.3105 
572.5391 5.5294 9.1586 6.4482 0.3927 7.7728 
564.0843 2.5704 7.5782 7.2602 -0.3317 -8.2727 
577.8245 -19.5971 -9.5992 3.2776 0.2496 0.9567 
575.4363 15.0987 -15.1334 -2.5228 -0.2545 -0.1950 
37.1223 1.2530 0.1254 -1.4481 4.8454 -1.2801 
~ gjk: 
J 
1 636 604 662 531.6 319.6 24.0 131.53 
TOTAL = 1 638 272.7 
E g~k . J 
1 IC 100%: 
EE g~k 
jk 1 
99.89 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.0 0.01 
table 4.9 
As 
~ ~ g~k 
j=l k=l J 
IC 100% represents the percentage variance due to gradiential 
variable k in all the principal axes together, .. see from table 4.9 that the 
contributions by gradiential variables x2' x3' x4' x5 and x6 are 0.04%; 0.03%; 
0.02%; 0% and 0.0% respectively. 
The way that observations 20 and 25 stand out as being contributors to the total 
variance can also be observed using 3- dimensional plots of the colons of the 
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matrix consisting of F = UD a with G = VD a concatenated vertically. The 
Statgraphics graphical procedures were used. The symbols JFi refer to the ith 
principal axes based on the jacobian J. 
Note that the first principal axis is responsible for almost 100% of the total 
variance so that the sizes (scales) and therefore the importance of the second, 
third and fourth principal axes are over-emphasized by the graphical display. It 
is interesting to see how the results of the last few pages are being lifted out 
in these graphs as the relative positions of observations 20 and 25 are being 
observed largely with respect to principal axis one. Note also their positions 
as being right on the outside of the convex hull - in this case in fact al.ost a 
linear convex hull because of the relative importance of principal axis one. 
Note also how the importance of observations 20 and 25 vanishes when the axes of 
the graphical representations do not include the important first principal axis. 
4.9 IALLOYS BOUNDED-INFLUENCE ESTIIATORS 
The question could be asked whether a more robust approach could not be used to 
determine on the one hand the influential observations and on the other hand .ore 
"stable" estimators for the model. 
A bounded- influence type estimator using a weight function was developed by 
lallows (1973, 1975). See also De Jogh, De Yet and Yelsh (1988). The weights 
can be constructed in the following way: 
Assuming a constant in the model denote the n observations of the (j-1)th 
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observations so that we have x(l)j' x(2)j'··· ,x(n)j and define r1j , r2j ,··· ,rnj 
as the vector of ranks of x1j ' x2j , ... ,xnj . Let L = [rn] + 1 and U = n+1-L. 
The weights associated with the (j-1)th independent variable are now defined as 
where 
Y .. = 1, 
IJ 
L < r .. <_ U - IJ 
_ x(L)j - x(U)j 
- D ' ij 
_ x(U)j - x(L)j 
- D ' ij 
r .. < L 
IJ 
r .. > U 
IJ 
i = 1, ... ,n 
The lallows weights are now defined as 
p 
y. = 11 y .. , 
1 j=2 IJ 
i = 1, ... ,n 
4.9.1 
4.9.2 
Note that the weights are chosen so that the outliers in the independent variable 
space (influential observations) are given less weight according to their 
distance from the centre of the independent variable space. In this case the 
basic idea is to give weight to those Yi having their corresponding xi in the 
centre and to decrease weight if xi is in the tail of the independent variable 
space. De J ongh et al (1988) chose r = 0.15 which they showed worked well in 
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One should see in these results that one should not be too bold in quoting the 
down weighting factor T. 
When T = 0.15 the influential observations are certainly pOinted out, but the 
estimates are affected severely due to the presence of some large y-values which 
bring more heavy weighting in as a factor at other non-influential points. An 
additional factor is ~ fact that the data is simulated. At the end of the next 
chapter a proposal will be made to cope with this problem in some way. 
4.10 SUIIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter it was shown that the singular value decomposition of the 
jacobian of a non-linear model can lead to techniques which can give insight into 
the structure of the data set. This approach leads further to the application of 
principal components analysis on the so- called "gradiential" data set which in 
fact, was nothing else than the jacobian. Investigating the principal components 
which resulted we could pick out and investigate collinearity. Besides this we 
used the relative variance contributions of rows, i.e. "gradiential" observations 
to the total variance to indicate possible outliers/influential observations. In 
a similar way the relative variance contributions of columns can be investigated 
and small contributions were indicative of "large" correlations or high 
collinearities involved. 
It was also useful to apply the diagonal elements of the hat matrix based on the 
j acobian as indicators of leverage. This hat matrix was also applied in well 
known measures like DFFITS2, replacing the hat matrix based on the data aatrix 
itself. 
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Taking all these applications together a rather meaningful analysis could be 
completed which included a graphical display through which one could see how the 
observations on the outside of the convex hull and the influential observations 
are the same. 
leference was also made to the lallows approach to regression with some reaarks 
regarding the careful application of this technique. 
Some measures of influence and outliers together with some robust estiaation 
methods were proposed in sections 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. These proposals are at 
present under investigation. 
4.11 EXTENSIONS 
Although quite a number of well-known measures were shown to be left open for 
adaptations like leaving out observations, diminishing rank, and/or using 
Levenburg-Iarquardt changes we did not apply all these options as the interest 
was mainly aimed at the SVD principal components aspect of the analysis. It can 
be a full study on its own to find out what the merits are in these applications 
as indicated in the last part of section 4.5 as well as sections 4.6 and 4.7. 
One of merits of these measures is that they relate directly to specific 
observations and therefore they cannot be ignored, especially when a .odel 
structure is such that it can become very difficult to find the relation between 
variables and columnar results. 
! last remark regarding the lallows estimators is appropriate. If one considers 
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the weighting process carefully it is obvious that the way it is being done, 
excludes the non-linear situation as applicable especially with simulated data. 
It does however point out deviant observations through the weights and in this 
sense it can be quite useful even in the non-linear situation. 
5.2 
distance for uncorrelated linear compounds of the original variates in order to 
derive their discriminant functions. 
For simplicity assume random samples of n1 and n2 observation vectors drawn 
independently from respective p-dimensional multinormal populations with aean 
vectors Pl and P2 and a co_on var- covariance matrix E. The assuaption of 
normality is not a necessity, but supplies inferential advantages. Construct a 
linear compound (index) for summarizing observations from the groups on a 
one-dimensional scale that discriminates between the populations by some aeasure 
of maximal separation. 
The linear discriminant function then is (see lorrison, 1976) 
(- -)-1 Y = ~1 - ~2'S ~ 5.1.1 
where ~i' i = 1,2 are the sample mean vectors, ~ is the observation to be 
classified and S is the pooled sample var-covariance matrix. 
The decision rule is found by determining the average of the discriainant 





serves as classification rule. 
Assign observation ~ to population 1 if 
and to population 2 if 
This rule can be rewritten as the single statistic of Yald-Anderson, i.e. 
Y12 = ~'S-l(~l - ~2) - !(~1 - ~2)'S-1(~1 + ~2) 
= -!(~ - ~l)'S-l(~ - ~1) + !(~ - ~2)'S-1(~ - ~2) 
= -!DI + !D~ . 5.1.5 
Assign ~ to population 1 if Y12 > 0 and otherwise to population 2, i.e. classify 
in population 1 when DI < D~, or 
5.1.6 
where D~, i = 1,2 are the lahalanobis distances for x with respect to populations 
1 -
one and two respectively. For a more detailed version and extensions as well as 
more information on discriminant rules for other data types and distributions, 
see inter alia lorrison (1976) and Van Deventer (1985). 
5.4 
5.2 IEASU1ING COLLINEA1ITY 
Yrite the full data matrix and the two population observation matrices as 
follows: 
X: nxp 
where it is assumed that the population is continuous, measurable on an interval 
scale and that X is centered and standardized. Note that this does not interfere 
with the results as the linear discriminant analysis procedure is invariant to 
standardization. 
In practice one often finds that measurements are highly correlated. Obviously, 
this plays a large role in the results obtained from an analysis, especially in 
the linear discriminant or quadratic discriminant function (LDF or qDF) 
techniques of Fisher, for the covariance matrices will tend to be 
ill-conditioned. Besides this, there is always the probability of the presence 
of influential observations and/or outliers. 
Looking at the LDF as the lahalanobis distance between the centroids of two 
population (~1 - ~2)/S-l(~1 - ~2) it is obvious that the inverted var-cov. matrix 
must be of such a nature that it is not ill-conditioned in any way and certainly 
not singular. Even if the observations are measured accurately, the minimum mean 
error squared of coefficients in the discriminant function can not be guaranteed, 
because of rounding off errors, intercorrelation of the independent variables 
which may give rise to ill-conditioned situations as well as a too large a nuaber 
of variables which may lead to "du_y" intercorrelation. 
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As sample sizes are often small, biasing could probably be used whenever 
classification problems arise. Biasing most greatly affects the variables 
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the var-covariance aatrix E. 
However, E is usually unknown and the effectiveness of biasing will have to be 
determined from the samples. 
Before one starts off on biaSing or other techniques to correct for 
intercorrelation etc, one must first try to determine whether there really is a 
problem. Several authors (see Forsythe and loler, 1967; larshall and Olkin, 
1968; Vinod, 1976) proposed the use of the "condition number" to aeasure the 
instability of a matrix when solving for a system a linear equations (Troskie, 
1977). The distribution of the ratios of characteristic roots (condition 
numbers) and their applications are also of importance (Troskie and Conradie, 
1986). The condition number is usually defined as 
where q is usually taken as the norm. In the linear model the condition number 
for A (i.e. X'X) is 
5.2.2 
where A1 > ••• > Ap' the characteristic roots of X'X. 
The condition number is a better measure of the nearness to singularity than the 
determinant of A. According to Belsley, luh and Velsch (1980) a condition number 
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of more than 10 indicates weak dependencies. ! condition number of 15-30 has an 
associated correlation coefficient of 0,9 and a condition number of 100 and aore 
shows serious problems in the solutions. ! rule of thumb may be that condition 
numbers shouldn't be much larger than lOp, where p is the nUllber of unknown 
parameters. The condition index as defined by Be1s1ey, tuh and Ve1sch (1980) is 
defined as J ll/lp' Better defined definitions of what is a "large" condition 
number can be found in Troskie and Conradie (1986). Troskie and Conradie 
considered also measures of condition like E~i/~p and more specifically 
tr(I'I)/p. 
5.3 SINGULAR VALUE DECoIPoSITIoN AND BIASING IN THE PRESENCE OF CoLLINE!lITY 
The application of bias to discriminant analysis was discussed inter alia by 
DiPi110 (1979). His discussion was based on a reduction in variance and the 
effect of that on the probability of misc1assification. DiPi110 did investigate 
one of the procedures described in this paragraph, i. e. the use of S + kI in 
stead of S. He mentioned the use of S + kD, but no results have appeared as far 
as the author is aware of. In this section several methods are employed to 
indicate in which way a reduction in variance may be obtained through a bias in 
the singular value decomposition, in the first place on the pooled. sample 
variance S or the correlation matrix R and in the second place in a more direct 
way on the data matrix I as well as 11 and 12 as defined in 5.2. For aore 
information on the basic structure display of a data matrix and discriainant 
analysis refer to appendix B. 
5.7 
5.3.1 Bias on the var-coyariance and/or correlation matrix through sYP 
Let ~' = (x1, ... ,xp) be an observation from one of two p-variate noraa1 
popu1ations, say ni N n(l'i' p, Ei ), i = 1,2. Assume that El = ~ = E. The 
pooled sample var-cov. matrix is S. Vrite S in its singular value decomposition 
form, i.e. (using V instead of P for the diagonal matrix for notational purposes 
- see 5.3.7) 
The interest now lay in applying a bias on the diagonal in V, i.e. 
5.3.1.2 
5.3.1.3 
with rule: If m~n[qj(~)] = qi(~)' classify ~ into ni' one can write fro. 3.1.1, 
J 
3. 1. 2 and 3. 1. 3 
= (x - x.)'(S + k u V,)-l(x - x.) 
- -J s s s - -J 5.3.1.4 
Another approach could be to write 
5.8 
5.3.1.5 








* * If SG (~) or RG (~) < 0 classify in population 1, otherwise in population 2. 
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* * Note that SG (~) and IG (~) can be simplified to 




Given that ~ is from III it can be shown that 
G(~) = ql(~) - q2(~) 
= (~ - ~l)'S-l(~ - ~1) - (~- ~2)'S-1(~ - ~2) 5.3.1.12 




* * * Similar results apply for SG (~) and IG (~). It can be shown that SG (~) ud 




var[sG*(~)/~1'~2,S,nl] = (~2 - ~l)'(S + ksUsV~)-lE(S + ksUsV~)-1(~2 - ~1) 
5.3.1.16 
* with corresponding results for lG (~) i.e. 
and 
E[lG*(~)/~1'~2,s,nl] = (~2 - ~l)'(S + k1D)-lp1 
- l(~2 - ~l)(S + klD)-1(~2 + ~1) 
var[lG*(~)/~1'~2,S,nl] = (~2 - ~l)'(S + k1D)-lE(S + k1D)-1 
(S + kaD)-1(~2 - ~1) 
It can further be shown that 




* * The shift in location from G(~) to lG (x) or SG (x) may cause inconsistent 
results. This biasedness, however may be overcome consistently by the reduction 
in variance of the classification rule. 
The probability of misclassification in the case where all population parameters 
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are known is ~(:;) with 
5.3.1.20 
In the case where only sample estimates are available the total probability of 
aisclassification (PlC) is 
5.3.1.21 
where 
~(~2 - ~1)'S-1(~2 + ~1) - (~2 - ~1)'Pi 
zi = [(~2 - ~1) 's-lm-l(~2 - ~1)] I ; i = 1,2 
5.3.1.22 
Under the biased SVD correlation coefficient matrix or biased SVD variance 
* covariance matrix, let the biased probabilities of misclassification (PiCa and 
* PICS ) be 
5.3.1.23 




* ~(~2-~1)'(S+kaD)-1(~2+~1) - (~2-~1)'(S+kaD)-1~i 
aZi = [(~2-~1)'(S+kaD)-i E(S+kaD)-i (~2-~1)]I 
i=1,2 
5.3.1.25 
* * Use the sign of the rate of change of Plea and Pies to deteraine whether the 
probability of misclassification according to either rule increases or decreases 
for a given k > o. So from 3.1.18 
* 2 * * 2 * 
d * e- i (Szl) dSz1 e- i (Sz2) dSz2 
:Jr- (PieS ) = - ~..;;.....;.;.-
UA IIi Q1[ + IIi Q1[ 5.3.1.26 
with 
~(~2-~1)'(S+kSUSV8)-2(~2+~1-2~i) 
--';;;"'-;;;"---";;'--~~----";;;---';'-~--~i:r--, i=l ,2 







When k = 0+, more specifically 0 < k < 1, negative derivatives in 5.3.1.21 and 
5.3.1.23 imply that the introduction of k as a bias leads to a reduction in the 
probability of misclassification. 
DiPillo (1979) found a marked increase in efficiency using computer runs on his 
biased procedure S+kI, not so much when the sample sizes are large, but 
especially when n is small and or the number of variables increases. 
It should be illuminating applying these new biased procedures on DiPillo's data 
sets. 
The optimum value of ks or ka is difficult to determine. It should obviously be 
* • 
where d(PICS ) or d(PICt ) equals zero - not an easy equation to solve. Other dt dk 





as well as examination of reversal in direction of individual coefficients in the 
discriminant function. 
5.3.2 Bias on the data matrix and SYD 
Assume that the matrix X:nxp; Xl: nlxp and X2: n2xp, n1+n2 = n are standardized. 
Let 
5.3.2.1 
In section 5.3.1 a bias was introduced on the var- covariance matrix or the 
correlation matrix through the SVD when collinearity was present. I propose a 
bias on the group data matrices themselves in the Levenburg-Iarquardt way in the 
presence of collinearity: 
5.3.2.2 
Combine these adapted group data matrices in XL' the Levenburg-Iarquardt adapted 
total data matrix and carry out the discriminant analysis in the usual way using 
e.g. the LDF of Fisher, comparing results for different pairs of values of Al and 
j2· 
Another way of approaching the problem is to use the r columns and rows 
associated with the r largest roots in each of the group data matrices, i.e. let 
5.3.2.3 
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Combine these adapted group data matrices in I[r] , the diminished rank total data 
matrix and carry out the discriminant analysis in the usual way using again e.g. 
the LDF of Fisher. 
These two approaches can be put together by creating 
5.3.2.4 
Combine these adapted group data matrices in ILr the Levenburg-Iarquardt 
diminished rank total data matrix and carry out the discriminant analysis in the 
usual way using again e.g. the LDF of Fisher. 
Using these different approaches a reduction in misclassification error rate .ay 
be obtained as well as a more efficient and less complicated discrimination 
function. It is also obvious that these techniques can easily be extended to 
more than two populations. 
5.4 OUTLIEl DETECTION IN DISC1IIINANT ANALYSIS USING THE INFLUENCE fUNCTION 
The influence function can be used as an aid in outlier detection in discriminant 
analysis. One could determine a statistic based on the group as a whole and also 
with suspect observation(s) removed or down- scaled. The influence of this 
procedure on the statistic can then be determined. 
In discriminant analysis there is a variety of statistics which one can use in 
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the influence function, inter alia lahalanobis's A2, a function of the 
coefficient vector of the discriminant function and the group means. 
Campbell (1978) gave a number of references in this respect and then carried on 
to apply the influence function as an aid to outHer Ciletection in discriainant 
analysis. 
Be distinguished between the theoretical and sample influence functions. 
Empirically it focuses on 0 - O_m where 0 is an estimator based on n observations 
and 0 is an estimator, similar to 0, but determined without the ath -m 
observation. The influence function is then given by 
where e is taken as - n!l' i.e. 
Theoretically the perturbed distribution 'k' where the parameter 




6x being the distribution function which assigns unit probability to the point ~. 
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Note that as k refers to the group, we can ignore k and work with one group, say 
the first only, i.e. we wIll concentrate on Ft = (t-E)Ft + E6x . 
Assume a two population discriminant function (Pt - P2)'lft~ = l'~ where 
~ N n(p, Pi' E). Given! = Pt - P2' we have lahalanobis's theoretical 
A2 = 6'lf t 6 and the discriminant function coefficient vector l = 6,lft. - - - -
In order to determine the influence functions of A2 andl, we .ust determine the 
influence of perturbing for~. = ~ on Pi' !, E and lft •. Let 
with 
r~ = J(x - p.)(x - p.)'dF., -)'t - 1 - 1 1 It. = JXdf. C"l - 1 
5.4.4 
5.4.5 
For further derivations assume Er = Er ' so that the weighting factors make 
t 2 
provision for unequal sample sizes only. So, if .. indicates the perturbed 
parameter 
Pt .. (t - E) Pt + E~ = Pt + E (~ - Pt) 
= Pt + E~ 




i.e. in the difference between the centroids, x will appear with probability 1, 
in stead of Pl. So 
§ ~ (1 - e)(Pl - P2) + e(~ ~ P2) = Pl - P2 + e(~ - Pl) 
= 6 + ez 5.4.8 - -
Er ~ (1 - e)Er + ezz' 
1 1--
5.4.9 
With the same reasoning as before 5.4.8 we have ~~' in stead of Er ' because 
1 
~ - Pl = ~ appears with probability 1. Further, keeping in aind that Erl = Er2 
and that a weighting factor w1 is involved where E = w1Er + w2Er 1 ,2 
5.4.10 
From Press (1972) follows now that 
5.4.11 
Now we can determine the influence functions with respect to lahalanobis's 
theoretical A2 as well as the discriminant function coefficient vector !, i.e. 
I(~, A2) and I(~, t). 
From 5.4.8 and 5.4.11 we have 
Let 
A2 = (Pl - P2)'lf l(Pl - P2) 




Then, ignoring terms in E where the order is more than one it follows fro. 5.4.12 
and 5.4.13 that 
A2 -+ 6'lf 16 + EW 6'lf 16 + E6'lf l z + Ez'lf 16 - EW 6lf l zz ,lf 16 - - 1- - - - - - 1- -- '. -
= A2 + EWIA2 + Eel> + Eel> - EW1'" 
= A2 (1 + EW1) + 2EeI> ~. Ew1e1>2 5.4.14 
From this the influence function for A2 can be determined, viz. (see 5.4.3 for r) 
I(x A2) = lim A2 - A2 
- , E E-+O 
A2 EW1 + 2EeI> - Ew1e1>2 
= lim ------~ 
E-+O E 
= A2wl + 2e1> 7 w1e1>2 5.4.15 
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The coefficient vector can be standardised using ~, so that the standardised 
vector ~s can be written as ~s = A-l~. Similarly. can be standardised so that 
the standardised form of • is .s = A- 1•• Now. is distributed N(O, A2), i.e • 
• s N N(O,l). Then 5.4.15 in terms of .s becomes: 
I(x A2) = A2w + 2A& - w A2&2 - , l"s l"s 
(ii) I(~;~): 
In the same way as before and using 5.4.8 and 5.4.11 
~ = If 1 § ... (( 1 + EW 1) If 1 - EW llf 1!1!1' If 1)(§ + E!I) 
= (1 + Ew1)lf 1§ - Ew1E-
1!1!"E- 1§ + (1 + Ew1)lf lE!' -
= ~ + EW1~ - Ew1E-
1!1. + lflE!, 
5.4.16 
EW llf 1!'!', If 1E!l 
5.4.17 
ignoring terms with E2 and smaller factors and taking 5.4.13 into account. Then 
the influence function is 
5.4.18 
And as before we can determine I(~; ~s) and also I(~; ~'~); where ~s refers to 




In the sample analogues of the theoretical influence functions £ is replaced by 
n=l and terms of order (n- 2) are ignored. Further +s is replaced by 
est (+s) = est(A- 1+) = est(A-1~(~m - ~1» = ~s(~m - ~1) where ~s is the 
nk 
standardised vector of the sample discriminant function coefficients, wk = ii+il' 
1 2 
~m is the mth observation and est(·) :: estilU.tor of (.). lahalanobis's 62 is 
replaced by D2 and ~ l}f 1 (~m - ~1) is replaced by (~1 - ~2) I S- 1 (~. - ~1); S being 
the unbiased pooled cov. matrix based on n1 + n2 - 2 degrees of freedom. 
In an application on real data Campbell plotted the change in D2 against the 
standardised discriminant score as a deviation from that for the species mean, 
i.e. he plotted D2 - D~m against ~s(~. - ~1). If one uses now the asyaptotically 
normal distribution of the discriminant scores one can decide on possible 
outliers. 
1. second technique is to plot D2 - D~. against a gamma distribution with 
parameters estimated by means of the maximum likelihood method from the smallest 
95 order statistics. In fact Campbell didn't use D2 - D~m as such, but 
II(~' D2) = Ilax(~' D2) - I(~, D2) 
= wi1(1 - 2w1D~s (~m - ~1) + wlD2 [~8(~m - ~1)]2) 
~ w1D2(~s(~m - ~1) - wi1D- 1)2 5.4.21 
~ X2 I with 1 degree of freedom and non- centrality parameter (w~D2r 1 which 
suggests a gamma distribution. Campbell compared the moments for I.(~, D2) with 
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those for the Cx! distribution, where c = v- 1(1 + wi2D-2) and v = 1 + (2wID2 + 
wtD4 f 1. 
In a similar way he used a third plot, viz. that of 
5.4.22 
against the gamma quantiles as in the previous case. 
All these techniques lead to the same indication of outliers in his example. 
The study has shown that observations do influence D2 rather assymetrically and 
also that the inclusion of an observation lying further from the mean of the 
other group decreases rather than increases D2. All in all Campbell came to the 
conclusion that probability plots of the D2 - D~m values against the appropriate 
gamma distribution would seem to be preferable to probability plots of the 
discriminant scores against expected normal order statistics or siailar 
appropriate normal plotting positions. 
The drawback in the procedures mentioned above is the immense amount of 
processing necessary to make the system work. I would like to propose a 
different way of looking at the data matrix - as a whole, but also the group data 
matrices. USing the singular value decomposition and the variance ratios as in 
the previous chapters to decide on possible influential observations and/or 
outliers a down-scaling can be applied and the new LDF determined. 
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5.5 USING THE SINGULAR VALUE DEColPoSITIoN TO DETERJINE INFLUENTIAL OBSEIVATIONS 
AND/OR OUTLIERS - SIIULTANEOUSLY TAIING CARE OF CoLLINEARITY 
5.5.1 Introduction 
In order to apply the SVD to discriminant analysis it is in order to have a look 
at the relationship between the two subjects. 
The application of the basic structure display of a data matrix (BSDI) on the 
linear discriminant analysis can be described as explained by Greenacre (1980). 
For the theoretical aspects see appendix B. 
Assume n observations in g groups such that n = n1 + n2 + ••• + ng• Then the 
display which tries to separate the groups maximally can be obtained using BSDI: 
BSDI(Z; 0, ~; a, b) = BSDI(I - J~'; Dn' A- 1; 1,-) 5.5.1.1 
where I: gxm, the matrix of group means on the m variables; Dn = diag(n1, ••• ,ng) 
and A is the pooled within groups sum of squares and cross products aatrix. This 
provides the co- ordinates of the group centres of gravity in the discriainant 
subspace. The display of the cases themselves can be obtained using, with 
Z = 1 - lx': 
F = (I - J~')A-iVl(D!l)a-l 




where a = 1, so that 
5.5.1.3 
where V 1 is the appropriate set of right basic vectors from 5.5.1.1, i. e. the 
eigenvectors of 
5.5.1.4 
Let ~ = X~ + ~ X: n)Cp 
p: (p)Cl) 
Ei N n(O, 0'2) 5.5.1.5 
In a similar way to the procedure described in chapter four let the data matrix X 
take over the role ofJ, i.e. the jacobian, or the matrix of first derivatives of 
the model function with respect to the parameters, i. e. exactly what the data 
matrix is in the linear model as described above. 
The data matrix will be standardised as before. Therefore to prevent confusion 
with too many notational symbolics the X will from hereon represent the 
standardized data matrix. 
As was seen in section 5.4 the detection of outliers or influential observations 
in discriminant analysis by means of the influence function can be cumbersome. I 
propose some new approaches as using the SVD of the total data matrix or the 
group data matrices in order to determine the presence of such values or 
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observations. The same approach that was used in chapter four will be applied 
here, i.e. a semi principal components analysis emerges and the abbe rant values 
are picked up, removed and the discriminant analysis carried out. During this 
process the presence of possible collinearities which may emerge can be taken 
care of. 
5.5.2 Influence. outliers and collinearity - removing rows and columns 
Let 
5.5.2.1 
From F find those rows that make large contributions to the total variance 
inherent in X in terms of FF/, i.e. if the total variance is tr(FF/), then 
n [ t flk] tr(FF/) = E i=1 k=1 
= t [ . E flk] 5.5.2.2 k=1 1=1 
where . t flk is the contribution of observation i to the total variance. 
k=1 
Therefore, the percentage contribution to total variance is expressed as 
t f~k 
k=1 1 5.5.2.3 
E [ t f2 ] 
i=1 k=1 ik 
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Ye determine therefore, from F those rows that make large contributions to the 
variance in X. Delete these observations and repeat the analysis. Compare the 
results, e.g. the misclassification error rate, the discriminant function(s) and 
so forth with those obtained from the analysis as applied on the original data 
matrix. 
In addition to this determine those columns that make a small contribution 
through G. As the total variance in X is equal to tr(GG'), 
= ~ [ ~ g~k] 
k=1 j=1 J 
5.5.2.4 
where gjk represents the variance due to variable k in principal axis j. Then 
.~ gjk 
3-1 for k = 1 P , ... , 
~ ~ g~k 
j=1 k=1 J 
represents the proportion of the total variance due to variable k. 
5.5.2.5 
Determine now those variables with small contributions to the variance, thereby 
reducing collinearity. Deleting such a variable, or more than one if necessary, 




The procedure as described from 5.5.2.2 to the end of 5.5.2.3 and what follows on 
that may now be repeated in order to determine whether there are still 
influential observations as such. In fact, the procedure can with care be used 
in an iterative way, i.e. carry on to 5.5.2.6 and repeat until the procedure 
stabilizes in the sense that no more collinear variable(s) are indicated or any 
influential observations come to the fore. 
This whole procedure can be approached in a more subtle way by looking at the 
group data matrices. 
If X = UDaV', , = UDa' , = VDa then the group data matrices will enter as 
Xl = U1DalVi, '1 = U1Dal , Gl = V1Dal , Xl: nlxp 
X2 = U2Da2Vi, '2 = U2Da2 , G2 = V2Da2 , X2: n2xp, nl+n2 = n 5.5.2.7 
Determine in each of these group data Ilatrices those rows that make large 
contributions to the variances in Xl and X2 respectively, i.e. if 
nl 
[ ~ fl ik] tr(' l't> = E i=l k=l 
~ 
nl 
= [ . E fl ik] 5.5.2.8 k=l 1=1 
where .~ flik is the contribution of observation i to the total variance in Xl' 
1=1 
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then the percentage contribution of observation i to this total group variance is 
5.5.2.9 n1 
E [ ~ f2 ] 
i=l k=l lik 
Detel'Jline therefore from F 1 those rows that lIake large contributions to the 
variance in Xl' Delete these observations. 
Do the same in the case of the second group data matrix X2 (and further if there 
are more than 2 groups). 
Having deleted these group influential observations, put these data aa.trices 
together in an adapted total data matrix and ~epeat the analysis. The results, 
like the misclassification error rate, the discriminant function(s) etc. can now 
again be compared to the results of the analysis on the original data matrix. 
Once again one can go further and deterlline the collinear variables in each 
group. Care however must be taken that corresponding variables are removed in 
the two groups as one variable may be collinear in one group, but not necessarily 
in another group. Here it will make sense to have a look at the total data 
matrix analysis for col linearity as a control as described in 5.5.2.4 up to and 
including 5.5.2.6. Determine from 
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= t [. t g~J'k] , 
k=l J=l 
5.5.2.10 
where g~jk represents the variance due to variable k in principal axis j in group 
data matrix h, the ratio 
.~ g~jk 
J-1 for k = 1 P , ... , 
t t g2. 
j=l k=l hJk 
5.5.2.11 
which represents the proportion of the total variance in Xh due to variable k. 
Delete the variables that make small contributions to the variance thereby 
reducing collinearity, but do take the remarks before 5.5.2.10 into account. An 
iterative approach removing group influential observations and group collinearity 
as far as is practical may be applied again. 
5.5.3 Influence and collinearity - down weighting procedure 
In section 5.5.2 observations which were influential and/or variables which 
showed co11inear characteristics were removed either from the original data 
matrix directly, or indirectly by an investigation of the group data matrices. 
This may not necessarily be the optimUll solution, which ever way "optimum" may be 
defined. In stead of removing an influential observation a less drastic 
procedure would be to rather down weigh an observation if it is influential 
according to the SVD technique of 5.5.2. This then is a trimming procedure. 
One way of down weighing an observation is to replace all variables in an 
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observation by the arithmetic means of the variables respectively. Other 
alternatives are to use e.g. the modes or the median or even other types of 
tri_ed means. 
Another trimming procedure which may be useful is not to change the data aatrix 
directly, but rather by means of the SVD, i.e. if 
I = UD V, a 5.5.3.1 
and row (observation) i is influential in the sense of a large contribution to 
the total variance replace row i in U by the means of the colUllllar values 
* respectively, thereby creating a new U, i.e. U. From this adapted U aatrix I 
may be updated so that 
* * I = U D V, a 5.5.3.2 
The discriminant analysis can take place and if collinearities are suspected the 
procedure described in section 5.5.2 is still applicable. 
This tri_ing procedure does not have to be applied on I directly. It can be 
applied on the group data matrices 11 and 12, i.e. the group influential 
observations can be determined and U1 as well as U2 adapted in order to find the 
* * tri_ed group data matrices 11 and 12, i.e. 
* * * Using 11 and 12 the group trimmed adapted total matrix 112 can replace I. Once 
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again the procedures for detecting collinearities can be applied and an iterative 
procedure may be followed as before after which an ordinary discriainant analysis 
procedure may be followed. 
5.6 Empirical results 
The first example which I use is a well-known data set fro. Johnson and Vichern 
(1982) in which continuous ratio data is being used in order to allow a fir. to 
establish for itself whether it is on the way of bankruptcy or not. ! bank e.g., 
can use this type of information to assess the solvency of hIs clients, provided 
it can get hold of the necessary data. For completeness sake I include the set 
here - table 5.1. 
CFTD NIT! C!CL CANS SOLV 
- 0.448500 - 0.410600 1.086500 0.452600 1 
- 0.563300 -0.311400 1.513400 0.164200 1 
0.064300 0.015600 1.007700 0.397800 1 
- 0.072100 - 0.093000 1.454400 0.258900 1 
- 0.100200 -0.091700 1.564400 0.668300 1 
- 0.142100 - 0.065100 0.706600 0.279400 1 
0.035100 0.014700 1.504600 0.708000 1 
- 0.065300 - 0.056600 1.373700 0.403200 1 
0.072400 - 0.007600 1.372300 0.336100 1 
- 0.135300 - 0.143300 1.419600 0.434700 1 
- 0.229800 - 0.296100 0.331000 0.182400 1 
0.071300 0.020500 1.312400 0.249700 1 
0.010900 0.001100 2.149500 0.696900 1 
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- 0.277700 - 0.231600 1.191800 0.660100 1 
0.145400 0.050000 1.876200 0.272300 1 
0.370300 0.109800 1. 994100 0.382800 1 
- 0.075700 - 0.082100 1.507700 0.421500 1 
0.045100 0.026300 1.675600 0.949400 1 
0.011500 - 0.003200 1.260200 0.603800 1 
0.122700 0.105500 1.143400 0.165500 1 
-0.284300 - 0.270300 1.272200 0.152800 1 
0.513500 0.100100 2.487100 0.536800 2 
0.076900 0.019500 2.006900 0.530400 2 
0.377600 0.107500 3.265100 0.354800 2 
0.193300 0.047300 2.250600 0.330900 2 
0.324800 0.071800 4.240100 0.627900 2 
0.313200 0.051100 4.450000 0.685200 2 
0.118400 0.049900 2.521000 0.692500 2 
-0.017300 0.023300 2.053800 0.348400 2 
0.216900 0.077900 2.348900 0.397000 2 
0.170300 0.069500 1.797300 0.517400 2 
0.146000 0.051800 2.169200 0.550000 2 
- 0.098500 - 0.012300 2.502900 0.577800 2 
0.139800 - 0.031200 0.461100 0.264300 2 
0.137900 0.072800 2.612300 0.515100 2 
0.148600 0.056400 2.234700 0.556300 2 
0.163300 0.048600 2.308000 0.197800 2 
0.290700 0.059700 1.838100 0.378600 2 
0.538300 0.106400 2.329300 0.483500 2 
- 0.333000 - 0.085400 3.012400 0.473000 2 
5.34 
BANKRUPTCY = -5.69076 - 1.48693NITA + 3.88493CACL 
For further investigation I used the Statgraphics version 5 routine as the 
package is more easily available to everyday users. This means that the LDF was 
used with all the implicated assumptions. Using all the available independent 
variables an apparent correct classification of 90.481. and 801. for SOLV1 and 
SOLV2 respectively were obtained. 
Applying the SVD of the data set in order to find the relative variance 
contributions, observations 1 and 46 are the only observations which stand out as 
possible outliers and/or influential data points, and that with an 8.81. and 8.41. 
contribution respectively to the total variation only. Note from the table that 
I standardized the data before running the routine - see table 5.2: 
BANK DATA - 4§ DBSEIIATIDNS 
fL EfL • 1J 
i -=.1L EfL J 
E f~. . 1J EE f~. . 1J J .. 1J 
J 1J 
1 .849 .037 .040 .075 .353 .088 
2 .819 .008 .025 .148 .324 .081 
3 .220 .005 .055 .720 .025 .006 
4 .740 .001 .250 .009 .044 .011 
5 .290 .006 .692 .012 .065 .016 
6 .759 .021 .126 .094 .075 .019 
7 .003 .000 .769 .227 .059 .015 
8 .936 .012 .000 .052 .022 .005 
9 .308 .001 .393 .298 .015 .004 
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10 .945 .012 .033 .010 .053 .013 
11 .878 .042 .078 .002 .256 .064 
12 .117 .037 .667 .179 .032 .008 
13 .004 .006 .979 .011 .050 .012 
14 .638 .024 .334 .004 .169 .042 
15 .044 .066 .835 .054 .021 .005 
16 .654 .008 .142 .197 .045 .011 
17 .984 .000 .015 .001 .024 .006 
18 .007 .001 .883 .109 .179 .045 
19 .116 .000 .500 .384 .036 .009 
20 .000 .091 .671 .238 .078 .020 
21 .805 .007 .099 .090 .207 .052 
22 .840 .096 .010 .054 .086 .021 
23 .058 .038 .776 .128 .008 .002 
24 .863 .001 .078 .059 .081 .020 
25 .451 .021 .528 .000 .014 .003 
26 .654 .000 .156 .190 .159 .040 
27 .553 .002 .228 .217 .191 .048 
28 .234 .007 .755 .004 .056 .014 
29 .064 .695 .230 .011 .009 .002 
30 .855 .040 .088 .017 .018 .004 
31 .317 .013 .142 .529 .017 .004 
32 .428 .016 .452 .104 .016 .004 
33 .012 .162 .716 .110 .032 .008 
34 .258 .043 .327 .372 .072 .018 
35 .695 .108 .194 .003 .022 .006 
36 .465 .020 .443 .073 .019 .005 
5.36 
37 .089 .052 .835 .024 .040 .010 
38 .445 .037 .237 .281 .021 .005 
39 .808 .103 .004 .085 .086 .022 
40 .179 .199 .155 .467 .091 .023 
41 .128 .050 .594 .228 .111 .028 
42 .858 .013 .001 .127 .203 .051 
43 .288 .052 .571 .088 .024 .006 
44 .980 .007 .009 .003 .095 .024 
45 .050 .032 .846 .072 .060 .015 
46 .461 .014 .171 .354 .336 .084 
table 5.2 






1 .129950 .107561 .014036 .046565 
2 .115238 .022019 .007964 .084617 
3 .002357 .001053 .001345 .031343 
4 .014248 .000426 .011034 .000700 
5 .008216 .003318 .044890 .001363 
6 .024755 .012905 .009389 .012513 
7 .000086 .000026 .044984 .023664 
8 .008877 .002181 .000002 .001996 
9 .001957 .000146 .005716 .007721 
10 .021575 .005187 .001735 .000947 
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11 .097500 .089819 .019930 .000848 
12 .001621 .009795 .021115 .010078 
13 .000091 .002338 .048319 .000949 
14 .046874 .033417 .056122 .001069 
15 .000397 .011320 .017085 .001971 
16 .012888 .002898 .006386 .015819 
17 .010166 .000021 .000357 .000035 
18 .000581 .001727 .157038 .034439 
19 .001810 .000067 .017796 .024350 
20 .000006 .059514 .052080 .032863 
21 .072134 .011258 .020326 .032677 
22 .031290 .068672 .000826 .008175 
23 .000211 .002614 .006417 .001888 
24 .030386 .000511 .006~52 .008394 
25 .002718 .002440 .007270 .000000 
26 .045135 .000176 .024607 .053391 
27 .045938 .002474 .043248 .073443 
28 .005652 .003024 .041633 .000415 
29 .000254 .053033 .002099 .000184 
30 .006655 .005929 .001565 .000536 
31 .002351 .001803 .002404 .015993 
32 .003030 .002105 .007320 .003002 
33 .000173 .043205 .022822 .006238 
34 .008040 .025557 .023320 .047121 
35 .006780 .020227 .004321 .000139 
36 .003779 .003083 .008225 .002401 
37 .001536 .017373 .033044 .001686 
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38 .004042 .006476 .004935 .010383 
39 .030292 .073927 .000343 .012982 
40 .007078 .150789 .014055 .075386 
41 .006184 .046600 .065519 .044802 
42 .075414 .022210 .000270 .045423 
43 .003004 .010448 .013621 .003747 
44 .040268 .005686 .000880 .000521 
45 .001309 .015706 .050327 .007605 
46 .067152 .038939 .057029 .209617 
EfL 2.3055150 .1203368 1. 0080610 .5660865 . IJ 
1 
EfL . IJ 
1 .5763789 .0300842 .2520153 .1415217 
El; f~. 
.. IJ IJ 
table 5.3 
In the next run I removed observations 1 and 46, but no real mentionable results 
in terms of a change in the apparent correct classification rate or the 
discriminant function coefficients resulted. 
As the sums of squares of the column values of G and the corresponding percentage 
of variance due to the respective columns indicated a possibility of redundant 
variables - see table 5.4. 
BANK DATA - 46 OBSE1VATIONS 
sums of squares of column values of G 
2.3055 .1203 1.0081 .5661 
5.39 
column square totals/total variance 
.5764 .0301 .2520 .1415 
table 5.4 
I left out - in addition to observations 1 and 46 - the variables which 
correspond to colull1ls 2, 3 and 4, i.e. NITA, CACL and CANS. However, as the 
condition number for the standardized data set was 4.377 only, i.e. much less 
than lOp = 40 I found that I have lost a lot of information. Accordingly the 
apparent correct classification rates for SOLV = 1 and SOLV = 2 went down to 
85.711. and 841. respectively. 
The next step was to determine the relative variance contributions using the SVD 
on the class group data sets separately and the following results were obtained 
for SOLV = 1 and SOLV = 2 as separate data sets, containing 21 and 25 
observations respectively: 
Results for data set one, i.e. SOLV = 1 
BANK DATA - 21 OBSERVATIgNS- GRDUP 1 
f~. EfL . 1J 
i 2L E f~. J 
E f~. . 1J Et f~. 
. 1J J .. 1J 
J 1J 
1 .816 .014 .170 .000 .446 .112 
2 .664 .029 .038 .270 .478 .119 
3 .071 .003 .469 .457 .083 .021 
4 .052 .002 .355 .591 .030 .008 
5 .118 .000 .856 .026 .077 .019 
.. , 
5.40 
6 .355 .046 .346 .253 .160 .040 
7 .601 .003 .228 .167 .126 .032 
8 .254 .349 .378 .018 .002 .000 
9 .408 .010 .581 .001 .043 .011 
10 .440 .026 .412 .122 .015 .004 
11 .759 .018 .115 .108 .525 .131 
12 .174 .002 .818 .006 .079 .020 
13 .571 .001 .348 .081 .289 .072 
14 .339 .001 .552 .108 .172 .043 
15 .589 .002 .126 .283 .195 .049 
16 .838 .035 .061 .066 .427 .107 
17 .157 .001 .188 .653 .006 .002 
18 .459 .001 .417 .123 .363 .091 
19 .379 .010 .044 .566 .060 .015 
20 .123 .026 .844 .006 .209 .052 
21 .798 .008 .015 .180 .215 .054 
table 5.4. 






1 .154886 .097278 .073659 .000224 
2 .134800 .219451 .017592 .232050 
3 .002490 .003448 .037608 .068059 
4 .000662 .000856 .010345 .031967 
__ IIIiIiiiiiii;;;O----------------- ------~ 
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column square totals/total variance 
.5877 .0157 .2579 .1388 
table 5.6 
Results for data set two, i.e. SOLV= 2 
BANK DATA - 2Q gBSEB.!ATIDl!S - ~B.O]lP 2 
fL EfL . 1J 
i ~ EfL J 
EfL . 1J EE f~. . 1J J .. 1J 
J 1J 
1 .662 .083 .016 .239 .124 .031 
2 .786 .024 .087 .103 .076 .019 
3 .864 .092 .018 .025 .093 .023 
4 .212 .021 .736 .032 .022 .005 
5 .241 .000 .725 .034 .185 .046 
6 .102 .016 .833 .049 .249 .062 
7 .089 .002 .666 .243 .125 .031 
8 .833 .076 .082 .010 .096 .024 
9 .087 .386 .272 .255 .013 .003 
10 .086 .012 .005 .896 .046 .011 
11 .266 .000 .250 .484 .039 .010 
12 .772 .000 .227 .001 .217 .054 
13 .531 .116 .347 .007 .365 .091 
14 .010 .290 .413 .287 .027 .007 
15 .178 .002 .314 .506 .039 .010 
16 .059 .080 .705 .156 .092 .023 
17 .001 .058 .674 .268 .029 .007 
5.43 
18 .710 .063 .008 .218 .136 .034 
19 .789 .000 .079 .132 .650 .162 
20 .116 .011 .825 .048 .241 .060 
21 .868 .000 .065 .067 .265 .066 
22 .001 .191 .756 .051 .051 .013 
23 .892 .026 .000 .081 .179 .045 
24 .063 .035 .612 .291 .146 .036 
25 .262 .018 .019 .701 .496 .124 
table 5.7 
BANK DATA - 25 OBSEIVATIOftS - GRODP 2 
fL 
...:..!.l.-
E f~. . IJ 
1 
1 .042386 .075785 .001706 .039217 
2 .030649 .013360 .005693 .010258 
3 .041572 .062951 .001451 .003105 
4 .002381 .003297 .013842 .000925 
5 .022856 .000371 .115266 .008273 
6 .013084 .028868 .178874 .016155 
7 .005738 .001747 .071882 .040240 
8 .040970 .052753 .006713 .001306 
9 .000604 .037988 .003149 .004533 
10 .002040 .004134 .000207 .054314 
11 .005305 .000023 .008320 .024705 
12 .086066 .000130 .042271 .000234 
5.44 
13 .099672 .308820 .109015 .003159 
14 .000139 .056242 .009438 .010047 
15 .003544 .000675 .010434 .025778 
16 .002782 .053556 .055669 .018949 
17 .000008 .012375 .017114 .010413 
18 .049793 .062533 .000972 .039249 
19 .263827 .000468 .044386 .112935 
20 .014390 .018901 .170991 .015388 
21 .118430 .000123 .014750 .023382 
22 .000032 .070463 .032884 .003421 
23 .082282 .034079 .000028 .019266 
24 .004685 .036893 .076660 .055823 
25 .066768 .063465 .008284 .458925 










BANK DATA - 25 OBSERVATIONS - GROUP 2 
sums of squares of column values of G 
1.9435 .1370 1.1616 .7578 
column squares totals/total variance 
.4859 .0343 .2904 .1894 
table 5.9 
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If we look at table 5.4 then observations 1, 2, 11 and 16 stand out as possible 
outliers/influential observations with relative variance contributions of 11.21., 
11.91., 13.11. and 10.71. respectively. The next observation in terms of relative 
variance contributioB is observation number 18 with 9.11.. 
is the condition numbers are fairly small i.e. 6.12 and 3.77, I did not think of 
removing any variable in spite of the columnar relative variance contributions as 
indicated in tables 5.6 and 5.9. 
In table 5.7 the possible outliers/influential observations are observations 
number 19 and 25 with relative variance contributions of 16.21. and 12.41. 
respectively, i.e. in the basic data set observations 21 + 19 = 40 and 21 + 25 = 
46 respectively. 
The last run was made, leaving out observations 1, 2, 11, 16, 40 (19 in the 
second data set) and 46 (25 in the second data set). 
The apparent correct classification rate now changed to 90.48 for SOLV = 1 and 
921. for SOLV = 2, a rather significant increase in accuracy. 
This whole procedure could now be repeated by looking at the adapted data sets 1 
and 2 and doing the separate SVD relative variance contribution analysis again, 
and then one could try to determine further possible outliers/influential 
observations. 
It is interesting to see how possible outliers/influential observations are 
masked in the full data set SVD, except maybe for observations 1, 2 and 46. When 
5.46 
each group is analized separately however, the smaller covariance matrices 
(convex hulls) result in pointing out possible deviant observations. 
I ran the same procedures for the centered data sets and found interestingly 
enough that there is a marked correspondence in the results, but in a sense also 
a marked difference. The SVD at the basic data set pointed out that observations 
11, 26, 27, 42 and 46 have variance contributions of 6.21., 9.81., 11.71., 10.21. and 
18.61. respectively. 
In the case of groups 1 and 2 separately the following observations were 
identified as possible outliers/influential: 11 (21.71.), 16 (11.21.), 27 (13.11.), 
34 (17.11.), 40 (11.11.) and 46 (23.41.). 
If one compares the means and standard deviations of the variables in groups 1 
and 2 one finds that the means of variables 1 and 3 are significantly different 
(assuming normal distribution universal with the standard deviations probably due 
for further investigation - see later. 
As a further tool of investigation I used the 3-dimensional biplots of the SVD 
with F against G. The Statgraphics routine was applied. Note that the 
abbreviations are: -
BBFi = ith principal component of basic bank data. 
BIFi = ith principal component of bank data group 1. 
B2Fi = ith principal component of bank data group 2. 
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Observing these graphical displays refer to the last rows of tables 5.3, 5.5 and 
5.8 from which it is clear that principal component 1 is responsible for most of 
the variance in all cases. This means that the weights of the other two 
principal components in each graph are somewhat over-emphasized by the displays. 
(Full set: 511.; group 1: 591.; group 2: 491.). 
BBFl vs BBF2 vs BBF3: Observations 1, 2, 11 and 46 are all four on the rim of 
the convex hull with respect to BBF1. With respect to BBF2 observation 40 is on 
the rim of the hull and so is observation 41 and 46 with respect to principal 
component 3. The unmarked observation just below observation 46 is observation 
nr 42 - a rather surprising result with relative variance contributions of 5.11. 
(full data set) and 6.61. (group 2 data set). 
B1Fl vs B1F2 vS B1F3: Here we find observations 1, 2 and 11 on the far left hand 
side of the convex hull with observation 16 on the far right hand side (slightly 
obscured by column CS). 
B2Fl vs B2F2 vs B2F3: Here we find observation 19 (i.e. 21 + 19 = 40) on the 
right hand side rim of the convex hull with observation 21 (i.e. 21 + 21 = 42) on 
the left hand side. Observation 42 seems to be an interesting point - the reason 
for its graphical placement is not clear to me. Observation 25 is just to the 
left hand side of observation 18 which is on the rim of the convex hull defined 
by principal component 1 together with principal component 2. Taking all this 
into account leaving out the observations as quoted in the second run earlier had 
the effect shown and the apparent correct classification rate because of their 
influence as indicated by the analyses that followed. 
5.51 
Eventually some more remarks and comparisons will be shown with respect to this 
data set, especially with regard to other discriminant analysis techniques - some 
of them quite robust in approach. 
The next example entails a data set which was obtained by means of a type of 
stratified sampling method. (See Jacobs, 1983 and Van Deventer, 1985). The 
lepublic of South Africa was divided into 13 regions and the common usage by the 
public of the public media was investigated with the aim of investigating the 
optimal use of media options for advertising purposes - depending on the market 
for which one wanted to cater. The question was: If one has a certain 
population (market) in mind for advertising purposes, can one discriminate 
correctly by paying advertising fees only to certain types of papers, radio 
stations etc.? Stated differently: Can one make any remarks with respect to a 
company's efficiency in the sense that the right market is being reached? The 
data set and its analysis is interesting not only in terms of the good 
discrimination that evolved, but also in terms of the correspondence between the 
good discrimination and the almost complete absence of influential 
observations/outliers. The investigation of the covariance matrices however lead 
to some interesting side-results - see later. 
The full tabular display of the analysis, i.e. the SVD, principal components and 
variance contributions etc are not supplied as the full ledia data set consists 
of 4 classifications and 92 observations. Only the data set is supplied as well 
as the graphical displays of 3- dimensional biplots of some of the principal 
components together with the variable principal components. 
5.52 
Legend: -
1. CIN = 1. who attended a cinema showing the last two weeks 
2. ENGDAY = 1. reading English daily newspaper 
3. AFIDAY = 1. reading Afrikaans daily newspaper 
4. ANYV = 1. reading any weekly newspaper 
5. JAGA = 1. reading any magazine 
6. TELV = 1. watching prime television (20:00 - 21:30) 
7. lADY = 1. listening to ladio 5 
8. SPII = 1. listening to Springbok ladio (now a regional station) 
9. CLAGIO = class group: 
1. EUIO = Europeans (r1) 
2. COLOU = Colourdes (r2) 
3. AFII = Africans (r3) 
4. AS~AN = Asian (r4) 
ADVEITISING IEDIA 
ill ENGD illI! Am lli! mY Iill srn CLAGIO 
1 20.3 45.4 34.7 86.0 98.8 60.1 15.8 24.9 1 1 
2 26.4 69.8 6.3 85.8 94.9 57.8 20.1 31.8 1 1 
3 23.5 40.6 33.2 79.2 91.9 56.2 17.1 27.2 1 1 
4 22.2 15.9 51.2 76.3 89.8 69.2 12.4 33.6 1 1 
5 23.9 56.4 27.3 83.2 90.9 56.9 21.0 27.7 1 1 
6 24.5 26.6 37.5 78.6 91.0 62.4 11.8 29.0 1 1 
7 17.8 18.0 41.5 81.8 93.7 58.4 7.5 29.2 1 1 
8 14.5 19.4 39.0 77.3 93.7 62.2 7.6 24.1 1 1 
9 15.3 42.1 33.5 81.0 91. 7 64.0 11.6 28.4 1 1 
























































32.1 82.3 95.4 48.3 
30.7 84.0 94.2 55.1 
34.0 83.2 92.1 63.0 
26.6 81.0 91.3 63.8 
2.7 83.5 94.4 61.5 
25.6 74.2 93.2 63.9 
53.0 67.0 95.3 61.8 
22.0 78.0 92.5 63.5 
28.2 75.6 91.9 64.0 
33.0 80.9 93.3 66.1 
29.2 67.9 96.5 59.3 
26.1 77.7 93.8 67.4 
27.4 79.1 96.9 45.5 
23.9 79.2 91.1 54.4 
27.0 77.1 95.9 63.6 
26.9 80.1 95.3 67.8 
13.0 58.8 48.7 27.1 
5.1 67.1 48.6 51.4 
8.0 77.6 60.4 45.5 
31.3 67.1 58.8 30.5 
16.9 51.9 43.2 13.9 
10.4 23.3 23.8 3.5 
11.5 59.3 44.2 33.0 
15.3 63.1 59.3 23.4 
14.7 65.9 60.8 26.5 
11.5 60.5 54.2 30.2 









































































































































10.0 57.3 60.9 
3.1 57.5 62.9 
6.2 72.1 72.7 
19.5 63.2 69.0 
19.8 46.4 55.0 
4.0 22.8 29.9 
8.1 55.0 58.2 
12.1 65.6 72.9 
10.8 63.7 77.5 
12.2 58.3 64.4 
8.8 56.6 54.5 
1.2 86.2 63.7 
1.0 78.8 60.2 
1.3 88.7 64.2 
1.1 68.5 46.7 
0.7 85.2 56.9 
2.0 86.3 77.2 
3.1 85.7 76.0 
0.3 90.3 70.6 
0.0 88.2 59.1 
0.0 69.5 54.2 
0.5 65.8 59.5 
0.1 72.3 59.1 
0.0 49.0 33.4 
0.0 70.0 53.5 
0.3 82.6 76.1 
0.2 80.9 75.7 
28.9· 9.4 31.1 
49.7 8.6 52.9 
47.0 13.9 37.5 
31.8 7.9 40.3 
10.5 2.1 26.0 
2.0 3.8 21.4 
36.1 5.8 34.9 
24.2 15.7 29.2 
26.5 16.8 28.3 
33.9 6.7 29.9 
33.7 5.7 38.2 
38.2 31.3 37.3 
50.3 14.8 24.9 
42.7 31.5 33.3 
22.4 23.8 37.4 
42.6 21.7 35.4 
36.8 43.5 36.4 
34.5 41.9 35.0 
39.2 35.2 42.6 
47.4 17.8 28.7 
42.9 25.9 37.9 
51.7 13.4 38.5 
48.5 27.1 38.4 
20.7 15.5 31.7 
46.3 18.8 42.5 
42.8 46.7 27.3 














































































































0.0 75.4 58.4 49.2 22.1 49.1 3 1 
0.0 63.2 46.4 51.8 12.4 39.6 3 1 
0.8 21.3 24.4 4.8 2.4 2.5 4 1 
0.2 46.6 42.0 3.5 3.1 10.6 4 1 
1.1 22.7 35.2 3.9 2.5 1.9 4 1 
4.8 14.9 34.2 3.2 0.4 0.9 4 1 
1.7 41.8 44.7 6.5 4.1 3.3 4 1 , 
2.9 29.2 47.7 6.4 2.8 3.2 4 1 
2.9 29.2 50.0 7.6 2.3 2.3 4 1 
0.3 15.9 22.6 1.2 1.3 4.1 4 1 
1.2 21.5 24.8 3.2 1.3 2.4 4 1 
1.1 32.7 46.3 5.1 3.7 5.3 4 1 
1.4 29.6 46.9 4.0 4.4 4.6 4 1 
1.7 37.3 47.9 6.7 2.7 4.9 4 1 
1.3 23.4 24.7 3.3 1.6 2.2 4 1 
0.5 10.7 16.1 1.7 0.6 0.8 4 1 
0.0 33.4 33.8 0.4 2.2 0.9 4 1 
0.6 11.7 24.7 2.4 0.6 0.8 4 1 
1.5 5.4 22.2 1.8 1.2 0.2 4 1 
1.5 34.4 44.7 5.2 2.3 2.6 4 1 
2.6 26.1 42.3 10.0 0.9 1.6 4 1 
0.0 15.2 36.1 1.7 2.5 1.2 4 1 
0.2 10.5 16.8 0.2 0.6 0.2 4 1 
0.3 11.5 16.0 1.8 0.7 0.7 4 1 
1.1 24.7 44.3 2.2 2.1 1.1 4 1 
0.9 20.2 42.4 1.9 2.3 1.2 4 1 
0.6 18.0 23.1 2.6 1.4 0.9 4 1 
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92 1.2 5.7 0.4 17.7 21. 7 1.7 0.1 0.9 4 1 
Using the LDF approach in the BIDP71 routines an apparent rate of correct 
classification of 96.71. was obtained (Apparent Error Rate = 3.31.). 
Apply the SVD approach to the full data set as well as each group separately as 
in the last example. 
The following "significant" relative variance contributors could be identified: 
Le. an approximate relative variance contribution of ~ x 1001. and Ilore was 
arbitrarily chosen as "significant". 
Full data set (2.171.): Observations 54 (3.341.), 83 (2.191.), 87 (2.261.) and 88 
(2.171.); i.e. not one really of any importance, except observation 54 (maybe), 
(Cond. no: 13.63). 
Class group 1 (7. 71.): Observations 10 (9. 741.), 17 (9.861.) and 23 (8.381.); 
(Cond. no: 15.5). 
Class group 2 (9.11.): Observations 32 (Le. no 6 in group 2) (15.71.) and 43 
(i.e. no 17 in group 2) (13.81.); (Cond. no: 17). 
Class group 3 (11.11.): Observations 55 (i.e. no 7 in group 3) (13.51.), and 61 
(i.e. no 13 in group 3) (18.91.); (Cond. no: 63). 
Class group 4 (7.71.): Observations 68 (i.e. no 2 in group 4) (10.61.), 71 (i.e. 
no 5 in group 4) (8.91.); (Cond. no: 8.8). 
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The relative column (principal component) importance of principal component 1 for 
the different groups are: 
Full data set: Principal Component 1: 651-
Group 1 Principal Component 1: 461-
Group 2 Principal Component 1: 421-
Group 3 Principal Component 1: 531-
Group 4 Principal Component 1: 611. 
The 3-dimensional biplots of F with G are coded as follows: 
IjFi: I = ledia 
j = B = Full data set 
= j = group j 
F is the principal component of F with G 
i = ith principal component 
It will be noticed that not all the principal components and certainly not all 
the combinations are shown, because of the small contributions of many of these 
components. Keep in mind the relative importance of principal component 1 
throughout. 
IBFl vs IBF2 vs IBF3: The discrimination, i.e. in this case, classification is 
good. Group one is the L.B.S. "column", group 2 is somewhere between the middle 
"column" and I.B.S. "column" somewhat lower down. Note the position of 
observations 43 (with respect to the position of the 2nd group observations), 61 
with respect to the 3rd group observations and 87 with respect to the full set as 
5.58 
well as with respect to group 4. 
IBFl vs IBF3 vs IBF4: Observation 88 on the rim of the convex hull. 
IBFl vs IBF4 vs IBF8: Observations 55, 61, 87 are at the rim of the convex hull. 
IBF2 vs IBF3 vs IBF4: In the absence of the main principal component no classes 
can be recognized except for group 3 on the R.H.S. 
11Fl vs 11F2 vs 11F3: Observations 10, 17 and 23 stand out as predicted by the 
SVD as possible influential observations/outliers. 
11Fl vs 11F3 vs 11F4 
11Fl vs 11F4 vs 11F8 
11F2 vs 11F3 vs 11F4 
are self explanatory. 
12Fl vs 12F2 vs 12F3: Observations 32 and 43 stand out as in all the plots of 
12Fl versus the others. In 12F2 vs 12F3 vs 12F4 the 1st principal component has 
no effect, so that no deductions can be made. 
13Fl vs 13F2 vs 13F3: Observations 55 and 61 are on the outside rim of the 
convex hull. Considering 13Fl observations 54 and 66 seem as if they want to 
qualify, but the size of this sample doesn't satisfy the demand for enough 
information before decisions can be made. 
13Fl vs 13F3 vs 13F4, 13Fl vs 13F4 vs 13F8 and even 13F2 vs 13F3 vs 13F4 
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14Fl vs 14F2 vs 14F3: Observations 83, 87 and 88 stand out in this plot as well 
as in 14Fl vs 14F4 vs 14F8 and 14Fl vs 14F3 vs 14F4 (see observation 83) but they 
vanish in 14F2 vs 14F3 vs 14F4. 
The graphical representations thus sdstantiate the numerical analysis. 
The question is: What will happen if these outliers/influential observations are 
removed and the LDF is repeated? Removing observations 10, 43, 61 and 87 
arbitrarily (those observations of highest relative variance contribution in each 
group or deviant position with respect to group in the graphical display) 
resulted in an apparent classification rate of correct/incorrent: 96.161./3.41. 
which represents only a small change in comparison to previous results. 
One could expect that removing more than only these 4 observations should have a 
rather more drastic effect eventually. 
CLASSIFICATION - IEDU DATA (10. 43. 61. 87 deleted) 
Predicted 
1 2 3 4 
1 25 0 0 0 
Actual 2 0 18 2 1 
3 0 0 17 0 
4 0 0 0 25 
At this stage on can accept that although the SVD analysis together with the 
3-dimensional biplots will not necessarily indicate the misclassified 
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observations which was not the idea in the first place, but it can give an 
indication of these observations which may have relatively large influence on the 
analysis or are just ordinary outliers. Again it must be emphasized that 
influential observations may be either good - i.e. stabilizing a model, or bad, 
i.e. relating badly to the consumer by being not efficient in the predictive 
sense of the word. 
5.7 COIPARISONS TO OTHER TECHNIQUES AND EXTENSIONS 
5.7.1 Introduction 
In this section we discuss the problem of unequal covariance matrices where the 
assumption of equal covariance matrices are basic to the application of the LDr 
approach. 
In the first place how does one know whether these matrices are different? If 
so, what can one do about it ? 
With respect to the last question posed: One thing I did try was to apply the 
bounded-influence weighting of lallows on the independent variables. Then I used 
these bounded-influence weighted variables to estimate a bounded-influence 
covariance matrix. This was done on each class group and then I found the pooled 
covariance matrix as usual - now a bounded- influence pooled covariance aatrix. 
Then I carried on as usual with the LDF. On the next 2 pages the 3-dimensional 
media biplots can be seen. The one graph has a T = 0,15 smooth and the other a T 
= 0,05 smooth. As one can see the effect was that the difference between groups 
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groups as easily as before. Note that the example refer to the ledia data of the 
last section where we know the classification was quite good. Refer also to the 
original 3-dimensiona1 bip10ts with respect to these data. 
If one thinks about it - smoothing out differences is just the opposite to what 
one really tries to do in a discriminant analysis. That is why we can see that 
the 51. plot (IA5*) gives a better picture than the 151. plot (IAL*). 
5.7.2 Test for egua1 covariance matrices 
To test 
against a suitable alternative we use the unbiased estimates Si of Ei based on ni 
degrees of freedom where ni = Ni - 1 (Iorrison, 1976). When these Si's are 
pooled we find the usual 
S = ~ En.S. n. 1 1 
1 
If we define the test statistic 
I = En.inlSI - En.S. 
I I 
then Box (1949) has shown that if for fairly large n· the scale factor 
1 . 
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- 1 2p2 + 3!11 k 1 1 
c = 1 - 6(p+l)(k~) (i~l ni - Eni ) 
is introduced then Ic- 1 is approximately distributed as X2 with t(k-l)p(p+l) 
degrees of freedom. 
If k = 2 the optimal test for 
is Pillai's V where 
Appropriate references are John (1971) and Pillai (1957). 
If we apply the tests for equal/unequal covariance matrices on the examples of 
the previous section we find the following: 
* 
Box 
X2 = 64.5; significant 
(d.f. = i(4)(4+1)(2-1) = 10) 
ledia X2 = 680; significant 
(d.f. = i(8)(8+1)(4-1) = 180) 
P illai trace 
* 3.861 significant 
(n1 = 21; n2 = 25; m = i(n-p-2) = i(21-4-2) = 7.5 ~ 8 
n = i(m-p-2) = i(25-4-2) = 9.5 ; 10 . . 
so that n = VO•05 = 2,31 and VO•01 = 2.44) 
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From these results it is clear that the straight forward application of the LD' 
on the given examples was not correct in the first place in case any inferences 
had to be drawn from the results. The good classification rate that was obtained 
is then an indication of the strong differences between these different classes. 
It is interesting at this point to determine the Box test statistic on the 
well-known Iris data. Ye find that X2 = 13.1106 with df = ip(p+l){k-l) = 
1(4)(4+1)(3-1) = 20 which shows that the application of the LDF was well founded 
in that case. 
Accordingly we are going to compare our results of the last section to the 
results of some other techniques, but first some information about some of these 
techniques. 
5.7.3 lidge regularization and flexible discriminant analysiS 
Friedman (1989) described the regularization in discriminant analysis in order to 
indicate how the individual class sample covariance matrices can be replaced by 
their average i.e. let 
k 
where Yk is equal to ni and Y = n = Eni if equal weights are attached to all 
observations. Then if ~ here represents the sum of squares of errors 
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The choice between linear and quadratic discriminant analysis can be less 
restricted by introducing the regularization parameter A such that 
with 
The regularization parameter A can now take on any values such that 0 ~ A ~ 1, so 
that the shrinkages of the individual covariance matrices can be controlled. If 
A = 0 we have the qDA and if A = 1 we have the LDA. If the class covariances 
differ substantially a better performance can be obtained by reducing A away from 
1. Friedman goes further and mention some more regularization steps. 
Troskie and Conradie (1986) derived the exact distribution of the condition 
number A1/Ap of an estimated covariance matrix E of a multivariate n(p, E) 
distribution. The expression was very complicated. 
Under the assumption that E = u2I they showed that critical values for A1/Ap of 
the order of 20 appear to be large. If A1 > A2 ... > Ap are the population 
characteristic roots of E then they show that the density of A1/Ap is 
A :t F( (i(n- p+1), i(n- p+1)). 
P 
Assuming therefore that A1/Ap = 20 we see that a cutoff value of 
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20FO(i(n-p+l), i(n-p+l» 
seems reasonable. If n ~ 100 and p = 7, FO• 01 l:I 2 so that a cutoff value is 
approximately 40. Ye have decided to use a cutoff value of 30 when using a ridge 
correction for the condition number in the following way. Compute the 
characteristic roots of the correlation matrix and let ~1/ ~p be the condition 
number of the correlation matrix where the latter is more stable than the 
covariance matrix. Since the ridge constant k is 0 < k < 1 the largest root will 
really not be effected by adding a small constant k. 
Thus we suggest to use a ridge correction if 
or 
~1 
l + k ~ 30 
p 
Flexible discriminant analysis is described by Trevor Hastie, Tibshirani and Buja 
(1992) as a tool for richer non-linear classification. Other related references 
are Gnanadesikan and lettering (1989), Friedman (1987, 1991) and Hastie and 
Tibshirani (1990). Hastie et al summarized Friedman's 1991 procedure. 




~.(X) = PO' + E P .h (1), i = 1, .•. ,k 
1 - 1 1 m1 m -m= 
The coefficients Pij may be determined by means of least squares or penalized 
least squares or a Lp-norm procedure - whatever the choice may be. The basic 
functions hm(!) are chosen adaptively. 
The IAlS (Iultivariate adaptive regression splines) proposal of Friedman (1991) 
then is a procedure for adaptive non- parametric regression. The regression 
function is approximated by 
I Km 
f(x) = Po + E Pm n hkm (xv(k m» m=l k=l ' 
where xi' i = 1, ••• ,p are predictors and v(k,m) is the index of the predictor 
used in the kth term of the mth product. The basic functions hkm are defined in 
pairs 
hkm(x) = [x - tkmJ+ 
hk m+1(x) = [tkm - xJ+ , 
for m an odd integer, where the knot value t km is one of the unique values of 
xv(k,m)' The typical model term is now denoted by Hj(x) and the model is built 
up in a forward stepwise manner with backward pruning steps as necessary when 
some maximium model size is reached. The best fitting model measured by the 
generalized cross validation criterion is chosen. The degree is a parameter of 
the procedure. First degree models are additive, whereas 2nd degree models allow 
pairwise interactions. Full details of lars may be found in Friedman (1991). 
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Bastie et a1 generalized IARS for incorporation into the adaptive discriminant 
procedure - coding the procedure from scratch and allowing for au1tip1e response 
variables. They defined each of the coefficients Pm as a k vector together with 
k response variables. The residual sum of squares and generalized cross 
validation criterion however, now involve sums over k response variables. 
Given these I compared the results for both the Bank and ledia data with respect 
to apparent classification error rate (AER). 
Linear discriminant analysis: 
classification 


















23 AEt = 0.0870 








13 AEt = 0.2826 
,I 
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24 !EIl = 0.0652 
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ADVERTISING IEDIA DATA (Covariance matrices unequal) 






























1 2 3 4 
26 0 0 0 
0 22 0 0 
0 0 18 0 
0 0 0 26 
AER = 0.0326 
AER = 0.0 
quadratic discriminant analysis with penalty ridge on each covariance matrix: 
predicted classification 
1 2 3 4 
1 26 0 0 0 
classification 2 0 21 0 0 
3 0 1 18 0 
4 0 0 0 26 AEI = 0.0109 
5.92 
quadratic discriminant analysis - A robust estimate using 3000 samples of 9 each: 
predicted classification 
1 2 3 4 
1 26 0 0 0 
classification 2 0 21 0 0 
3 0 1 18 1 
4 0 0 0 25 AEB. = 0.0217 
Flexible discriminant analysis - method = polyreg; degree = 1: 
predicted classification 
1 2 3 4 
1 24 0 0 0 
classification 2 0 20 0 0 
3 0 1 18 0 
4 0 1 0 26 AEIL = 0.0217 
Flexible discriminant analysis - method = polyreg; degree = 2: 
predicted classification 
1 2 3 4 
1 26 0 0 0 
classification 2 0 22 0 0 
3 0 0 18 0 
4 0 0 0 26 AEB. = 0.0 
Although this is not a simulation study it is interesting to note the performance 
of the ordinary quadratic 4iscriminant technique and then in particular that of 
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the flexible discriminant analysis - degree 2. 
5.8 SUJ)A1Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
If this chapter a brief review was given of measures to determine the degree of 
collinearity inherent in a data matrix. A further review was given of biasing in 
the presence of collinearity in a discriminant analysis and a new concept was 
introduced, i.e. a bias on the the data .. trix using SVD - the data matrix as a 
whole and also an alternative where the bias through SVD is applied on the class 
groups separately. 
A further review was given of outlier/influential observation detection in 
discriainant analysis. 
In section 5.5 a new concept was introduced, viz. the use of the singular value 
decomposition and a principal components analysis which according to the 
hypothesis should take care of some of these above-mentioned problems. This new 
technique was then applied on two data sets and the results were supported by the 
3-dimensional biplot displays. 
In section 5.7 comparisons were shown to other recent and not so recent 
developments together with brief descriptions of some of these techniques. 
Investigations into these developments are still on. 
5.9 EXTENSIONS 
The uses of the SVD procedures can apparently be extended to more statistical 
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procedures. I shall briefly indicate some ways I believe this procedure, which 
is so easy to apply, can be put to use: 
1. Canonical correlation and canonical variables - see e.g. Johnson and Vichern 
(1982): 
If X = mKt 
sxl 
Let U = a'X(l) and V = b'X(2) then 
The first pair of sample canonical covariates is the pair of linear 
combinations U1 = !i!(l); V 1 = ~i!(2). Note that U1 and V 1 have sample 
variances of 1 and they maximize rU,V so that Pl = rU V is known as the 
l' 1 
estimator of the first canonical correlation. This procedure is repeated so 
that if Uj = !j!(l) and Vj = ~j!(2) with similar characteristics as 
mentioned above, but with the restriction that rU.,V. is maximized using the 
J J 
linear combinations uncorrelated to those used in previous calculations. In 
general Pj can be determined as solutions to the equation 
5.9,5 
with P1 ~ ... ~ Pj > o. The coefficient vectors !1' ~1' !2' ~2'···'!j' ~j 




The SVD can be applied to the last two equations. In both cases outlying 
rows can be down-weighted in order to diminish extensive influence by 
specific rows. 
2. Factor analysis - see e.g. Johnson and Vichern (1982): 
Given the ortohogonal factor model with m common factors: 
I = U + LF + € 
(px1) (px1) (pxm) (mx1) (px1) 
with the normal assumptions that go with factor analysis. 
Now E = LL' + t where t = cov(~) = diagonal. If the off-diagonal elements 
of S are small or those of the sample correlation matrix R are essentially 
zero, then the variables are not related and there are no common unknown 
factors so that a factor analysis will lead to nothing. 
By applying the SVD and principal components analysis to X it can be 
established whether there are such uncorrelated variables - even if the 
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inherent relationship is non-linear in nature. Those variables that are 
uncorrelated can then be relloved froll the factor analysis as they may 
influence the analysis of the correlated variables badly. 
3. lanova - Johnson and Vichern (1982): 
The two- way fixed effects Ilodel for a vector response consisting of. p 
cOIlPonents is 
!lkr =! + !l + ~k + llk + !lkr' l = 1, ••. ,g; k = 1, ••• ,b; r = 1, ••• ,n 
with the general assumptions: ~!l = ~k = iIlk = ~llk = Q, !lkr N np(O,E) 
so that we have p Ileasurements replicated n times. 
To sillplify the analysis use the SVD principal components analysis to 
investigate each of the Ilkr for r = 1, •.. ,n in order to find 
outliers/influential observations which may be relloved creating a saIler 
and Ilore anageable total atrix with less rows. The original aatrix 
[!lkr]gxbxn could also be investigated and diminished using the above 
Ilentioned technique, but as we have seen in section 5.6 the situation where 
a typical classification may occur may lead to the results being not easily 
analyzed, so a separate matrix analysis approach should be Ilore appropriate. 
I believe that there are more situations where the SVD principal cOllpon~Dts 
analysis may be useful and would suggest an investigation of the possibilities 
mentioned in this section as well as other situations which may cOlle to the aind 
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of the reader. 
In the mean time research is still carried out with respect to the application of 
the penalty function as mentioned in chapter 2 as well the different weighting 
techniques which were proposed in the same chapter. lesearch is also being done 
on the regularization idea of Friedman in different estimation areas as well as 
the techniques with respect to breakdown points proposed by lousseeuw and 
Lopulai. The weighting system of lallows together with the ideas of De Jongh et 
al are investigated in the sense of making it more applicable to the non-linear 
regression model - e.g. applying the weight directly to the loss function and not 
to be vector of observations. 
Another subject which asks for attention is the weighting of the lallows rows. 
Before I come back to this I want to refer to an article by Chalton and Troskie 
(1993). 
The mixed regression estimator arises when prior information is available in the 
form 
r = I R + u 
~x1 qxp ~px1 ~x1 5.9.1 
when the regression model is given by 
Inx1 = Xnxp ~px1 + ~nx1 5.9.2 
There is a standard test for their compatibility. Chalton and Troskie show that 
the test is equivalent to a test for outliers applied to the observations 
5.98 
corresponding to the prior information. For a single out1ier the test statistic 
can be used to obtain a robust regression estimator. If 5.9.1 and 5.9.2 are 
combined to give the mixed model 
or 
* * * I =It!.+~ 
and assuming independence of e and u we have - -
* *, 
E(~ ~ ) = .'A = "[0 ~l 
-1 If V = k I, V = I, let !ti) be the ith row of 1 and let I = !(i). Note that k 
is the constant of proportionality relating to the variances of ~ and ~. 
Chalton et a1 show that if there is a single outHer corresponding to the ith 
case, then a robust estimator of t!. is given by 
a(1 - h.) 
with k = 1 , where a is computed from the 
t~ - ab .. 
1 11 
diagonal element of the hat matrix 1(1 /1)-111 
residual. 
5.9.3 
F-distribution, hi is the ith 
and t~ is the standardized 
1 
5.99 
If k = 1 we have the least squares estimator. This is a very interesting result 
since if k = 0, the ith observation is deleted. If 0 < k < 1 less weight is 
given to the ith observation. It seems possible to even consider a weight of 
k > 1. This means that more weight is given to the ith observation implying that 
it is an extremely important design point. 
The lallows weights has the drawback that it can in fact down weight important 
design points. 
Olkin (1992) gives a matrix formulation of how deviant an observation can be. In 
an absolute gem of a derivation he proofs the well-known result that the 
deviation of any particular observation from the mean is bounded by a multiple of 
the standard deviations, i.e. 
( -)2 f n-1'2 2 x. - X < ~ s J - n 5.9.4 
He extends the above mentioned result to the mean of a subset, i.e. 
and the difference between the two means of subsets 
5.9.6 
5.100 
(1) 1 k (2) 1 k+i where i = r- E x. and i = 1 E x. • 
All k+l 1 
The tal lows weights down weights the full !(i) vector where !(i) is the ith row 
of X by wi ' 0 ~ wi ~ 1, where for wi = 1, the weight is given and for wi = 0 the 
ith observation is omitted. 
It may be that only one element in vector !(i) is spurious, say xii. Thus we 
want to down weight only xii and not !(i). From 5.9.5 we get 
(xl'i - i(2))2 < ~+fn- H E (x .. - i.)2 
- le n- j =1 lJ J 
where i(2) = E x .. /(n-l) with E the sum without index i, or 
(i) lJ (i) 
(x'i - i(2))2 < A E(x .. - i.)2 1 - n- J. lJ J 
~ n S2 
As (n-l)S(i) must be smaller than nS 2 the first can serve as a means to the 
solution of our upper bound. This means that to find the upper bound the qua-
dratic equation (Xii - i(2)p = (n-l)S(i) has to be solved. The spurious eleaent 
only is then replaced by this upper bound or a multiple of this upper bound, say 
dxii where 0 ~ d < 1. Note that the final upper bound is computed excluding the 
spurious observation. I believe that this approach will not only increase the 
usefulness of the tallows approach, but will also make it more appropriate for 
the non-linear situation. This aspect is still under investigation. 
---
APPENDIX A 
TENSOR ANALYSIS AND CURVATURE IN STATISTICS 
1..1 INTRODUCTION 
As the usual notation being used in statistics can become a very cumbersome 
burden when dealing with nonlinear regression, the tendency to use tensor 
analysis together with the Einsteinian notation has become more and more 
popular ~ The s imul taneous delet ion of the vector notat ion however, creates 
problems in so far as legibility is concerned. In this section the vector 
notation was used where it seemed appropriate in order to emphasize the meaning 
of some of the expressions. A further important point is that because of the 
use of the Einsteinian notation, it is necessary to change the indicators for 
vector components from subscripts to superscripts. A similar way of 
representing this information, i.e. a combination of the tensor approach and the 
usual vector- matrix notation has - to the best of my knowledge - not been 
attempted before. Amari (1982) used the geometrical approach in his analysis of 
curvature in statistics. 
1..2 ESTIIATION 
Let 
p = {01, r, ... , OP} = (Oi) = [ Oi] plC 1 
S = {p(~,p)} the statistical model, p(~,p) being the p.d.f. 
p e U an open subset of Rn. 
A.3 
Note that any allowable coordinate system may be used to analyze the geometric 
properties of S. However, there are some systems which are aore convenient to 
deal with than others for a specific model in S, and one should make use of such 
advantages. 
• 
Note the following conditions for the geometrical theory to be valid: 




if l(~,P) = log(p(~,P», then for every fixed p, p functions of the fora 
o ~1 l(x,O) are linearly independent i.e. for i = 1, ••. ,p, A.2.1 
DO --
the moments of 0
1
, l(x,O) exist up to necessary orders, 
DO --
for the measureP being used and any appropriate f(~,P) 
~ I f(~,P)dP = I o:i f(~,P)dP for any f(~,P)· A.2.2 
The tangent space at any point p of a manifold S can be seen as a vector space' 
obtained using the linearization of S around p. Let c, i.e. the saooth curve 
c = c(t) e S, fora the continuous aapping into S from t e [a,b] ell. If ° = 
;(p), then P(t) forms the parametric representation of the curve c. 
Formally the tangent space can be defined as follows: 
A.4 
Consider F, the set of all smooth real functions on S. If it is given that! is 
the coordinate system, then f = f(!) E F is a saooth function in!. If c = c(t) 
= !(t) is a smooth curve and f E F then function f • c: [a,b] -+ 11, can be 
written as f(!(t». 
Define the derivative of this function as 
d(f.c) 
Cf = dt = df(!{t» = ~ ~ ~ f dt i=1 ut aDl A.2.3 
which is the derivative of f along the curve or in the direction of the tangent 
of c. C is known as the directional derivative operator and such an operator C 
is associated with. each curve, whe,re C depends on the tangent vector ~:i of the 
curve c. 
At each point c( to) on the curve the operator C must satisfy the following 
conditions: 
a) C is a linear mapping fro. F to I 
b) C(fg) = (Cf)g + f(Cg) for f,g E F. A.2.4 
Furthermore, a mapping C satisfying the above-mentioned conditions is always 
derived as the directional derivative operator of a curve. 
If the set of mappings C forming an n-diaensional vector space in S is 
sufficiently smooth, i.e. is Cm-manifold, it is called the tangent space TO of S 
at PO. 
A.5 
Define now the tangent vector ~1 of cl' the curve along which only 01 changes 
and the other coordinates are fixed, as the partial derivative to 01, i.e. 
A.2.5 
where Po = (O~, ~, ~, ... ,og) at point Po and ci ' i = 1, ••• ,p, are known as the 
coordinate curves, i.e. the tangent vector Cl may be denoted by a:1 or just #1· 
Note that the p vectors #i are linearly independent forming a natural basis for 
TO associated with the coordinate systea p. 
It follows therefore that any tangent vector a e TO can be represented as a 
linear combination of #i' i.e. 
a = ~ aia. A.2.6 
. 1 -1 1= 
ai being the components of ~ with respect to the natural basis {#i} so that 
A.2.7 
using the Einsteinian summation convention. 
Thus if the "." indicates ~ then p£ = ~f (P( t» = iJ a i f so that the tangent ao 
vector of a curve pet) in the coordinate expression is given by ! = iJi#i' i.e. 
1.6 
Oi denotes the ith component of the tangent vector! of a curve in !(t). 
In statistics we have the manifold S = {f(~,!)} with 
l(~,!) = log f(~,!) 1.2.8 
and the partial derivatives gil(~,!) being linearly independent functions in ~ 
for every fixed!. The following p-dimensiona1 vector space is then spaced by p 
functions gil(~,!) in x. 
1.2.9 
where a1 , i = 1, ... ,p are the components of ~(~) with respect to the basis 
gi 1(~,!). Since x is random , T~l) is the linear space spanned by gil(~,!). 
Note further the natural isomorphism between the two vector spaces TO and T~l) 
i. e. 
1.2.10 
It is obvious that TO and T~l) are identical in the sense that the former is the 
differentiation operator representation of the tangent space while T~l) is the 
random variable representation of the same tangent space and is called the 
1-representation of the tangent space. 
It is of interest to consider the expected value of h(~) with respect to f(~,!), 
A.7 
i.e. 
E[h(~)] = J h(~,P)f(~,p)dr 
Differentiate J f(~,P)dF = 1 with respect to ,i, i.e. 
Hence for any ~(~) belonging to T~1) 
E~(~)] = 0 
A.3 TRANSFORtATIONS OR COORDINATE CHANGES 
Consider now the two coordinate systems 
p = (e1, ••• , eP) = (ei ) 
! = (e1, ..• ,eP) = (eo) 
!.2.11 
both specifying a distribution in S. There is a diffeomorphisa between· p = p(e) 
and! = !(P) or in component form 
A.8 
Ye use a, i = 1, •.. ,p, i.e. Greek indices for the! coordinate system and Arabic 
for the ! coordinate system. The Jacobian matrices then becoae 
[b~<m = [ ~], [b!<!ll = [ ::~ ] A.3.1 
Consider the identity ![!(!)] = ! or componentwise 
Differentiate this identity now with respect to oi 
A.3.2 
6} being the Ironecker delta. In a similar way take the identity ![O(!)] = !, 
or componentwise 
and by differentiation with respect to !p 
A.3.3 
i.e. the two Jacobian matrices [b:] and [b!] are mutually inverse matrices. If 
now {gi} and {gal are the natural bases of the tangent space with respect to ! 
and ! respectively then 
a = bia., a. = b~a - a a-I -1 1- a 
i.e. the vector a is 
a = aia. = aaa 




aa = aib~ 
1 
A.9 
showing the component change given by a coordinate transformation. 
A.3.5 
A.3.6 
In a similar way the 1-representation ~(~) of ~ is invariant for any coordinate 
systems and only the components change in a contravariant way as the basis 
changes, i.e. 
A.3.7 
A.4 FISHER INFORtATION IN A RIEtANNIAN SPACE 
If one considers now the manifold S with two tangent 1- representation vectors 
~(~) and ~(~) E TO' the tangent space, then the inner product is defined as 
i. e. the manifold S can be considered a iiell&nnian space. The inner product 
A.10 
therefore is cov~(~), ~(~)], because E[~(~)] = E~(~)] = o. 
Use the two basis vectors ~i and ~j and take their inner product in & similar 
way; then one obtains the metric tensor 
g .. (0) = < lJ., lJ. > = Er lJ. l (x, 0) lJ. l (x, 0)]. IJ - - 1 - J L.! 1 - - - J - - 1.4.2 
In component form: 
A.4.3 
and for the metric tensor gap in the system! = (ea): 
1.4.4 
As the p2 components gij from the coordinate system # = (Oi) are expressed by 
the factor b!~ as p2 components gap in another coordinate system! = ((a), the 
metric tensor is called a covariant tensor of order 2. 
If the two vectors ~ and ~ in the tangent space are orthogonal then <~, ~> = 
ai~gij = 0, i.e. the 1-representations ~(~) and ~(~) are uncorrelated with zero 
covariance. Similarly two curves 0l(t) and 02(t) passing through a point #0 = 
#1(0) = #2(0) are said to be orthogonal at this point, t = 0, when the tangent 
1.11 
vectors P1(O) and P2(O) are orthogonal at this point, i.e. 
or 
1.4.6 
at t = 0 and length I~I is defined by 
1.4.7 
which is the variance of the 1-presentation ~(~) 
1.4.8 
Denote by PP' = dOia. the infinitesemal vector in T n where p and p' are 
-1 v 
infinitesimal close points with coordinates p and p + dP. Then 
d2 (p, p') = d2(p(~, P), p(~, P + dP» 
= (distance between p and p,)2 
= Ipp'1 2 
-+ -+ = <pp', PP') 
= g .. dOido-i 
1J 
iJi ~i 2 = g .. v "..dt 
1J 
1.4.9 




Define now the unbiased estimators of the parameters P based on observation ~ 
from the true distribution f (~,P) = p(~, P) as E[}] = O. Then according to 
Cramer-lao the covariance of any unbiased estimator J = [;i] is bounded by the 
inverse of the Fisher information matrix, i.e. 
i.e. 
1.4.11 
see lendall and Stuart (1969). 
The distance s between two points Po = P(tO) and P1 = P(t1) on c:P(t) a smooth 
curve is then 
1.4.12 
The liemannian geodesic is then the curve among all curves connecting Po and P1 
along which the minimum of s is obtained. The liemannian distance between two 
points therefore is the distance along the liemannian geodesic. 
In order to be able to calculate the Fisher information matrix (or aetric 





lIhen 0 = ; _ the m.l.e., it satisfies ~i l(~, P) = 0 so that l(~, P) is 
aaxiaized with 
,&.4.15 
lie know that -~i~jl(~, p) shows at what rate l(~, P) is changing at p, i.e. the 
Fisher information is the negative of the expectation of this second derivative 
of l(~, P). 
A.5 THE AFFINE CONNECTION AND CURVATURE 
Consider peS and ~(P) e Tp with A = {~(P)IP e S} = ai(p)~j(P) the appropriate 
vector field as the mapping from S to TO. Note that the vector ~i = ~i(P) e TO 
- -
is a mapping from TO to peS. It can further be said that if the components 
ai(p) are smooth functions in p then the basi,s vector field ~i is a saooth 
vector field. lie use the label T = T(S) for the set of all smooth vector fields 
of S. 
Let p = p + dP, dP such that p and P' are very close, with corresponding tangent 
spaces TO and TO' = TO+dO· The linear mapping m:TO + dO ~ TO depends on dp. 
Similarly ~j' = ~j(P + dP) e Tp + dP ~ .(~j') close to ~j(P). Define 
A.14 
A 0 . = Il ( o. ,) - O. (0) e T IJ -J -J -J - u 
A.S.l 
i.e . 
• (0.') = 0.(0) + Ao. -J -J - -J 
i k = o. (0) + dO r .. (0) ok - J - IJ - - A.S.2 
or 
A.S.3 
The affine correspondence between TO and TO+dO through a is obtained by 
considering the image of the origin of TO+dO to be the point dOipi in TO' 
Therefore obtain the image of aipi e TO+dO in TO' The following vector is 
obtained 
As there are now p "equations" with p coefficients each for each of p basis 
vectors, there are altogether p3 coefficients of the affine connection, viz 
k r .. (0). IJ -
The rate of the intrinsic change of Pj(P) is indicated by 
a(v!i) 
Va a. = --'4'11-
- i J a(d01 ) 
k = r .. (I)8k IJ - -
A.tS 
A.S.4 
where V!j can be seen as the intrinsic change in the j'th basis vector !j(!) as 
the point changes from! to ! + d!. 
The vector field V!i!j is called the covariant derivative of the vector field ~j 
along !i' i.e. it measures the rate of intrinsic change as ! changes in the 
direction of !i. 
As Va~' can be determined from r~J'(!)' the inverse is also true. 
- i J 
Take the inner product of the r.h.s. and l.h.s. and the result follows: 
k k <Va a., a > = <r .. (0)8k, a > = r . . (0)<11., a > _ i -J -m IJ - - -m IJ - !'k -It 
k = rij(!)gk.(!) 
= r .. (0) IJm -
i.e. 
A.S.S 
r~ . (0) = gkll = r.. ( 0) A. S • 6 IJ - IJm -
where [gkm] is the inverse matrix of [go]. This means that the covariant 
derivative V is an affine connection on S. 
A.16 
for two vector fields A and B e T(S) define the covariant derivative of B along 
A as the vector field C = VAB; ~(P) e T(P) being the rate of intrinsic change in 
vector field B(P) as the point P changes in the direction of vector ~(!). 
Therefore, given vector fields A,A',B,B' e T(S) and a smooth scalar function f:S 
~ 1 such that f(!)~(P) e T(P), i.e. fA is also a vector field. 
A.5.7 
and again 
rook = <Va a 0, ak) 1J _ i- J - A.5.8 
or given rijk(p) --
= (Abj)ao + ~V 0 ao 
- J la -J a 0 
-1 
A.17 
i k . i k = (a a. b + Jr1 a r .. ) ak - J 1J - A.5.9 
It is obvious that the coefficients of the affine connection are dependent on 
the coordinate systea p. Say we have the coordinate systea ! = (ea) with the 
Jacobian elements 
Bi = aoi/aea a A.5.10 
i.e. 
i aoi a a A.5.U B a. = -----~ = ----- = a = a 
tJ-" 1 aea ao1 aea -a a 
then 
rap7(!) = <Vga~P' ~7> 
= <VBia.(B~.), B~~k> 
tJ-"1 J 
i k j = BaB7<VgiB~j' ~k> 
i k j j = B B <a.B~. + BpVa a., ak> a 7 -1 J _ i- J -
i k' j 
= BaB7«~iB~j' ~k> + <BpV~i~j' ~k» 
i k j j = BaB7(~iBp<~j' ~k> + Bp<V~i~j' ~k» 
k j i j k A.5.12 = g. kB a Bp + B B~ r .. k J 7 a a 7 1J 
A.lS 
The affine connection can be used in the space S of a statistical .odel in order 
to be able to study the intrinsic properties of the faaily of probability 
distributions. As the natural basis Pj(P + dP) of Tp + dP is represented by 
A.5.13 
Now it can be shown that the affine connection with the following coefficients 
can be obtained, 
A.5.l4 
and this is called the a- connection which, when a = 1, reduces to the 
exponential connection 
r .. kl ( 0) = r .. k ( 0) = E [IJ .IJ .l (x, 0) IJkl (x, 0)] 1J - 1J - - 1- J - - - - - A.5.15 
and when a = -1, to the mixture connection 
A.5.16 
At this stage one can define the third-order tensor 
A.5.17 
with cange in components under coordinate transformations as follows 
A.19 
A.S.1S 
The a-connection can now be written as 
A.S.19 
where (1) refers to the 1-representation of the tangent space. 
The a- connection now def ines the a- straightness in the sense of intrinsic 
linearity of the model, so that deviation from it is measured by the 
a- curvature. 
A special case of the affine connection is a metric. This is the case when a = 0 
and is known as the liemannian or Levi-Civita or information connection. In 
this connection the minimum length curve between two points (geodesic) is given 
by a straight line and this is the only connection for which the parallel shift 
of a vector does not change its length - therefore a metric. The lieaannian 
metric tensor gij(!) has a connection whose coefficients are given by 
A.S.20 
which is also called the Christoffel 3-indices symbol. 
Some results Can now be summarized: 
The following mappings are useful: 
A.20 
(a) A covariant tensor of order k, i.e. a multi-linear mapping from k vector 
fields to the real numbers 1:-
q: T(S).T(S).T(S) ••••• T(S) ~ I A.5.21 
It is good to remember that when the components of a tensor vanishes in a 
coordinate system they vanish in any coordinate system. The lieaannian 
metric is a tensor of order two with components gij. Note that the affine 
connection is not a tensor, because there is no multilinear aapping 
involved and its transformation rule is different. 
(b) A multilinear mapping from k vector fields to a vector field T(S) is called 
a tensor of order k + 1, of covariant order k and contravariant order 1:-
I: T(S).T(S).T(S) ••••• T(S) ~ T(S) A.5.22 
(c) A bilinear mapping from T(S).T(S) ~ T(S) using an affine connection. This 
is a tensor of order three and is known as the torsion. 
(d) The trilinear mapping I: T(S).T(S).T(S) ~ T(S) using an affine connection, 
i. e. a. tensor of order four which is known as the liemann- Christoffel 
curvature. For three vector fields A, B, C e T(S) 
A.5.23 
A.21 
Given a coordinate system 0 the curvature is represented by the components of a 
tensor 
A.5.24 
being called the liemann-Christoffel curvature tensor, and 
A.5.25 
Vhen lijkm(P) = 0 for any p, or I(A, B, C) = 0 for any A, B, C e T(S) then a 
space with an affine connection is said to be flat. 
If l ijka = 0 at any point in S, there exists a coordinate systea 0 = (Oi) in a 
torsion free manifold such that rijk(p) = o. From this follows that Va.Pj = 0, 
-1 
i.e. the basis vector fields fli are parallel vector fields. Such a coordinate 
system is said to be affine. There exists no affine coordinate systems in S, 
unless S is curvature free. Not withstanding this there does exist for any 
point Po a coordinate system such that the coefficients of the affine connection 
and their derivatives vanish at this one point PO' i.e. 
r "k(OO) = a r "k(OO) = a a r "k(Oo) = 0 1J - - m 1J - - s- m 1J - A.5.26 
Such a system is called a normal coordinate system at '0. 
In spite of many publications on the subject the statistical implications of 
liemannian structures and especially of the liemann- Christoffel curvature are 
!.22 
not all that clear. lao (1945) showed that a statistical model fo1'lls a 
liemannian aanifold and the Fisher information matrix is the metric tensor gij. 
The articles that set off further investigation into this subject were those by 
Efron (1975). See also chapter 2, Dawid (1975) and leed (1975). 
Some extensions were also made on the lieaannian approach by !tkinson and 
litchell (1981), lass (1984) and Skovgaard (1984). It was shown that a 
covariant stabilizing transformation or reparameterization of a statistical 
model, i.e. a transformation such that gij(!) reduces to the unit aatrix [6ij] 
for all! is only possible if the liemann-Christoffel curvature vanishes. 
APPENDIX B 
THE BASIC STlQCTUiE DISPLAY or A DATA IATIIX 
B.l INTIODUCTION 
The basic structure display of a data aatrix (BSDI) is also known as the 
"canonical form" (Eckart and Young, 1936) or the singular "decomposition" (Good, 
1969). This display is also known as the "Eckart- Young decomposition" (see 
Iristof, 1970). 
Greenacre (1980), like Green and Carroll (1976) preferred the tera "basic 
structure" in his research paper where he su.arised his description of basic 
structure in his thesis - see Greenacre (1978). 
The basic structure of a matrix is the decomposition of the matrix into eleaents 
of saaple structure with an i.ediate geoaetric appeal. Given a II&trix A and 
using its basic structure one can find a least-squares approxill&tion ! of A with 
the feature that rank(!) < rank(A). This! now provides a graphical display of 
the original A. 
B.2 BASIC STlVCTUiE -'GIEENACal, 1980 




where Da = diag (al' ..• ,ar ), ai > 0, i = 1, ••• ,r; r ~ llin(n,ll) = rank(!) and 
U'U = I = V'V. Call ak the kth basic value, ~k the kth left basic vector and !k 
the kth right basic vector. 
The column vectors ~k' k = 1, ••• ,r of U fora an orthonoraal basis for the coluans 
of ! and the column vectors !k' k = 1, •.• ,r of V fora an orthonoraal basis for 
the transposed rows of!. The matrices U and V thus determine the 
Ilul tidimensional subspace in which ! is contained. The basic values in D a 
deteraine the "magnitude" of ! in each of its r basic dimensions. 
In the special case when ! is a symmetric matrix, say ! = Bnxn with 
rank (B) = r ~ n the basic structure of B is 
B.2.3 
B.2.4 
If it is assumed that the basic values are arranged in descending order so that 
a1 ~ a2 ~ ••• ~ ar > 0 with the basic vectors of U and V correspondingly then the 
basic structure is uniquely deterained so that one can approximate ! by i [p] 
where 
p 




l[p] is the nxa matrix foraed fro. the first p (i.e. the largest) basic values 
and corresponding basic vectors of the matrix! of rank r where p < r. l[p] is 
called the "best rank p approxiaation" of ! in the sense that it .ini.ises 
B.2.6 
for all rank p matrices ![p]' 





u = [u1 u2] n 
p r-p 
V = [V1 V2] m 
p r-p 
B.4 
D = Da . 0 p a 1 
........... 
0 . Da r-p 
2 
p r-p 
! [p] is called the rank p basic structure of ! where ! is the rank r basic 
structure. ! aeasure of the "fit" of ![p] , the "least squares estillate" 
(leferring to the matrix norm) to ! is given by 
so that 0 ~ T[p] ~ 1 and the error of approxiaation is given by 
= _tr_a_ce--,-f (_! _-_!...Lo[pr;;..Ll_H_!_-_!-Io
A 
[ ... pl..... )....... ,l 
r 
E a2 










Computation of the basic structure can be accomplished by the algoritha of Golub 
and leinsch (1971) or by using the fact that if 
then 
A = UD V' a 
A'A = VD U' UD V, 
a a 
= VD2V' a B.2.11 
which is the eigenstructure of the m-m symmetric matrix A'A with eigenvalues the 
squared values a" k = 1, ..• ,r and eigen vectors the right basic vectors !k' k = 
1, .•. ,r of A (refer 2.3). If. ~ n, find the structure in 2.11, i.e. V and D! 
and therefore Da = + jD!. Then from 2.1 and 2.11 
A = UD V, 
a 
AV = UDa 
AVD~1 = U 
or U = AVD~1 
If m > n one could use AA' for computational purposes. 
B.3 THE GENERALISED BASIC STRUCTURE 
B.2.12 
In more general terms the basic structure could be determined using the 
"generalised FrDbenius norm" in stead of the "FrDbenius normll where the latter is 
nil 
= EEa.~ . .. 1J 1J 
n 
= E a~a . 
. 1- 1- 1 1= 
B.6 
where a. is the ith row vector of A written as a column vector. 
-1 
Use the generalised Euclidian nor. to define +: 
where + is positive definite. 
The generalised FrObenius norm will then be 




The solution to our problem of finding the least-squares lower rank approximation 
of the matrix A, i.e. A[p] where A[p] is the solution to the expression: 
linimise IIA - A[p] II~,+ = tr[O(A - A[p] )+(A - A[p])'] B.3.4 
can be determined using the generalised basic structure of A. 
B.7 
The latter can be obtained from the ordinary basic structure of the appropriately 
transforaed aatrix, i.e. 
B.3.5 
where I'ON = I = 1',1 gives rise to l[p] = ItDatli' because if I = O-iU and 
I = ,-iV, then the transformed aatrix 
B.3.6 
where (OiN)' (OiN) = I = (,il ), (,il ) , i.e. i = ND ai' where N'OI = I = 1',1 as 




is a result NtDatli is implied as the rank p approximation of i in the general 
nOB. 
B.4 BiSIC STRUCTURE DISPLiY 
i graphical display which approximates the higher dimensional rectangular data 
aatrix can now be obtained using features of the basic structure. 
B.8 
Assume a data matrix which is preprocessed, for example to "centre" the data and 
call this processed I18.trix Z. Then find the lower rank p aatrix through the 
generalised basic structure and call this aatrix Z[p] where 
B.4.1 
A 
The obj ect is to represent the rows of Z [p] as points in a p- diaensional 
Euclidian space, i.e. with p axes, so that the between points distances in the 
display are exactly the between rows distances in the metric +. These displayed 
distances are approxiaations of the true distances in the metric + between rows 
of the original Z. 
Let the coordinates of the row points in the display be contained in the rows of 
aatrix Fnxp' The linear structure of F is then the set of scalar products, i.e. 
FF' = Z[p]+Ztp] 
= N1Do11i+11Do1Ni 
= (N1Do )(N1Do ), 
1 1 
so that one can take F to be N1Do . 
1 
B.4.2 
Let p be equal to 2, then the basic concept of a biplot peraits the coluans of 












where !i and &j are the ith and jth rows of F and G respectively written as 
column vectors and Zij is an approximation of the (i,j)th element of the original 
z. 
Other factorisations may be possible: 
B.4.6 
and 
Z[2] = FG' where F = N Dt and G = I Dt 1 a1 1 a1 
B.4.7 
both having the biplot property that Zij = !i&j' but with different aeanings. 
Note further that from Z = NDal' with N'RN = I = 1'.1 follow that 
Z = ND I' a 
and 
Z,I = NDal,,1 
~I = NDa 
Z'ID~l = N 
Z = ND I' a 
N'RZ = N'RND I' a 
N'RZ = D I' a 
D- 1N'RZ = I' a 
Z'RND- 1 = I a 
B.I0 








First symmetrise the matrix to be diagonalised by pre-multiplying by ,to Then, 




where ".' = I, i.e. V'V = (.i,)/.i. = I and then' = .-iV• Use 4.8 to deteraine 
the left basic vectors N. 
! symmetric argument for the basic yeetors N leads to 
B.5.2 
In 5.2 if n = I then N = S, the scalar products in the metric • of the rows of 
Z: s.· = z!"'z .. 1J - 1"- J 
If n = D tI then N = SD tI = [sij tlj ], tlj being the weights assigned to the row 
points. 
B.6 NOTATION 
The notation BSD. (Z; n, .; a, b) for the generalised basic structure display of 
the data matrix summarises the procedure with the following meanings attached: 
(i) nnxn defines a nor. on the columns of Z, or alternatively a set of weights 
on the rows. 
B.12 
(ii) 'mxm defines a norm on the rows of Z, or alternatively a set of weights on 
the columns. 
(iii) If Z = NDal' is the generalised basic structure of Z with 0 and , defined 
as above, then the coordinate matrices r and G of the row and coluan 
points are: F = N1D: and G = 11D~ with Ni' 11 and Da as defined in 1 1 1 
earlier sections. 
(iv) a+b = 1 indicates a biplot interpretation as in paragraph B.4. 
Approximate Euclidian distances between rows of Z which are unweighted would be 
obtained by having, = I and R = I respectively, i.e. BSDI (Z; I, I; 1, 0). 
Note the difference between BSDI (Z; I, I; 1, 0) and BSDI (Z; I, I; 1, -) where 
the first indicates that the column points are going to be plotted with the 
biplot interpretation between row and column points (since a+b=l). The latter 
indicates that only row points are going to be displayed. 
B.7 COIPUTATION AND THE BSDI ANALYSIS 
Assume m ~ n; then the algorithm is as follows: 
(i) lead data matrix X 
(ii) Transform X to Z 
(iii) Perform BSDI (Z; " R; a, b) with " R, a and b specified, i.e. 
B.13 
(a) Compute the symmetric matrix 
.iZ'Oz+i = q B.7.1 
where. is diagonal; if not compute .i using the eigenstructure of .: 
• = UDAU' 
= UDIU'UDIU' B.7.2 
so that .i = UDIU' 1.7.3 
(b) Determine the eigenstructure of q 
q = VD V, 
'" 
B.7.4 
(c) Find F and G in p dimensions: 
G = .- iV 1 (Dt) b B.7.5 
and 
F = z+tv (Dt )a-l 
1 "'1 
B.7.6 
where D "'1 and V 1 contain the largest p eigenvalues of q and corresponding 
eigenvectors respectively. 
(d) Complete the plotting routine for row and/or column points in selected pairs 
of dimensions. 
APPENDIX C 
THE SHERiAN-IOIlISON-VODDBU1Y THEOBEI (lAD. 1973 P 33): 
i 
The theorem for vectors states that 
or 
is used where the ranks of matrices A, a and b must confor.. Let A = j,j, a = 
-ii and b = ii, then 
since J'~ = O. As the 3rd factor of the 3rd term on the right hand side is a 
constant, i.e. 1 - hi' 
C.2 
~I (A 1 A)_1. . where hi = li J J li' l.e. 
A A A -1~ " A -1'" A-
A A 1 - li1(JIJ) li + (J'J) iii1 A A -1: 
D( .) = D - 1 h (J 1 J) 1. e· 1 - - . ILl 1 
1 
APPENDIX D 
COIlUTEI PIOG'" CODES 
D.l XAlPLE.101 is the .ain prograa calling on SOLVE.101 where the latter calls on 
EVAL.101. Note that another routine not given here is GAUSSJ.101 which is a 
routine taken directly fro. KUlEIICAL IECIPES (see chapter four). A further 
noteworthy remark is that SOLVE.101 contains in itself several subroutines 
taken fro. NUlEIICAL IECIPES, e.g. SVDCIP, SUBISB and so forth. 
The compilation will therefore consist of XAIPLE.101 SOLVE.101 EVAL.101 
GAUSSJ .rol. It will be noticed that SOLVE.101 is somewhat cluttered with 
so- called "derivative checks". This is necessary in order to be in full 
control of the calculations in EVAL.101. The reason is that wrong analytical 
derivatives are of the .ain causes of calculations running off track. 
The code for XAIPLE.101 SOLVE.101 and EVAL.rOI follows. GAUSSJ.101 can be 
found in the above mentioned reference. 
C PIOGIA.I XAlPLE(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT) 
C 
C THE ANALYTICAL 1ST AND 2ND DEIIVATIVES 101 THE 10DEL lUST 
C BE GIVEN IN THE SUBIOUTlKE EVAL. THE 1ST CALL 1101 XAIPLE 
C IS TO SOLVE C AND SOLVE DETEIIIKES THE VALUES or THE THETAS 








IEAL X 30,~~, L HA,ISS,VAI,tLO T,JAJ 6,6~ 
+ ya,6} Vi6 ,V(6,6),Yll(301,Dtrl130) t(30) 







INITIAL PAI!IETEI ESTIIATES 
DATA PAI!I!11/4.0E-1/ ,PAI!I!2j /4.01-11 DATA PAIAI 3 14.5E-l/,PAIAI 4 14.51-11 
DATA PAIAI 5 J5.0E-l/,PAI!I 6 /1.5E+l/ 
VALUES rOI C NSTANTS 
DATA LUNOUT/6/,NPTS/30/,NP/6/,NITS/12/,NDl/6/ 
DATA ALPIA/l.01-3/ 
DO 3 II=l,NPTS 
Y(II)=O.O 
C DATA AlE ENTEIED USING AN INrILE. TIE rILE ANLNOll.DAT IS A 
C 301100rlLE TO VlICI A 3015rlLE IS ANOTATED. TIE LArTEI 
C rILE CONTINS TIE 1-IATIII AND TIE rllST IATIII CONTAINS 
C 100 SAIPLES or 30 V-VALUES EACI SIIULATED riD I I. TIE 
C COIPLETE rILE IS lEAD, BUT ONLY TIE 1ST S!lPLE USED AS AN 
C EI!lPLE. 
C 
C NOTE TIAT TVO EITI! EITEINAL rILES lUST BE ClEATED rOI 




C DEll VS IS TIE JACOBIAN, DEIEIT IS TIE EITENDED rILE 





DO 100 l=l,NPTS 




Ir(1 .GT. l)GO TO 14 
IEAD(1,6)(YT(I,1),J=1,100),(I(I,J),J=1,5) 
rOIl{T(6(/),105r12.5) 




C DATA ENTIY COIPLETED; YT IS ENTIY DUllY rOI Y 






CALL SOLVE(Y,PAI!I,ALPIA,NITS,NPTS,NP rNDl,LUNOUT,JOB,EVAL, + VAIC,ISS,lr{IL,DEIIVS,U,Y,V,Dlrr,Yll,JAJ) 
Ir(lrAIL.NE.O) STOP 
VAi=ISS/rLOAT(NPTS-NP) 
YlITE (LUNOUT, 35) 
YlITE(LUNOUT,40) ISS,VAI 
rOIlAT STATEIENTS 






























TBE OIIGINAL CODE AS GIVEN BY BATIOYSIY(1983) SUPPLIED 
TBE NECESSAIY PAlAIETElS IN OlDEI TO DECID viETBEI ONE 
VOULD LIIE CEITAIN IN BETWEEN lESULTS 01 NOT. I OVEI 
IIDED TBIS OPTION, BUT IEPT TBE CODE FOI IN CASE I VOULD 
LIIE TO IAlE USE OF IT AT A LATEI STAGE 
C NOTE TBAT EITElNAL FILES AlE USED IN CEITAIN SUBIOUTINES, 
C i.e. lESULTS.DAT TETAS.DAT COYl.DAT AND COIl.DAT. TBEY 












IIAL YSTAI(NIA111),DEIIT(IIAI,NlAI),DIK(IIAI,IIAI),IY(IIAI,1) IIAL BI(U!I),BG(UAI1,Dt'IV(NlAI rul) 
IIAL JAJ(lIAi,lI!l)lJ JII(II!I,"!I),iES(30),JDUI(NlAI,IIAI) 
lEAL JBAt(NIAI,NlAi 
LOGICAL CNVIGD,PlNP I 






IF(.NOT.pIiPAI) GO TO 1111 
PliNT A IEADINC IF PAlAIETEI VALUES AlE IIqUllED AT EACB ITEBATION 
YlITE(LUNOUT 10) (I,I=l,NPl 
DETEliINE ST!ITtNQ VALUES ND PIINT TBEI 
ISS=ZEIO 



























IF(IFAIL.NE.O) GO TO 6666 
US(I)=Y(I)-vil(l) 






UPEAT LOOP TElIINATION VlEN 
ITEIATION EXCEEDS NITS, 
01 CONVE1GENCE OCCUIS, 
01 A SINGULAl IAT1II IS DETECTED 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE A DIFFElENCE VECTOl AND TIE IlT1II OF FIIST 
DE1IVATIVES 
DO 200 l=l,NPTS 
ITASI=O 
CALL EVAL(PAIAI,I,ITASI,V11,IFAIL) 




IF(IFAIL.NE.O) GO TO 6666 








SOLVE USING SVD AFTEl CALL TO SVBISB Vll WILL 
CONTAIN TIE COllECTIONS TO TIE PAlAlETEl VALUES 









DO 111 l=l,NP 







CC 4298 FOIIAT(lX,18HDERtT(I,J)-IATIIIS) 
CC DO 4301 1J1=1,NP· 
CC VlITE(LUNOUT,4300) (DEIIT(IJ1,IJ1),IJ1=1,NPTS) 
CC 4300 FOIIIT(6E12.6) 
CC 4301 CONTIN11E 
CC VlITE(LUNOUT,4299) 
CC 4299 F0Il1T(lX,18HDEiIV(I,J)-IATIIIS) 
CC DO 4303 1J2=1,NPTS 
CC VlITE(LUNOUT,4302) (DEIIV(IJ2,IJ2),IJ2=1,NP) 
CC 4302 FOIIIT(6E8.6) 
CC 4303 CONTINUE 













DO 113 II=l,NP 




C FUITHEI CHECIS ON DEIIVATIVES IF DEElED NECESSAIY 
C 
CC DO 116 II2=1,NP 
CC VIITE(LUNOUT,115) (JAJII(II2~1I2),112=1,NP) 
CC 115 FOWT(lX,6HJAJiI:,4X,6E8.3} 
CC 116 CONTINUE 
















































FOWT(lI ,17ICbNDITIoN NUlBER=,E12.6) 
FoWT(11 ,E12.6) 






DO 488 I=1,NP 
Vl1(I) =BG (I) 
CONTINUE 
COllECT PAIAIETEI VALUES AND 
CIECI FOR CONVERGENCE 
IF(IFAIL.NE.O) GO TO 5555 
CNVIGD=.TIUE. 




TEST=Vl1 (l) fDENoi 
IF(ABS(TEST).GT.ALPBA) CNVIGD=.FALSE. 
CONTINUE 
DETElIINE RESIDUAL SUI OF SqUARES 
lSS=ZERo 
DO ·600 I=1,NPTS 
ITASI=O 
CALL EVAL(PAIAl,I,ITASI,Vl1,I'AIL) 




IF(.NoT.PlNPAl) GO TO 3333 




END OF IEPEAT LOOP STAITING AT 2222 
TEST '01 ColPLETIoN 
ITEI=ITE1+1 
CALCULATE CoVAIIANCE IATRIX FOR PAIAIETERS 
Ir(NPTS.Eq.NP) GO TO 7777 
IESVAR=ISS/FtoAT(NPTS-NP) 
CALL SVDVAS(V,NP,NP,V,VAiC,NP) 
DO 700 I=1,NP 




























IFIITEI.GT.NITSJ GO 0 4444 
IF .NOT.CNVIGD) GO TO 2222 























FOIIAT{,/11 ,13X,19IPAIAlETEI ESTIIATES 
+/11,10X,3 iSS,9(113) /111 ,13X,9(113»1 
FOIlAT111,10{E13.6ll 11,131,9(E13.6) ) 
FOBlAT 11, 3SI*** ~U 10UTINE SOLVE DNVEIGENCE NOT, 
+151 ACII VED AFTEI 110,2X,101ITElATIONS//) 
FOIIAT1/111,3SI*1*SUBIOUTINE SOLVE SlNGULAI IATIIX//) 
FOil T(//11,411*** SUBIOUTINE SOLVE USEI-FLAGGED Elibl, 
+191 IN SUBibuTINE EVAL//) 
rOIlAT{//11,451*** SUaiOUTlNE SOLVE RESIDUAL VAlIANCE ZEIO//) 
END 
SUBIOUTINE SVBISB{U Y,V,I,N,IP,NP,B,X) 
PAIAlETEI (NlAX=100l 
DllENSION U{IP,NP),V{NP),V{NP,NP),B{IP),X{NP),TIP{NlAX) 
DO 12 J=l,N 
S=O. 
IF(Y{J).NE.O.)TIEN 

















DO 14 J=l,N 
S=O. 




















IF (I.LE.I) THEN 
Dd 11 l=t,1 
SC!LE=SC!LE+!BS(!(I,I» 
CONTINUE 
IF (SC!LE.NE.O.O) THEN 








If (I.NE.N) THEN 
Dd 15 J=t,N 
s=O.O 






























IF (I.LE.I).AND.(I.NE.N» THEN 
Dd 17 I=L,N 
SCALE=SCALE+ABS(A(I,I» 
CONTINUE 
IF (SCALE.NE.O.O) THEN 








Dd 19 I=L,N 
IV1(I)=A(I,I) IH 
CONTIltUE 
IF (I.NE.I) THEN 
Dd 23 J=t,1 
S=O.O 
DO 21 I=L,N 
S=S+A(J,I)*A(I,I) 
CONTINUE 












DO 32 I=N,l,-l 
IF (I.LT .N) THEN 
If (G.NE.O.O) THEN 
Dd 26 J=L,N 
V(J,I)=(A(I,J)/A(I,L»/G 
CONTINUE 
DO 29 J=L,N 
S=O.O 
DO 27 I=L,N 
S=S+A(I,I)*V(I,J) 
CONTINUE 

















DO 31 J=L,N 







DO 39 I=N,l,-l 
L=I+l 
G=V1I) If 10 LT . N) THEN 




If (G.NE.O.O) THEN 
G=1.0/G . 
If (LNE.N) THEN 
Dd 36 J=t,N 
S=O.O 
DO 34 I=L,. 
S=S+A(I,I)*A(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
f=(S/ A(I,!) )*G 















DO 49 I=N,l,-l 
DO 48 ITS=1, 30 
DO 41 L=I,l,-l 
NI=L-l 
D.l0 
If llABS(IV1(L»+ANOII).EQ.ANOII) GO TO 2 

























Z=VlI) IF L.Eq.l) THEN 
I 1Z.LT.0.0) THEN 
V 1)=- Z 
D 44 J=l,N 
V(J ,1)=- V(J ,I) 
CONTINUt 
ENDIl 
GO TO 3 
ENDIF 

























DO 45 NI=l N 
X=llNI,Jj Z=V NI I 

















F= lC*Gl+(S*Y) X=- S*G + (C*Y) 
DO 6 N =l
j
l 
Y=llNl,J Z=A NI I 
A~ ,Jj= (y*C)+(Z*S) 













SVDVAS RETURNS COVAlIANCE IAT1IX - X X IS USED 
PAlAlETEl (IIAX=20) 
DllENSION V1NP,NP),V(NP),CVI(NCVI,NCVI),VTI(IIAX) 
DO 11 1=1,1 
YTI(I)=O. 




DO 14 I=l,IA 
DO 13 J=l,I 
SUI=O. 




CVI J ,I)=SUI 






































Ir(.NOT.PINTAB) GO TO 1111 
PliNT A TABLE br ESTIIATES 
VIITE(LUNOUT,10) 
DO 100 I=l,NP 
SE=SqRT!VAIC(I,I» 
T=PAUI I)/SE 
VlITE1L NbUT,20) I,PAUI(I),SE,T 
VlITE 52,20) I,tAUI(I),SE,T 
CONTI UE 
CONTINUE 
IF(.NOT.PINVCV) GO TO 2222 
PIINT COVAIIA~CE IATIII 
VlITE(LUNOUT,30) 
DO 200 I=l,NP 
VlITE1LUNoUT,40) I,(VAIC(I,J),J=l,I) 
VlITE 53,40) I,{VAIC(I,J),J=l,I) 
CONTI UE 
CONTINUE 
Ir(.NOT.PINCDI) GO TO 3333 
VliTE(LUNOUT,50) 
PIINT COIlELATION ilTIII 
DO 300 I=l,NP 




VRITE 54,60) I,{Vll(J),J=l;I) 
CONT NUE 
CONTINUE 
Ir(.NOT.PINrIT) GO TO 4444 
VlITE(LUNOUT,70) 









nAT=Vl1111 lES(I)=Y I -YIAT 
DI(t)=!J A (1,1)1(1.-JIAT11 I»)*IIS(I) 
DFtltS 11=Dt(I)'kES(I)/(V 11(1.-JIAT(I,I») 









C FOIlAT STATEIENTS 
10 FOllAT(III,11 ,101,34IPAl!IETEl ESTllATES AT CONVEIGENCE/ 
+/11 ,9lPlil ETER,41,8IESTIIATE,111,2ISE,111~1IT) 
20 FOIlAT(ll, 15,41,E12.6,11,E12.6,21,Fl0.2) 
30 FOIlAT /1//11 ,101,36IPAIAIETEl VAIIANCE-COVAIINCE IATlll//) 
40 FOllAT lU ,15,8(21,E12.6)1(11, 51,8(21,F12.6»1 
50 FOllAT /1//11 ,101,22IPAiiIETER CORBELATIONS1I 
60 FOIlAT lU ,15,8(21,F12.6)/(11 ,51,8(21,Fl~.6) 
70 FOIlAT /11/11 ,11,4IUNIT~6i,1Iy,71,6IFITTED,6 , 
+ 8IBESIDUlt,51,9IJI!T(I,I),21,9IDFFITS**2) 





DO 7000 t=l,ll,l 
DO 705 J=l JJ,l 
PROD(I,J~=O.O 









DO 8000 l=l,N 








COPIES A(IA,JB) INTO B AND LOSES PREVIOUS B 
lEAL A(NP,IP) 








DO 10 I=l,IA 













Il(ITASI.NE.O) GO TO 1111 
PlEDICTED VALUE IS COIPUTED 
111=1 1,1 **PAlAI 1 
112=1 1,2 **PAlAI 2 
113=1 1,3 **PAlAI 3 
114=1 1,4 **PAIAI 4 
115=1 I 5 **PAlAI 5 
TTl=1 1~1 2*113*1 4 115*PAlAI(6) 
:'J~U=TTl 
CONTINUE 
Il(ITASI.NE.l) GO TO 2222 
FIIST DEIIVATtVES 
111=1 1,1 **PAlAI 1 
112=1 1,2 **PAlAI 2 
113=1 1,3 **PAIAI 3 
114=1 1,4 **PAlAI 4 
115=1 I 5 **PAlAI 5 
TTl=1 1~1 2*113*1 4 115*PAlAI(6) 
Vll 1 =TT1*LOG 1 1,1 
Vll 2 =TT1*LOG 1 1,2 
Vll 3 =TT1*LOG 1 1,3 
Vll 4 =TT1*LOG 1 1,4 
Vll 5 =TT1*LOG 1 I 5 
Vll 6 =TT1/PAI 1 6i 
lET 
CONTINUE 
IF(ITASI.NE.21 GO TO 3333 
SECOND DEIIV TIVES 
111=1 1,1 **PAlAI 1 
112=1 1,2 **PAlAI 2 
113=1 1,3 **PAlAI 3 
114=1 1,4 **PAlAI 4 
115=1 I 5 **PAlAI 5 
TT2=1 1~1 2*113*1 4 115*PAlAI(6) 
Vll1ll=fLOG(I(I'11)**2.)*TT2 Vll 2 = OG i 1,2 'LOG i 1,1 *TT2 
Vll 3 =LOGIIII,3! *LOGIIII,1!!*TT2 
Vll 4 =LOG 1 1,4 *LOG 1 1,1 *TT2 
D.16 
Vll S =LOG1Xll,S) *LOG(Xlilil 1)*TT2 
Vll 6 =LOG X 1,1) *TT2/P (6) 
Vll 7 =(LO ( (1,2 1**2.)*TT2 
Vll 8 =LOG~i~i,3) LOG~t~I'2)l~TT2 
Vll 9 =LOG~Xil,4) *LOG~Xil,2) *TT2 
~~ ~~ ~~:G1Il~:~ ~~p~(~rrr2 
~~ ~~ ~f~~1~1!!4l 1~;~~·ll*~»*TT2 Vll 14 =LOG XI,S *LOG X !,3»*TT2 
Vll lS =LOG X 1,3 *TT2 P &11(6) 
Vll 16 =(LO ( (1,4 1**2.)*TT2 
Vll 17 =LOGlili,SI LOG(tll,~)*TT2 
Vll 18 =LOG X 1,4 *TT2/P IAI(6) 
Vll 19 =(LO ((I, 1**2.)*TT2 
Vll 20 =LOG(i(i,S) TT2/PAIAI(6) 
Vll 21 =0 
lET IN 
3333 CONTINUE 




D.2 UGPB.N.FOR analyses the data set or in this thesis, the jacobian into a 
singular value decomposition. The subroutines in this case are all fro. 
NUlE1ICAL IECIPES, so that only the .ain program code is supplied. 
C 
The compilation consists of IFGPlN.FOI SVDCIP.FOl where SVDCIP.rOI is now an 
external subroutine called from IFGPIN.FOI. Again SVDCIP.FOI is a NUlEIICAL 
IECIPE routine. 
PAIAlETER(NP=30,1P=6) 
. CHAIACTEI~12 FNAIE 
DIIENSION XlNP,1P1,Xl(NP,'P),A(NP,'P) 
DIIENSION U NP,IP V(iP),V(ip,iP) 
DIIENSION A tlP~N j,S(IP,IP),AVE(IP),SD(IP) 
DIIENSION Cl NP ,Bl[IP),12(iP,IP) 
DIIENSION 11 (I ,NP),XlIN(ip,lP) 
DllENSION XI(iP,lP) 
DllENSION F(NP ,1P)lG('P ,IP) ,F1(NP ,IP) ,G1(1P ,IP) 
DllENSION FlSUI(NP ,ICSUI(iP),GISUI(iP),GCSUI(iP) 
DIIENSION F2(NP,IP ,G2(1P,IP) . 
















INTEGEI NE NS 
VIITE(*,~) 'ENTEI FILEN!IE !S C!SD!T 6 CH!I!CTERS' 
IE!D(*,80) FN!IE 






OPEN 19,rILE='INr.D!T' ST!TUS='OLD' 
OPEN 21,rILE='G1G2.D!T',ST!TUS='OLD' 
VRIT l*'*j 'ENTEI N=NO. or 10VS !ND =NO. OF COLUlNS,' 
VlITE *,* 'IC !ND lP, NS=S!IPLE NO.' 
BE~1 ,90 N,I,IC,IP,NS 
ro T~215~r5.1,215) 





DO 110 l=l,N 








11=11IN=1 I, I1IN IEPL!tE BY 1'1 INVERSE 
DO 61 1=1,1 




















VIITE~'*)' STANDARD DEVIATIONS ' 
VIITE *,135) (SD(I)~I=l,l) 
CALL COpy A,U,NP,ip,N,i) 
CALL SVDC (U,N,I,NP,IP,V,V) 




CALL COpy C,U,NP,IP,N,I) 
c CALL SVDC P{U,N,I,NP,IP,V,V) 
C DO 4444 1=1,1 
C C1(I)=0.0 
C 4444 B1(I)=0.0 
C CALL SVDSbIT(U,V,V,N,I,NP,IP,C1,B1) 
~ ::~~~!:::l 'SOITED EIGEN VALUES OF STANDARDIZED IATIII ' 
C VlITE *,* 
C VlITE *,360) (V(I),I=l,l) 











DO 144 1=1,1 






VIITE(*,*)'J=U V VTIANSP ;U,V,V FOLLOV, NOT VTIANSP' 
DO 5 I=l,N 
write *,6) i,(u(i,j)~j=l,mq) 
VIITE 16~6) I,(U(I,J),J=l,IQ) 
write *, ) 
VIITE 16,') 
write *,7) (w(i) i=l,mq) 
VIITE 16i 7) (V(tj,I=l,IQ) write *, ) 
FOil T(8F9.4) 




DO 11 J=l,IQ . 




DO 32 I=l,N 
FISUI(I)=O.O 
DO 33 I=l,IQ 
D.19 
FCSUln=OoO GISUI I =0.0 
33 GCSUI I =0.0 
DO 34 l=l,N 
DO 35 J=l,lq 
FISUI~I)=FISUI(I) +F(I,J)**2 
35 CONTIN E 
34 CONTINUE 
DO 36 J=l,lq 
DO 37 l=l,N 
FCSUI~J)=FCSUI(J)+F(I,J)**2 
37 CONTIN E 
YIl~*,69) FCSUI(J) 
69 FO T(3I,F20.10} 
36 CONTINUE 
DO 42 l=l,N 
DO 43 J=l,lq 
Fl~I,J)=F(I,J)**2/FISUI(I) 
43 CONTI UE 
42 CONTINUE 
DO 44 J=l,lq 
DO 45 l=l,N . 
F211,J)=F(I,J)**2/FCSUI(J) 
45 CONT NUE 
44 CONTINUE 
DO 13 J=l,IQ 
DO 14 l=l,IQ 
G~I,J~=V(I,J)*V(J) 
14 CO TIN E 
13 CONTINUE 
DO 557 I=l,IQ 
DO 556 J=l,IQ 
GISUI~I,=GISUI(I)+G(I,J)**2 
556 CONTI U 
557 CONTINUE 
DO 577 J=l,l~ 




DO 46 I=l,IQ 
DO 47 J=l,IQ 
47 
Gl~I,J~=G(I,J)*G(I,J)/G1SUI(I) 
CO TIN E 
46 CONTINUE 
DO 48 J=l,IQ 
























DO 1150 I=l,N 
rlTOT=rlTOT+rlSUI(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 1250 J=l,1 
rCTOT=rCTOT+rCSUI(J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 1151 I=l,N 
rllAT(I)=rlSUI(I)/rlTOT 
CONTlItUE 










DO 51 1=1 N 
write *,6j I,(r2(I,J)~J=1,lq) 
VlITE 20.6) I,(r2(I,l),J=1,IQ) 
write *, ) 
VlITE 20,68) (rCSUI(J),J=l,IQ) 
VlITE *,68) (FCSUI(J),J=l,lq) 
write *,*) 
VlITE 20,68) (rCIAT(J),J=l,IQ) 
VlITE *,68) (FCIAT~J),J=l,lq) 
rOll! l31~4r20.10, ,3114r20.10) write( ,*)'Gl AND 2 ruLLOW' 
DO 52 1=1 Iq 
writel*,6j I,(Gl(I,J)~J=l,lq) 
VlITE 21.6) I,(Gl(I,l),J=l,IQ) 
write *, ) 
DO 5 I=l,lq 
write!*,6) I,(G2(I,J) J=l,lq) 
VlITE 21,6} I,(G2(I,lj,J=1,IQ) 
write *,*) r(I,J) AND G(I,J) FOLLOW' 
DO 15 1=1 N 
write(*,6j I,(r(I,J),J=l,lq) 
VlITE(17,6) i,(r(I,J),J=l,iq) 
DO 16 1=1 Iq 
write(*,6j I,(G(I,J)~J=l,lq) 
WIITE(17,6) I,(d(I,l),J=l,IQ) 





















VIITEl*'*j VlITE *,* 'SoITED EIGEN VALUES or CENTElED IATllX ' 
VlITE *,* 
VIITE *,360) (V(I),I=l,l) 
VlITE(*,*) 'EIGEN VECTolS' 




VIITE *,*) 'CbNDITIoN NUIBEI ' 
VlITE( ,380) CoND 
rooAt(11,r15.6) 
DO 700 L=IQ, 1, -1 
ELIIINATE EIGEN VALUES UNTIL CONDITION NUlBEI <30 
CIIT=V(1)/V(L) 
Ir (CIIT-30) 710,710,700 
CONtINUE 
Ir (L-IQ) 720,725,725 
VIITE (*,*) 'NO EIGEN VALUES ELIIINATED' 
GO TO 510 
DO 730 I=L+1,IQ 
V(I)=O.O 
CdNTINUE 
DO 740 I=l,IQ 
DO 750 J=l,IQ 






























DO 100 l=l,N 




DO 16 J=l,1 









DO 7000 1=1,11,1 
DO 705 J=l JJ,l 
PIoD{I,J~=O.O 









INTEGEI DIll ,0112 
OAL AVE(Nl) 
DO 6000 3=1,DI12,1 
AVE{J)=O.O 





AVE{J) NOW CONTAINS AVEIAGE OF ELElENTS IN EACH CoLUIN 
DO 6010 l=l,Dlll,l 








DO 8000 l=l,N 






















PUTS SUIS OF Sq!RE IATIICES A+B INTO C,LOOSING OLD C 
OAL A(NP,NP) 
UAL B1NP,NP) 
OAL C NP,NP) 
DO 10 =l,N 






SUBIOUTINE COPY(A,B,NP,IP,IA,JB) . 
COPIES A(IA,JB) INTO B AND LOSES PUVIOUS B 
OAL A(NP,.P) 
REAL B(NP,IP) 
DO 10 I=l,IA 









DO 90 1=1,1- 1 
DO 100 J=l,I-1 
IF(V(J).LT.V(J+l» THEN 
HdLD=V(J) 
DO 110 L=l N 
C(L)=U(L,Jj 
CdNTINUE 




Dd 130 L=l,N 
U(L,J)=U(L,J+l) 
CdNTINUE 




Dd 150 L=l,N 
U(L,J+l)=C(L) 
CdNTINUt 









C- __ S~B~O~T!N~ ~O~C~X~X!I!,~N~,~~,~C!~~~:l 
C BOX-COX EXTENDED POVEl F!IILY OF Tl!NSr0ll1TIONS OF DEPENDENT 
C V!II!BLE - SEE COOl 1 VEISBEIG 1982 P 60 




YliTE(6 101) IY,BC,bFF 
101 FOIl!T(J V!il!BLE',14,' Tl!NSFOIlED BY BOX-COX EXTENDED POVE1' 
1,' F!liLY VITH P!l!IETElS POVEl =',F5.2,', OFFSET =',F5.2) 
IF(BC.NE.O) THEN 

















C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -18- 3- 85 
CPIINTS!N NxI IiTRIX VITHOUT !NNOT!TION 
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -LGU 
lE!L X(IJl,IC) 
19=(1+8)/9 



















c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -07-07-89 
c 
c 
computes cosines of angles approxiaating correlations 
phi{i,j)= fAt f / norm f norm f 













do 1 =1,1p 
totJj)=tot{j)+glj~k)*g(j,k) 
tot j)=sqrtltot jO)) 
VII E *,5) tOT 
FOII!+(lX,7ITO+( )=,E12.6) 
do 4 j=l,m 
do 4 i=j,m 
phi(i,j)=O~ 
do 3 k=l,ip 
Phi!i,jj=Phi!i,jj + g(i,kl*g(j,k) 
ph~ ~,~ =ph~ ~,~ /(tot(i) tot{j)) 
ph1 J,1 =ph1 1,J 
write(6 100) (tot(j), j=l,m) 
format(1 Lengths of column vectors: '/ (' ',9f12.4)) 
write(6,101) ip , 
format(//' tosines of angles between column vectors in',i3, 
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